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This thesis contributes to knowledge by developing algorithms that automat-
ically detect and quantify structures of clinical interest in reflectance confocal
microscopy (RCM) images, captured in-vivo and from excised skin tissue.
The first part of the thesis presents an algorithm that detects the dermal-
epidermal junction (DEJ), characterised by papillae, in cubes of RCM images of
in-vivo skin. A cube of images is a number of mosaic images captured at differ-
ent depths parallel to the skin surface. A classifier, which makes use of texture
and anatomical-based features was designed. The anatomical-based features are
parameters that quantify the absence and presence of papillae across different
images of the cube.
The second part of the thesis analyses RCM images of excised tissue collected
during Mohs surgery. These tissue samples include basal cell carcinoma (BCC)
and non-diseased samples. An algorithm was developed to differentiate be-
tween (i) cancerous regions, (ii) regions of inflammation, and (iii) non-diseased
regions. A classifier based on texture and nuclei-concentration features was de-
signed. The nuclei concentration in cancerous sites is different from that in non-
diseased sites and thus can be used to distinguish the two.
The third part of the thesis analyses RCM video sequences of in-vivo skin im-
aged at the level of the DEJ. The boundaries of superficial skin capillaries can
be delineated by visually observing the highly reflective red blood cells (RBCs)
passing through the capillaries. An algorithm that automatically detects skin
capillaries in RCM video sequences was developed. Additionally, an algorithm
that quantifies the velocity of RBCs in cross-sectionally imaged capillaries is
devised. The change in total capillary area (per unit frame area), individual
capillary parameters and RBC velocity due to incremental ultra-violet radiation
(UVR) doses are analysed in both fair and dark skinned volunteers.
The work presented in this thesis has the potential to increase the acceptance
of RCM in the dermatology clinic, both for diagnosis and for assessing treatment
response of skin conditions located at (or above) the DEJ. Additionally, the the-
sis enhances the potential of using RCM images of excised samples instead of
preparing the tissue for histological examinations during surgery.
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The work presented in this thesis is focused on developing automated algo-
rithms that detect structures and quantify parameters of clinical interest from
skin images captured with reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM). This thesis
is presented in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy of King’s College London. This Chapter provides a brief summary
of the motivations of this study, an outline of the thesis and the contributions
towards science.
1.1 RCM in the dermatology clinic
Clinical dermatology has not traditionally relied upon imaging technologies. Ex-
pert visual examination of skin is capable of providing a high level of diagnostic
accuracy and the skin is relatively easy to biopsy to gain histological confirma-
tion of a diagnosis. Histology of biopsied tissue is considered the gold standard
for diagnosis in dermatology [11]. The main limitations of histology are that it is
invasive and that it destroys the site of interest. However, there is growing inter-
est in the capability of new non-invasive imaging systems that can provide high
17
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resolution images at depth in skin whilst keeping the site of interest intact [11].
These have the potential to reduce reliance on biopsy in some cases and to re-
duce the burden of biopsies that return negative, which are currently estimated
to account for around 80% of examinations [12]. For a non-invasive modality
to replace histology for a particular skin disease or condition, the non-invasive
modality needs to achieve a sensitivity greater or equal than that achieved with
histology and a similar level of specificity. For example, currently a sensitivity
and specificity greater than 90% is achieved when analysing melanoma with his-
tology [13]. Furthermore, a clinic needs to analyse whether the economic benefits
associated with the non-invasive modality outweigh the costs before introducing
the modality in the clinic.
One of the most promising of these technologies is reflectance confocal mi-
croscopy (RCM), which provides optical sectioning of tissue [14]. The contrast
emerges from the refractive index differences between different skin structures.
As a light beam propagates through the skin, the light is reflected at the bound-
aries of two structures with different refractive indices. The reflected light is then
focused into a small pinhole and forms an image [15].
RCM is capable of visualising individual cells and organelles up to a depth
of 200− 250µm, at a lateral resolution of ∼ 0.5− 1µm and at an axial resolution
of ∼ 3 − 5µm [16]. RCM has the potential of being a non-invasive diagnostic
method as it has a lateral resolution comparable to that achieved by histology. A
significant difference between RCM images and histology sections is the orienta-
tion; confocal images are captured in a horizontal (XY) plane parallel to the skin
surface whereas histological sections are obtained from vertical (XZ) sectioning
of biopsy samples [14]. This difference necessitates some retraining of staff to
interpret the unfamiliar appearance of the anatomy of skin.
Unlike histology which destroys the site of interest, RCM can image the skin
non-invasively and has the potential to allow the study of the skin in its native
state [17]. This gives RCM an advantage that it can be used to monitor the pro-
gression of disease or treatment, where the imaging can be repeated as often as
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required [11] [17]. RCM images also provide a useful addition to clinical screen-
ing and histology by helping a dermatologist make decisions such as whether,
where, or when to biopsy a lesion [17]. Thus, RCM has the potential to reduce
the need for invasive biopsies by facilitating non-invasive examinations of the
skin [18]. In addition, RCM is also capable of non-invasively delineating tumour
margins before surgery or non-surgical treatment [16].
Similarly, RCM can be used to analyse excised tissue and thus outline the tu-
mour margin in Mohs surgery [16]. RCM images of excised tissue are produced
in the same orientation as the histology slides; vertical slices perpendicular to the
skin surface. As in histology, when imaging excised tissue with RCM in fluores-
cent mode, fluorescence dye can be absorbed to improve the visibility of partic-
ular structures. For example, acridine orange is used to colour cell nuclei and it
results in a contrast between cell nuclei and cytoplasm. Imaging excised tissue
with RCM, instead of analysing the tissue with histology, could eliminate the
need of frozen sectioning [16]. This results in only needing ∼ 10 minutes to stain
and image an excised tissue, which is a fraction of the time needed (∼ 30− 45
minutes) for a histologist to prepare a histology slide. RCM opens up new possi-
bilities to reduce reliance on biopsies [16]. Thus, RCM has the potential of being
used as a clinical technology that can provide pathological examinations of ex-
cised tissue [19].
RCM was developed by Marvin Minsky in 1955 [20]. The modality only
gained popularity in the 1990s when technological advancements enabled the
downsizing of the microscope from a bulky machine filling a room, to a mobile
handheld device [21] [22]. The leading commercial RCM system, the VivaScoper,
is produced by Lucid Inc. (USA) and marketed in Europe by Mavig GmbH (Ger-
many). These commercial RCM systems have been available since 2004 when
they were used in only a handful of key research centres in the USA, Germany
and Italy. However, by 2015 the total number of VivaScoper RCM systems has
increased to more than 600 and are located in dermatology clinics and hospi-
tal departments worldwide. Currently there are around 300 systems located in
Europe, Middle East and Asia (EMEA), where there have been around 30 new
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systems installed per annum since 2014 (Raphaela Kaestle, Mavig GmbH, per-
sonal communication, 2nd June 2016). Two VivaScoper systems are located at
Guy’s and St. Thomas’ Hospital, London; the VivaScoper 1500 for in-vivo exam-
inations and the VivaScoper 2500 used for analysing tissue samples.
The application of the RCM technology is to guide diagnosis and to aid in
treatment planning. The main limitation is that currently the microscopes are
only available in a minority of dermatology clinics and technology requires a
learning curve to operate it and to interpret the images obtained [16]. Although
there are strong similarities between RCM images and histology, inexperienced
dermatologists still require a considerable amount of training to gain diagnostic
confidence in RCM imaging. It is suggested that for a dermatologist to be be-
come proficient in interpreting RCM images he/she needs to attend a one week
training course organised by Mavig GmbH followed by online training which
includes the reader to review 750 to 1000 clinical cases over a three month pe-
riod (Andre Philipp, Mavig GmbH, personal communication, 5th April 2017).
When readers undertake this training and have the same level of experience
with RCM images, the inter-observer differences found across different readers
is not significant. For example in a study undertaken by Rao et al. [23] two read-
ers achieved a sensitivity and specificity above 90% and 60% respectively when
compared against the histological representation of the specimen. However, a
discrepancy of around 15% in specificity was present amongst these two readers
and this was attributed to one reader having over than 9 years of experience in
interpreting RCM images whereas the other reader had just over 1 year of experi-
ence. The most experienced reader achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 97.5%
and 80.5% when comparing the results he achieved with RCM images against to
those achieved with using the gold standard histological representation [23].
Various work has been carried out to make dermoscopic and histology skills
more easily transferable to RCM, by emphasising the visual similarities between
the two [24] [25] and even providing a digital staining tool for an RCM image to
appear similar in colour to a histology slide [26]. However, a typical RCM exam-
ination generates 60-100 images [4] which require around 10 minutes to evaluate
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in a clinical setting, and there is as yet no automated or semi-automated anal-
ysis that can be done routinely to help the clinician analyse this large dataset.
As the user becomes more proficient in interpreting the images, the user can
start analysing the images as they are being acquired, reducing the overall time
needed to acquire and interpret the images.
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) suggest that
RCM technologies are not yet recommended to decide whether to biopsy and ex-
cise skin lesions with suspected melanoma, basal cell carcinoma (BCC) or lentigo
maligna (LM) [27]. NICE suggest that further research that displays sufficient ev-
idence of the clinical effectiveness of defining tumour margins can boost the ac-
ceptance of RCM as a diagnostic tool and the technology being routinely adopted
in the NHS [27].
This thesis focuses on developing algorithms that automatically analyse RCM
images, with the aim of reducing the examination time and the level of training
needed. For example, automated algorithms have the potential to highlight areas
of particular concern, reduces the need for the dermatologist to view all images.
Furthermore, automated algorithms give an objective analyses of RCM images
and provide clinicians with quantitative measures that the clinician cannot ex-
tract when examining the images visually. The algorithms contribute towards a
growing database of knowledge on RCM image interpretation, helping the clin-
ician identify already recognized features of disease conditions using objective
quantitative measures and of reducing the level of training needed.
Three algorithms have been designed and implemented in this thesis, these
aim to provide:
• Detection of the dermal-epidermal junction based upon anatomical feature
identification in RCM images of skin in-vivo;
• Detection of histological margins for surgery in RCM images of excised
tissue;
• Detection and quantification of superficial skin capillaries in RCM video
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sequences of skin in-vivo.
The methodologies adopted to develop such algorithms together with their
contribution to knowledge is highlighted in subsequent Sections.
1.2 Summary of the Thesis
This thesis is structured into eight chapters, each of which is summarised below:
Chapter 2 gives detailed descriptions of the skin, including how its classified
into layers, together with the function of skin capillaries, and how capillaries
change in response to environmental insults. The importance of detecting and
quantifying the dermal-epidermal junction, tumour regions and skin capillaries
are identified. Additionally, an overview of the clinical practice of dermatol-
ogy and of the non-invasive imaging modalities available to analyse the skin are
given. RCM is compared to other non-invasive modalities and also to histology.
Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive literature review of the quantitative
measurements which are currently being calculated from RCM images for der-
matology and photobiology. Motivations and applications of devising semi- or
fully-automated algorithms to extract quantitative measures from such images
are identified. The literature review is subdivided into three parts: (i) RCM for
imaging in-vivo skin (ii) RCM for imaging excised tissue and (iii) RCM video
sequences for visualising skin capillaries. Thus, from this chapter the niche of
where this project fits into prior literature will be discussed in depth.
Chapter 4 describes the RCM technology, together with the type of datasets
that can be acquired from the commercial and clinical VivaScoper RCM systems
used in this thesis. A distinction is made between the two RCM systems used
in this thesis; VivaScoper 1500 and VivaScoper 2500 which are used to anal-
yse in-vivo skin and excised tissue respectively. The protocol used to prepare the
excised tissue for imaging in this study is given. Artefacts found in images cap-
tured using the two systems are identified and ways of mitigating such artefacts
are discussed. Particular attention is given to artefacts as they can disrupt the
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effectiveness of automated algorithms.
Chapter 5 devises a methodology for automatically detecting the dermal-
epidermal junction (DEJ) in RCM images of in-vivo skin. The classification algo-
rithmic method includes extracting texture and anatomical based features from
RCM images. The anatomical based features characterise the presence and ab-
sence of papillae (which characterises the DEJ) across RCM images captured at
different depths. The algorithm was tested on datasets captured from intra- and
inter-volunteer sites. The Chapter concludes with a discussion of the results and
possible future improvements.
Chapter 6 devises a methodology for differentiating between tumour, inflam-
matory, and non-diseased regions in RCM images of excised tissue acquired dur-
ing Mohs surgery. The imaged samples contain basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and
non-diseased tissue. The developed classification algorithm makes use of texture
and nuclei concentration features to differentiate between the three mentioned
classes. The results achieved with this algorithm are compared with the gold
standard of frozen section histology as reported by the surgeon.
Chapter 7 describes an algorithm designed to automatically detect superfi-
cial skin capillaries located at the DEJ in RCM video sequences. The algorithm
identifies the highly reflective red blood cells (RBCs) travelling though the cap-
illary and uses these to delineate the capillary boundary. The velocity at which
the RBCs travel inside the capillaries is calculated. The algorithm is tested on
a dataset of video sequences captured at sites irradiated with incremental doses
of ultra-violet radiation (UVR) in volunteers of both fair and dark skin types.
Changes in vessel diameter and RBC velocity resulting from UVR induced ery-
thema are reported and compared with photometric measurements of skin red-
dening.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with an overview, outlining the novel contri-
butions towards knowledge achieved throughout the study. The clinical impor-
tance of this work is illustrated, and future research work, together with possible
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improvements are identified.
1.3 Original Contributions
The original work described in this thesis can be summarised into three distinct
contributions:
• The design and implementation of an automated algorithm to detect and
quantify the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) thickness from in-vivo RCM
cubes of images. The designed algorithm works automatically on standard
clinical data; cubes of images with 8µm spacing. A total of 11 datasets, each
with approximately 1400 tiles were used. The cube of images are represen-
tatives of clinical datasets, where each cube has a file size of around 3GB
and can be stored either locally or on cloud storage. Despite clinics having
sufficient storage facilities, clinicians’ time is limited and an automated al-
gorithm that speeds up the time needed for a clinician to analyse the images
is required for the technology to gain wider clinical acceptance. No tiles or
regions exhibiting artefacts were removed or masked out. To cater for the
large number of tiles and clinically representative datasets, the designed
algorithm extracts features from larger scale structures rather than individ-
ual cells. The DEJ thickness was located with an average error of 10.8µm
and 20.1µm from the ground truth labels for intra- and inter-volunteer clas-
sifier models respectively. The ground truth labels were designated by my-
self after attending a one week in-person course and a three month online
training course organised by Mavig GmbH. Each image was individually
analysed and a label of epidermis, DEJ or dermis was assigned to it. DEJ
images were characterised by edged or non-edge papillae, images above
and below the DEJ were labelled as epidermis and dermis respectively.
Impact of novelty: Such an algorithm could be used by dermatologists to
reduce the number of images to be analysed before observing the DEJ, re-
sulting in faster diagnoses.
• The design and implementation of an automated algorithm to differenti-
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ate between cancerous, inflammatory and non-diseased regions in RCM
images of excised tissue acquired during Mohs surgery. To improve algo-
rithmic performance nuclei concentration features were automatically ex-
tracted. It was found that the introduction of nuclei concentration features
increased the number of correctly classified regions classed as tumour and
inflammation on average by 8.6% and 62.5% respectively.
Impact of novelty: This is the first automated algorithm designed to work
specifically with RCM images of excised skin tissue. Although the results
achieved with the designed algorithm are not sufficient to aid dermatolo-
gists in making a diagnosis, the work done in this thesis steps towards the
acceptance of RCM being used to image excised tissue during surgery for
diagnostic purposes.
• An automated algorithm has been designed to detect and quantify skin
capillaries from RCM video sequences. The velocity at which red blood
cells (RBCs) are travelling at inside cross-sectionally imaged capillaries is
quantified. This is the first time an algorithm has been developed to auto-
matically detect skin capillaries. Additionally, it is the first to quantify RBC
velocity inside skin capillaries using RCM video sequences.
Impact of novelty: This study points to a new use for RCM as a means of
providing a more objective end-point than visually assessed erythema for
photobiological experiments by measuring capillary area and RBC velocity
in a area of tissue. A measure of capillary size and RBC velocity is beneficial
to assess the response to phototherapy.
Chapter 2
Clinical Background and Skin
Imaging
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This chapter provides a brief overview of those aspects of skin anatomy that are
used in the rest of the thesis. It also provides a review of the techniques that are
available for analysing and imaging skin. The aim is to set in context the partic-
ular advantages and disadvantages of Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM)
as a tool for clinical imaging to aid the dermatologist in making a diagnosis and
monitoring a treatment.
Currently when a dermatologist is faced with a suspicious mole they initially
examine its physical shape and appearance with the naked eye, after which the
clinician will look at it under dermoscopy. Where there is any doubt that the
mole is malignant a biopsy is ordered to examine the histology. The histologist
then provides a definitive diagnosis based on the appearance of cells and cell
structures. The principal limitation of histology is that it is an invasive proce-
dure.
There are various technologies that are used to image skin or attempt to quan-
tify skin properties, such as blood flow. These modalities generate images or
quantify parameters based on the optical, acoustic and thermal properties of the
skin. Such technologies can only be used to examine a particular skin depth, and
thus can only be used to analyse a subset of skin conditions and diseases. Fur-
thermore, limitations in the resolution and image quality can limit the spectrum
of conditions and diseases that can be analysed with the modality.
For a modality to be introduced in the clinical setting, the time needed to ac-
quire and analyse the data need to be feasible to be completed during a patient’s
clinical visit. Additionally, the technology needs to have sufficient storage fa-
cilities that enable clinicians of viewing and comparing data acquired from past
and current examinations to analyse the progression of the disease or condition.
In cases where the modality examines ex-vivo skin, it is preferred if the sample
preparations and dye staining are compatible to histology. Time needs to be in-
vested by the clinic on deciding which technology works best for their spectrum
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of patients. Moreover, the clinic needs to analyse whether the economic benefits
outweigh the cost of the technology and of training clinicians in operating the
technology and in interpreting the data obtained. Further training is needed to
transfer knowledge across the different modalities and histology.
RCM can be used to diagnose benign and malignant skin lesions, such as
melanoma, basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma. Additionally,
RCM can be used to monitor treatment such as assessing appropriate surgical
margins ex-vivo in Mohs surgery and the effectiveness of imiquimod in actinic
keratosis. Furthermore, RCM can be used to diagnose inflammatory conditions
such as psoriasis and eczema [28]. In the mentioned skin conditions and diseases,
the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) is an important feature to analyse in RCM
when making an analysis. For example the DEJ flattens out and disarranged
in early melanoma whereas malignant cells occupy the DEJ in more advanced




The skin is typically classified into six phototypes defined in Table 2.1. The pho-
totype number reflects the amount of melanin pigment present within the skin,
and higher numbers reflect higher amounts of melanin. A lack of melanin, asso-
ciated with phototypes I and II, results in the Reflectance Confocal Microscopy
(RCM) images having less contrast.
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Skin Phototype Typical Features
I Pale white skin, blue/hazel eyes, blonde/red hair
II Fair skin, blue eyes
III Darker white skin
IV Light brown skin
V Brown skin
VI Dark brown or black skin
Table 2.1: Fitzpatrick Skin Phototype [29]
Skin tissue is typically described in terms of three main layers which are il-
lustrated in Figure 2.1. The epidermis is shown by the purple coloured region;
the dermis is shown by the pink coloured region and the DEJ is where the epi-
dermis overlaps with the dermis. The main variation found between different
anatomical locations is the epidermis thickness [30]. The epidermis thickness
was estimated to be 56.6µm, 70.3µm and 81.5µm at the dorsal forearm, shoulder
and buttocks respectively [30]. When imaging the skin with RCM, sites with a
thinner epidermis enable better visualisation of the different skin layers and thus
better analysis of the dermis can be done, for example better visualisation of the
different skin layers can be done at the forearm than at the buttocks.
The epidermis lies just below the skin surface, at a depth of approximately
0− 100µm. The epidermis can be sub-divided into four layers, where each layer
occupies a distinct depth and has a distinct cell architecture. Keratinocytes are
the dominant cell population found within the epidermis and are produced at
the deepest epidermal layer (stratrum basalis) and they undergo maturation as
they move upwards towards the skin surface [31]. The major function of the epi-
dermis is to serve as a barrier to chemical penetration and microbiologic invasion
from the environment [31]. The dermis is at a depth of roughly 100− 150µm be-
low the skin surface. The dermis provides structural and nutritional support [31].
The dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) is the region between the epidermal and
dermal layers, and this junction is categorised by upward finger-like projections,
referred to as papillae, from the dermis into the epidermis layers. When visualis-
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ing the skin with RCM, the DEJ shows both epidermal and dermal like structures.
The DEJ is of clinical interest as a variety of diseases can originate from it [31].
These diseases typically then spread away from the DEJ into the epidermis and
dermis [1]. A more detailed explanation of the skin layers and how each one is













Figure 2.1: A skin schematic: the first group of layers of the skin below the
skin surface is referred to as the epidermis which is located at a depth of ap-
proximately 0− 100µm. The epidermis layer is sub-divided into four: Stratum
Corneum, Stratum Granulosum, Stratum Spinosum and Stratum Basalis. The
deepest set of layers in the skin are referred to as the dermis and is located at a
depth of roughly 100− 150µm. Intermediate between these two regions is the
dermal-epidermal junction. Hair shafts emerge from the dermis layer to the skin
surface whereas sebaceous glands are located at the dermis layer. The four white
lines indicate RCM image acquisitions taken above the skin surface, within an
epidermis layer, at the DEJ and at the dermis respectively.
2.2.2 Micro-circulation and angiogenesis
Microcirculation plays an important role in passing nutrients to the skin and reg-
ulating body temperature. Microcirculation takes place at different depths of the
skin; arterial and venous capillaries at the DEJ are connected to arterioles and
venous vessels in dermis [32]. A basic schematic of these structures is illustrated
in Figure 2.2 and the variation in red blood cell velocity inside these locations are
listed in Table 2.2 [33]. Each capillary sits within a particular dermal-epidermal
papilla. From the muscles and fat at the deeper dermis, arteriole and venous ves-
sels pass towards the mid dermis, and blood is supplied to hair bulbs and sweat
glands [34].
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Capillaries
Vessels
Figure 2.2: A depiction of the capillaries and vessels, which are located at the DEJ
and dermal layers respectively. The arterial end of the capillary (red) is connected
to the arteriole vessel while the venous end of the capillary (blue) is connected to
the venous vessel.
The blood flow at superficial layers is regulated from the deeper dermis and
is a mechanism of thermal regulation [34]. In response to environmental provo-
cation, for example, cold weather, the blood capillaries within the papillary der-
mis and arrector pili muscles within the deep dermis contract (vasocontraction),
which in turn causes the hair shaft to become erect. An erected hair shaft traps
air between the hair and skin surface, creating a natural insulator to prevent heat
loss. Conversely, in hot weather the blood capillaries dilate (vasodilation) and
the arrector pili muscles relax, enabling blood to flow close to the skin surface,
from which heat is lost. Changes in vessel diameter, corresponding to either va-








Table 2.2: Red blood cell velocity (m/s) inside arteries/veins, vessels and capil-
laries [33].
Imaging vessels can be clinically useful since changes in vasculature are often
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a marker of disease. Angiogenesis is the process through which new blood ves-
sels form from pre-existing vessels [36] and the remodelling of existing vessels
through circumferential growth [31]. Angiogenesis is a characteristic feature of
inflammatory skin disorders, such as blistering diseases, psoriasis and contact
dermatitis [31]. Pronounced angiogenesis is associated with cancer growth in-
cluding melanoma. Prominent blood vessels are also a characteristic of rosacea
and basal cell carcinoma (BCC) [31]. Quantifying the number and size of capil-
laries and vessels may provide a means to identify the presence and/or extent
of skin diseases and cancers. Angiogenesis is essential for tumour progression,
in fact various anti-cancer treatments aim to inhibit it [31]. On the other hand,
inflammatory skin diseases which are linked to a change in capillary population
and size, such as psoriasis, are normally treated with UV therapy which will be
discussed in more depth in 2.2.3.
2.2.3 UV therapy to induce erythema
In phototherapy the skin is exposed to ultra-violet radiation (UVR) to treat vari-
ous skin conditions, including psoriasis, vitiligo, acne, cancer, and to aid wound
healing. At present, individual sensitivity to UVR is determined by measuring
the minimal erythema dose (MED); the lowest UVR dose necessary to provoke
mild reddening. The MED is currently measured either visually in terms of skin
redness or spectrophotometrically (Section 2.4.2) by quantitatively comparing
the colour (redness) of skin at exposed skin sites. As outlined by Heckman et
al. [37] MED testing is best performed 24− 48 hours after UVR exposure. Red
or pink skin indicates erythema or burning, and erythema skin exposed to the
shortest duration of UVR represents the MED site. When measuring skin red-
ness using a spectrophotometer, place the aperture in the centre of the site being
measured. The larger the a∗ spectrophotometer value, the redder the site and
the UVR dose it was exposed to [37]. In dark skinned subjects, colour estimates
of erythema degree are notoriously unreliable [38]. In addition, skin redness is
only an indirect measure of physiological changes related to changes in blood
flow within the superficial layers of skin [34].
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Various studies have been performed to define the changes experienced by
the skin when exposed to UVR. An immediate effect of UVR exposure is an in-
crease in blood flow, which is related to an increase in vessel area [39]. UVR
reaching the skin can be divided into two categories: UVA (320-400 nm) and
UVB (280-320 nm) [40]. UVB penetrates only the upper epidermal layers whilst
UVA can penetrate to the deeper dermal layers.
As the skin is exposed to several UV exposures, the skin can experience de-
layed tanning and persistent pigment darkening [40]. In addition, there is a sig-
nificant increase in melanin production by the dendritic melanocytes at the basal
layer [41]. Melanosomes gradually migrate to the upper skin layers, closer to
the skin surface, via these dendritic cells, resulting in an increase in epidermal
thickness [42]; the thickening of the epidermal layer is a natural mechanism of
sun protection as it is then harder for the UVA rays to penetrate to the dermal
layers below and cause DNA damage [41].
This thesis will explore the capability of RCM to visualise skin capillaries and
to measure some properties such as their diameter and the blood flow within
them. Accurate identification of capillaries offers the potential to improve the
understanding of skin physiology, skin disease and response to treatment [34].
By providing a direct measure of blood flow in the smallest and most superfi-
cial capillaries, RCM may be able to improve photobiological studies reliant on
quantification of erythema-related end-points.
2.2.4 Biological measures of RBCs and skin capillaries
This section will be divided into a synopsis of relevant physiology knowledge
on red blood cells (RBCs), skin capillaries and blood flow.
Blood can be divided into 55% plasma and 45% cells, of which around 40%
are RBCs [43]. The fraction of RBC volume to the total blood volume is referred
to as haematocrit. It is believed that the haematocrit can fall from ∼ 40% to
∼ 10 − 20% in skin capillaries due to changes in capillary diameter [44]. As
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red and white blood cells have a similar diameter and are both refractive, it is
difficult to distinguish them in RCM [45]. However, as red blood cells are more
abundant than white cells, at a ratio of 600-700 red to white blood cells, the blood
flow visualised in RCM image sequences mainly corresponds to RBCs.
A red blood cell (RBC) has a disk diameter of approximately 6.2− 8.2µm [46],
a thickness at the thickest point of 2− 2.5µm and a minimum thickness in the
centre of 0.8 − 1µm. These cells have an average volume of about 90µm3 [47]
with a surface area of about 136µm2. The movement of RBCs is dependent on
various parameters, such as: deformability, viscosity, hematocrit, blood pressure
and vessel diameter [48].
Skin capillaries are located in the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) and each
capillary consists of two parallel capillary limbs (arterial and venous limbs) with
a spacing in between them. Each limb diameter can range between 10− 35µm at
the DEJ [49]. As the limbs are visualised deeper in the skin, they are referred to as
vessels rather than capillaries, and their diameter increases to 40− 50µm in mid
to deep dermis [49] (Figure 2.2). Over the depth visualised by RCM the capillary
is best defined up to a depth of 100µm. One does not expect a large variation in
the capillary diameter over this depth [50]; in fact a constant circumference has
been recorded in different skin depths visible in RCM [51].
In healthy skin the capillary loops are arranged regularly and approximately
vertically [52], with a density of between 9 and 14 (average 10) capillaries per
mm2 [53]. In addition to this, the apices (the points where the capillary limbs
merge) are located at similar depths in healthy skin at approximately 40− 60µm
below the skin surface [52].
Monetal et al. [54] estimated that the cell’s width occupies around 68% of
the total capillary lumen diameter, and that the cell’s width remains a similar
proportion of the total capillary diameter for the RCM imaging depths [49]. Thus,
the smallest superficial capillaries, located at the DEJ, are typically wide enough
to allow only one RBC at a time. In the case of an increase in the haematocrit
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(also known as packed cell volume), compact blood cell columns (chain of RBCs)
may be present, making it difficult to distinguish individual cells with imaging
systems of ∼ 1µm resolution [55].
2.3 Clinical diagnosis
This section sets out the current clinical practice used in making a diagnosis of
a suspicious skin lesion which can be subdivided into three sections: (i) visual
clinical examination, followed by a (ii) dermoscopic view of the lesion, and if the
lesion looks suspicious (iii) a biopsy with histology. Histology is considered the
gold standard as its capable of viewing the skin tissue with cellular resolution.
However, at present around 80% of the histological examinations result nega-
tive [12]. Due to the large number of false positive excisions, there is clinical
interest to examine the skin in its native state with other non-invasive modalities
to examine the skin before deciding whether to excise. Such non-invasive ex-
aminations have the potential of reducing the number of false positive excisions.
Furthermore, such technologies have the potential of replacing histology to ex-
amine the progression of a skin condition or disease. For the latter to be possible,
clinicians need to achieve comparable levels of sensitivity and specificity with
the modality as to those achieved with histology.
2.3.1 Visual clinical examination
Dermatologists are trained primarily to analyse skin conditions by visual ex-
amination, and use algorithms that have been developed to formalise the find-
ings from clinical experience in identifying skin lesions, including in particular
melanoma. The ugly duckling rule [56], for example, illustrates that a greater level
of suspicion should be directed at a lesion that differs from those over most of
the patient’s body.
Another algorithm often employed is the ABCD-(E) rule developed by Fried-
man et al. [57] as an aid to visual examination for the identification of melanoma.
This rule incorporates the key clinical findings associated with melanoma, in-
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cluding asymmetry (A) of the lesion, the irregularity of the border (B), the varia-
tion in colour (C) across the lesion, the diameter (D) and the growth or evolution
(E) of the lesion. The ABCD-(E) algorithm combines these observations such that
the more findings that are present and the more marked these findings are, the
greater the level of suspicion that the lesion is melanoma. The diagnostic ac-
curacy achieved with clinical visual using the ABCD-(E) rule lies between 60%
and 80% for malignant melanoma [58]. Visual examination still forms the largest
basis for skin lesion examination, even in the secondary care setting.
2.3.2 Dermoscopy
Visual examination relies on photons reflected from the skin surface. The major-
ity of such photons, however, carry no diagnostic information and simply rep-
resent glare direct from the skin surface. In the 1990’s Pehamberger et al. [59]
developed what is now known as dermoscopy, which is a non-invasive in-vivo
examination of the skin. It uses incident light delivered from an acute angle of
around 20◦, which passes through a refractive index matching fluid (oil), en-
abling sub-surface skin structures (at a depth of about 20µm) to be examined.
The image from a dermatoscope, therefore, contains information from the un-
derlying tissue or lesion not seen visually. The simplest implementation of the
dermatoscope is a magnifying glass that is either coupled to the skin or alterna-
tively is fitted with polarising filters that remove glare.
It is now considered standard practice amongst dermatologists that a der-
matoscope should be used to examine the skin [60]. Dermoscopy technology is
advancing and current systems provide digital images that can, if desired, be
analysed by software, including software that implements algorithms such as
the ABCD-(E) rule automatically [61].
This technology introduces some additional information to the basic informa-
tion achieved using the ABCD-(E) rule, which can help improve the accuracy of
diagnosing melanoma [62]. However, as reported by Argenziano et al. [63], the
specificity of melanoma detection using dermoscopy is still low, resulting in a
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large number of unnecessary excisions due to false-positive identifications. The
number of moles needed to be excised in order to detect one melanoma ranged
from 8.70 to 29.4 in specialised and non-specialised centres, respectively [63].
2.3.3 Histology
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, a clinician initially examines a suspicious mole
with the naked eye, together with a dermatoscope. In the case that clinical ex-
amination confirms the clinician’s suspicion then a biopsy is indicated in order
to provide a definitive diagnosis. The biopsy may remove the entire lesion or
indicate the need for more extensive surgery.
Histology involves the study of signs of disease using the microscopic ex-
amination of cut sections of a specimen placed onto glass slides. The different
components of the specimen are typically analysed by dyeing the section with
hematoxylin and eosin (H & E). The advantage of histology is that the prepa-
ration process preserves the underlying tissue architecture, while the histology
slides provide a comprehensive view of the disease and its effect on tissue (Fig-
ure 2.3). Interpretation of histological slides is based largely on qualitative visual
examination rather than computer aided interpretation. Indeed, histological im-
ages are normally not digitised but are viewed by eye using a microscope. This







Figure 2.3: A composite of four digital images of H & E stained skin tissue.
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2.4 Non-invasive methods of analysing the skin
This section describes non-invasive imaging modalities available to dermatolo-
gists. Any new imaging modality, if it is to be adopted, needs to add signifi-
cantly to the accuracy of diagnosis and improve the sensitivity and specificity of
an examination. In this section the non-invasive modalities listed in Table 2.3 are
discussed in depth, covering optical, acoustic and thermal based technologies.
In Table 2.3 all the imaging technologies discussed in this Section are com-
pared to histology, with respect to orientation, depth and resolution. Orientation
describes the orientation of the captured image; ⊥ represents images are ob-
tained perpendicular to the skin surface (like histology) whereas ‖ indicate that
the technology captures images parallel to the skin surface. The depth indicates
the skin depth used to generate the image; a + indicates that the depth extracts
information from deep dermis; whilst a - indicates that the depth used is less
than deep dermis; whereas surface indicates that only information at skin sur-
face is used. Similarly, resolution compares the resolution of the image to that of
histology; where a + indicates that the resolution is similar to histology and that
individual cells can be distinguished, and - indicates that the resolution is poorer
than histology and cells cannot be individually distinguished.
2.4.1 Optical imaging modalities for imaging the skin
In non-invasive optical imaging systems, the skin is exposed to near infra-red
laser beams of wavelengths ranging between 700 and 1300nm, capable of pen-
etrating up to the dermal region in the skin. This range of wavelengths results
in a relatively low absorption and as the skin is an effective scatterer of photons;
photons are scattered more than once [64]. Only a small fraction of the original
beam will consist of reflected photons having not suffered some scattering. Var-
ious non-invasive optical modalities have been designed based on these optical
properties of the skin to capture images. Such technologies can aid dermatolo-
gists to diagnose the skin and to map surgical margins.
In this section the different optical modalities that can be used in a clinical
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Modality Orientation Depth Resolution
Reflectance Confocal Microscopy ‖ - +
Optical Coherence Tomography ⊥ + -
Multi-Photon ‖ + +
Multi-Spectral ‖ surface -
Raman Spectroscopy ‖ - +
Spectrophotometer 7 surface -
Laser Speckle ‖ surface -
Capillaroscopy ‖ - +
Laser Doppler Imaging ‖ + -
Doppler Ultrasound ⊥ + -
Thermal ‖ surface -
Table 2.3: Overview of non-invasive technologies capable of providing images
or quantitative measures of skin anatomy. Orientation refers to the orientation
of the image, where ⊥ indicates that the image is captured perpendicular to the
skin surface, as in histology, whereas ‖ represents that the image is captured par-
allel to the skin surface. The depth indicates whether the modality can extract
information from the deep dermal layers, a + sign indicates yes whilst a - indi-
cates no. Surface indicates that the modality can only obtain information from
the surface of the skin. A + and - for resolution indicates that individual cells can
or cannot be distinguished respectively.
environment to analyse skin structures and blood circulation are listed and their
relevance to our study is identified.
2.4.1.1 Reflectance Confocal Microscopy
Reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) is showing increasing potential as a non-
invasive diagnostic tool in dermatology, not least because it is able to resolve
individual cells and organelles to a depth of 200µm, providing high resolution
(< 1µm) images of near histological quality but without the need for biopsy. In
RCM the skin is exposed to a near infra-red laser beam (of wavelength 830nm),
and an image is generated from the reflected light. As opposed to a conventional
microscope, a pinhole is implemented inside the RCM, which rejects light from
out-of-focus planes. Image contrast results from variations in the refractive index
at different skin layers [65]. The physics behind RCM technology is discussed in
more detail in Section 4.2.
The VivaScoper 1500 (Lucid Inc., Rochester, New York, USA), used in this
study, can capture stacks of images covering the same 0.5× 0.5mm2 area at dif-
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ferent depths up to a depth of 200µm, which corresponds to the dermal region.
In addition, it can form mosaics which cover a maximum area of 8× 8mm2 up to
a depth of 200µm. The different imaging options possible with the RCM in this
study are discussed in more depth in Section 4.2. The VivaScoper 1500 also has
the ability to capture videos of an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2 at a frame rate of 9fps.
In these videos one can visualise blood flow in capillaries located at the DEJ.
Individual RBCs can be seen in RCM video sequences as they move through
capillaries.
The main difference between in-vivo RCM images of skin and histology is that
the RCM images are obtained in a plane parallel to the skin surface, whereas his-
tology traditionally is orientated in a plane normal to the skin surface. Due to
this difference in orientation, initially dermatologists find it difficult to interpret
in-vivo RCM images.
When imaging excised tissue, RCM has an advantage over histology in that
tissue can be prepared faster and without the need of a wet lab. As depicted in
Section 4.6.1, the tissue preparation for RCM imaging can be performed in less
than 5 minutes, after which the confocalist can image the tissue. Thus, RCM has
applications for both in-vivo examinations to act as a diagnostic tool or to moni-
tor therapy response, and for ex-vivo examinations to aid dermatologists during
surgery to identify tumour margins. There is growing literature on the use of
RCM in dermatology as well as photobiology (refer to Chapter 3).
One limitation of RCM in its clinical use is that it generates large amounts
of data per scan. For example, a single RCM examination with the VivaScoper
1500, covering an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2, generates about 60-100 high resolution
images [4]. This thesis is concerned with the extraction of quantitative informa-
tion from images obtained by RCM of normal skin and skin lesions. The aim is to
provide the users with software tools which can minimise the effort of examining
such large datasets and which can be used interactively to highlight suspicious
areas and to measure fundamental skin parameters such as the thickness of the
DEJ and blood flow in the superficial capillaries. Detection of sub-clinical his-
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tological changes are likely to be important in early diagnosis and in aiding the
making of pre-surgical margins. These automated algorithms may also provide
researchers with more quantitative measures and end-points for photobiology
and other research. Validation of these tools using clinical data will be demon-
strated.
2.4.1.2 Optical Coherence Tomography
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is another non-invasive modality used to
visualise the skin in-vivo. The main advantage of OCT over RCM is that it offers
deeper depth visualisation (1 to 2 mm). However, the OCT spatial resolution
(10− 20µm) is roughly 20 times larger than that of RCM [66]. The OCT resolu-
tion is sufficient to provide images of architectural features in skin. The principal
limitation of OCT is that it is not capable of visualising typical and atypical cell
structures, which are important for diagnosing cancer in its early stages.
OCT, in particular the VivoSight (Michelson Diagnostic Limited), works by
initially directing an optical beam of near-infrared light with relatively long wave-
lengths, of 1300nm, at the tissue under observation. The light is split into two
paths, referred to as the reference and sample arms [64]. The length of the refer-
ence arm sets the depth of the imaging. The sample arm’s light is focused onto
the superficial skin layers [67], backscattered and recombined again with the re-
flected reference signal [64]. A cross-sectional image is then estimated from the
interference signal between the reflected reference beams. An image is produced
when a strong interference is present; this is when the reference and sample arms
have travelled the same optical distance and thus both waves are coherent [67].
The ability to alter the axial distance of the reference arm enables optical section-
ing of the sample (A-scan), resulting in an optical reflectivity value versus depth.
A B-scan is produced by assembling a collection of neighbouring A-scans.
Using OCT one can identify changes from normal skin architecture, together
with some pathologies [68]. Early pathological changes at the cellular level are
not seen in OCT images. Therefore, OCT is more beneficial in delineating the
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extent of disease that has already caused significant architectural change.
Port wine stains (PWSs), which are pathologically characterised by superficial
dermal vessels [69], were examined using OCT which enables the visualisation of
dermal vessels. A limitation of OCT is that it cannot visualise vessels which are
not dilated [69], due to its limited spatial resolution of 10− 20µm. Further studies
have been done to combine OCT with Doppler ultrasound (DOCT) to visualise
blood flow in conjunction with skin architecture. DOCT provides quantitative
information of blood flow together with the structural anatomy [70].
2.4.1.3 Multi-photon Imaging
Multi-photon imaging is a type of fluorescence imaging that has a penetration
depth of about 1mm in tissue. The resolution obtained by multi-photon imaging
is comparable to that obtained by RCM and the images are acquired using a mi-
croscope. This technology is based on a two-photon excitation processes which
simultaneously absorbs two photons in the near infra-red wavelength, resulting
in an electronic transition that normally requires an ultraviolet photon [71]. This
technique can induce fluorescence emission at much shorter wavelengths than
the original photon wavelength, therefore eliminating the need to use ultravio-
let excitation [71]. The advantage of multi-photon imaging over RCM is that it
can image additional structures, providing better cellular discrimination in the
stratum corneum and visualising the deeper collagen and elastin fibres located
in the dermis layer [72], which are not normally clear in RCM. However, these
advantages do not overcome the fact that multi-photon imaging causes thermal
damage (photodamage) in highly pigmented cells [72], which can lead to DNA
damage [73]. Similarly to RCM, multi-photon imaging can be used to examine
excised tissue.
2.4.1.4 Multi-spectral Imaging
Multi-spectral imaging makes use of light at visible and infra-red wavelength re-
gions, ranging from 400 to 970nm [74]. The main goal of multi-spectral imaging
is to obtain a set of images of the same object taken at different specific spec-
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tral bands [75]. Image processing is used to identify the band or cumulation
of bands that best detect disease. This imaging modality is useful in identify-
ing melanoma [68] and has been shown to detect melanoma with a sensitivity
and specificity of 100% and 85% respectively [13]. Similar to dermoscopy, multi-
spectral imaging does not provide images of structures beneath the skin surface
or of the micro-circulation in skin capillaries.
2.4.1.5 Raman spectroscopy
In contrast to the above mentioned techniques that analyse reflected light, Ra-
man spectroscopy analyses inelastically scattered light. Raman light is scattered
light which has a frequency different from that of the incident light (inelastic scat-
tered light) [76]. Although the inelastic signal is very weak, Raman light gives
information about the vibrations of molecular constitutes in the skin. The main
disadvantage of this technology which limits its translation into the clinic, is the
speed at which an image is captured [77].
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) refers to scattered photons
having a higher energy state (higher frequencies) than the incident photons. This
population of photons at a higher energy state will be smaller than those in a
lower state [10]. As the signal will have a higher energy than the background
fluorescent signal it enables enabling real-time visualisation at a high resolu-
tion [78]. The resolution obtained using CARS microscopy is ∼ 0.5µm and thus
comparable to that achieved using RCM [10]. CARS microscopy enables visual-
ising blood flow at 20fps [79], and it can be also be used to image excised tissue.
In the literature, the Raman technology was used to produce stack images of the
skin in-vivo at various depths [80].
In some cases Raman spectroscopy is combined with another imaging modal-
ity, such as the OCT, to give a more comprehensive view of the skin. In the case
of Raman spectroscopy combined with OCT an image incorporating morpholog-
ical and biochemical characterisation of the skin is achieved [81].
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2.4.1.6 Laser Speckle
Laser speckle contrast imaging is used to visualise tissue blood perfusion. Mo-
tion of particles inside the illuminated tissue can be detected by changes in the
amount of backscattered light accumulated over a certain time interval (the ex-
posure time). Thus, the accumulated backscattered light will be averaged by the
exposure time, resulting in movement having an effect of the speckle obtained.
A relationship is obtained between the speckle and the speed of the moving par-
ticles [82]. If a stationary object is imaged, there will be no speckle effect and
a sharp image is obtained. In contrast, when blood flow is imaged, the speckle
image changes over time. The environment in which laser speckle recordings
are made may effect the results obtained. The depth from which the image is
generated is not clearly known and 95% of the backscatter originates from the
top 700µm of the tissue [83]. Thus, it is difficult to differentiate the perfusion
measure of capillaries from the underlying vessels and tissues. This technique
only provides the user with arbitrary perfusion units that cannot be compared
against other perfusion measures. In addition, this imaging technique cannot
provide any information about the underlying morphology of the skin.
2.4.1.7 Capillaroscopy
Capillaroscopy makes use of a lens of magnification ×10 to ×100 to investigate
capillaries in the nail-fold under a microscope [34]. This technique is limited to
the nail-fold as it requires the capillaries to be located parallel to the skin surface,
whereas the majority of capillaries in body sites run perpendicular to the skin
surface [84]. It was reported by [34] that the capillary diameter recorded using
this method were of 5 − 7µm. Capillaroscopy enables the visualisation of the
whole capillary bed which can be used to investigate the capillary density and
the regularity of the capillaries shapes [34]. This technique is especially useful to
analyse systemic sclerosis which is pathologically characterised by microvascu-
lar abnormalities in the fingers and toes (Raynaud’s phenomenon) [52].
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2.4.1.8 Laser Doppler Flowmetry and Imaging
Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) uses a low-power near infra-red beam. The scat-
tered light from the skin surface is detected and the Doppler wavelength shift of
this collected scattered light produces the LDF signal [34]. The scattered pho-
tons that previously collided with static structures do not experience a change
in wavelength/frequency, whilst those photons colliding with moving red blood
cells (RBCs) will experience a Doppler shift. LDF provides measurements related
to changes in blood volume and velocity from a small sampling volume. RBCs
moving at low speeds (e.g. 0.1mm/s) typically found in the smallest capillaries,
generate only a small Doppler shift and thus can be difficult to distinguish from
noise [84]. LDF measures provide only relative changes of flow with time and
thus different areas cannot be compared using this technique. However, these
flow measures have been shown capable of discriminating between melanoma
and benign pigmented skin lesions as vascularisation gradually increases dur-
ing the transition of a lesion from benign to malignant melanoma [85]. A further
limitation is that LDF measures do not provide depth information, therefore one
cannot know the depth of measurement where perfusion is occurring [86].
Laser Doppler Imaging (LDI) has been introduced as an extension of LDF, it
is a contactless technology and is capable of imaging a larger sampling volume.
LDI enables the comparison of blood perfusion across different sites and across
different scanning times [34].
2.4.2 Optical instrumentation for quantifying colour
In this Section the spectrophotometer is discussed in depth. Although this tech-
nology does not produce images, it is discussed in depth as its measurements of
colour are used in Chapter 7.
In this thesis the CIE LAB colour space was used to measure the colour of
a skin site using a Minolta Chroma Meter CM-700d spectrophotometer. As op-
posed to the human eye, which has three main cones (red, green and blue) to dis-
criminate colour, the Minolta spectrophotometric instrument has multiple sen-
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Skin Type Skin Classification ITA°
I Very light ITA° > 55°
II Light 41° < ITA° < 55°
III Intermediate 28° < ITA° < 41°
IV Tan 10° < ITA° < 28°
V Brown −30° < ITA° < 10°
VI Dark ITA° < −30°
Table 2.4: ITA°skin classification as reported by Del Bino et al. [88]
sors which are used to measure light in a strictly defined region of the visible
light wavelength range (0− 700nm). This enables spectrophotometers to achieve
a high accuracy and the ability to measure absolute colours, resulting in an abil-
ity to discriminate between more colours than the human eye.
The main outputs of the spectrophotometer when using the CIE LAB space
are L∗, a∗ and b∗ values. The L∗ value indicates the lightness of the colour, where
it records the darkest black at L∗ = 0 and the brightest white at L∗ = 100. The a∗
and b∗ components give the chromaticity coordinates, where the red-green com-
ponent is defined by the a∗ axis. A positive a∗ value indicates red while a neg-
ative a∗ value represents green. Similarly, the b∗ axis represent the yellow-blue
component, with a positive b∗ value indicating yellow and a negative b∗ value
representing blue. In the case that both a∗ and b∗ are equal to 0, this indicates
achromaticity which can be characterised as a neutral grey colour. In literature
related to skin colour, the a∗ value is used to determine the reddening factor of
the skin.
These values can also be used to calculate the individual typology angle (ITA°)
which can be used to classify skin as defined by Del Bino et al. [87] [88]. As il-
lustrated in Table 2.4, the ITA° allows skin colour classification into six types,
from very light to dark skin, corresponding to the skin classifications identified
in Table 2.1. The ITA° makes use of colorimeter parameters L* and b* and is cal-
culated as follows:
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2.4.3 Acoustic
High frequency ultrasound (HFUS) scanners, with frequencies ranging from 20
to 50MHz and short wavelengths, are capable of visualising the skin [84] with
high axial resolution [89]. A variety of tumours can be evaluated using HFUS
and generally this technology is used to map the tumour thickness. The thick-
ness of very thick and thin tumours is overestimated and underestimated re-
spectively, as the differentiation between tumour and inflammation surrounding
the tumour is limited in ultrasound [68]. Ultrasound imaging can be enhanced
through techniques such as Doppler blood flow measurement [90]. Doppler
imaging can differentiate between blood moving towards and away from the
transducer. The blood flow measures are calculated from the Doppler shift,
which combines information from both the deeper dermal and the capillaries
located close to the DEJ [91]. The resolution achieved with Doppler ultrasound
is not sufficient to image small vessels and the velocity component cannot origi-
nate from more than one moving structure [86].
2.4.4 Thermal
The temperature of the skin surface can be used as a regional indicator of blood
flow of vessels located in the dermis. However, the principal disadvantage of
this methodology is that it is difficult to differentiate heat generated from the
environment or vessels from underlying tissues and organs [84]. Contact or non-
contact devices can be used to measure the temperature distribution of the skin
surface. Contact thermography measures the heat of the surface by heat conduc-
tion whereas non-contact thermography the thermal radiation emitted by the
skin changes the state of the detector [34]. The temperature measured by contact
thermography is lower as the contact of the detector reduces the temperature
of the skin surface while non-contact thermography also measures surrounding
radiation [34]. Thermal conductivity makes use of a probe that raises the skin
surface temperature by several degrees and the temperature difference with and
without the probe is recorded. The smaller the temperature difference the larger
the blood flow [84].
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2.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, the imaging modality used in this thesis, RCM, is compared
against other non-invasive methods of analysing the skin. The main benefits of
RCM is that its provides a near histological resolution and can image skin up to
a depth of around 200µm. This penetration depth is sufficient for dermatologists
to make a diagnosis. As opposed to histology slides, RCM images are obtained
parallel to the skin surface, therefore dermatologists need to familiarise them-
selves with the new orientation and grey-scale images prior using RCM images
to make a diagnosis. Additionally RCM can be used to analyse skin in-vivo and
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3.1 Introduction
The primary motivation of this literature review is to set the work done in this
thesis in context. In this Chapter published algorithms that have been devel-
oped to analyse Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM) images automatically
or semi-automatically are outlined. Similarly, procedures to extract quantitative
values manually from RCM images are identified. The motives for developing
such algorithms and the applications of the extracted quantitative values are dis-
cussed.
The review is divided into three sections: (1) algorithms developed for analysing
RCM images captured from in-vivo skin, (2) algorithms developed for analysing
cancerous regions in RCM images of excised tissue, and (3) algorithms devel-
oped and procedures for analysing skin capillaries in RCM videos. This Chapter
is concluded with a discussion outlining the main achievements.
3.2 RCM for imaging in-vivo skin
Since the 1990s [15] RCM has become clinically available to dermatologists to
analyse skin in-vivo. Dermatologists have devoted time to analyse skin condi-
tions and diseases using the non-invasive histological resolution modality. Scor-
ing methods [92], have been defined to quantify skin conditions and diseases, to
aid the dermatologist community in interpreting and making a diagnosis. RCM
has also been used for analysing skin ageing [93] by the cosmetics industry, in
studies aimed at understanding how skin changes due to ageing can be delayed
or reversed. Although knowledge has been acquired in interpreting RCM im-
ages, there is a steep learning curve and the clinician needs to devote a con-
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siderable amount of time to achieving confidence. For example, MAVIG©, the
supplier of the VivaScoper RCM technology in Europe, suggests a one week
training course and 6 months online practice prior to dermatologists using the
RCM for clinical purposes.
A typical RCM stack results in 60-100 images [4]; the process of analysing
these images is time consuming as it requires a human expert to evaluate the
images individually [5]. In order to reach the full potential of non-invasive RCM
for detecting changes in skin conditions and diseases, together with acting as
a diagnostic modality, additional tools are required to provide clinicians with a
faster way of analysing the images [5].
Automated based algorithms have the potential to give a more quantitative
and objective approach to analysing the skin and removes the inter-variability
found across different clinicians [1]. This has created a niche for imaging sci-
entists in developing algorithms and providing quantitative parameters to aid
dermatologists in interpreting the images.
The papers discussed in this Section have developed semi or fully automated
algorithms that analyse the morphological architectures and anatomical struc-
tures of the skin at different skin depths imaged using RCM. The discussed pa-
pers will cover work done in three main research areas:
• Automatic detection of skin layers and the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ)
from a vertical stack of images (Kurugol et al. [1] [2] [3], Somoza et al. [4],
Hames et al. [5]);
• Artefact removal as a pre-processing step by detecting wrinkle areas (Sourati
et al. [94] [12]);
• Detection of cancerous regions (Wiltgen et al. [6] [7]), segmentation of in-
dividual cells to analyse disease (Gareau et al. [95] [96]) and photoageing
(Raphael et al. [97]) in individual image tiles.
An overview of the main achievements of these papers is given in Table 3.1.
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3.2.1 Detection of skin sub-layers and DEJ
Clinical RCM images can be acquired as a stack of parallel image planes at in-
creasing depth, which can vary in their spacing between 1− 5µm. A key step in
any automation is to identify the image plane of interest. In this Section work
done by a number of research groups aimed at generating semi or fully auto-
mated algorithms that sub-divide a stack of images into the various layers is
presented. All studies used the VivaScoper 1500 RCM system.
3.2.1.1 Kurugol et al. [1] [2] [3]
Motive Kurugol et al. addresses the problem of localising the DEJ from an
RCM image stack based on the different contrasts and texture features charac-
teristic of skin layers. Two algorithms were developed to detect the DEJ in fair
and dark skin tones. In this work, the DEJ in fair skin is characterised by a tran-
sition zone between the epidermal and dermal layers, whereas in dark skin the
DEJ is characterised as the interface between the epidermal and dermal layers.
Therefore, the skin is subdivided into three segments (epidermal, transition and
dermal) for fair skin, and into two (epidermal and dermal) for dark skin.
Algorithmic Method The classification algorithm used in fair skin is defined
in [1]. The main pre-processing steps in this algorithm include manually mask-
ing out of wrinkles and other artefacts, and registering images of the stack across
the depth axis to compensate for any lateral movement. Each image was then
sub-divided into 20× 20 sub-regions of size 50× 50 pixels, creating a stack of
sub-regions referred to as sub-stack.
170 texture features were extracted from each sub-region; including co-occurrence
matrix features, statistical metrics and features from a wavelet decomposition. A
fast filter feature selection algorithm was used to select the most discriminative
and least redundant subset of features from each class. Two subsets of features
were chosen: one representing the epidermis class versus the rest, and another
representing the dermis class versus the rest. The two selected feature subsets
were the input to the classifiers, while the union of the two subsets were the in-
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put to the sequence segmentation algorithm.
The sequence segmentation algorithm which is applied to each stack, incor-
porates the fact that if adjacent tiles have similar features, then they belong to the
same class. Initially the stack of images were segmented into k homogeneous and
sequential segments of images, where k ranges from 3 to 8 and each segment’s
features were approximated using an affine algorithm. The model parameters
together with the segments’ boundaries were optimised using a cost reduction
function that minimises the difference between the segments’ features and the
modelled features.
The boundaries of the sequence were initially set as potential candidates of
the layer boundaries. A support vector machine classifier was then used to give
a probabilistic measure of belonging to a class. These classification results were
used to determine which two end-points represent the boundary locations of the
epidermal to transition and the transition to dermal interfaces, i.e. these bound-
aries enclose the DEJ region. Once the two boundary locations were selected for
each sub-stack, the surfaces representing the epidermal to transition and tran-
sition to dermis boundaries were generated across the 20 × 20 sub-stacks. A
Gaussian smoothing filter of size 5 × 5 tiles with a standard deviation of 0.75
was applied to the two surfaces.
Another algorithm detects the DEJ in darker skin types [2] [3]. The main dif-
ference between fair and dark skin types is the amount of skin pigmentation. In
darker skin strong backscatter from the pigment melanin causes basal cells above
the DEJ to appear with high contrast. When designing this algorithm, Kurugol
et al. took advantage of this difference in skin composition. The appropriate
peak of the smoothed average intensity depth profile of each sub-stack was de-
tected; the peak corresponding to the basal layer was not always the brightest
peak. Therefore texture features were introduced to the algorithm to ensure that
the correct peak was selected. The DEJ was defined to be the surface layer below
the bright basal cells.
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Validation The results achieved were compared to ground truths defined by
clinical experts. The transition region in fair skin is not clearly defined in [2]. In
fact, it is reported that a correlation of 0.81 was achieved between the ground
truths segmented by three experts [2]. This inter-expert variability might be
attributed to the difficulty of clearly defining the transition region and for its
definition to be variable across different experts.
Results As outlined in Table 3.1, the main results for the fair and dark skinned
algorithms are an accuracy of 58.6% and 88.0% respectively [3]. The fair skin
algorithm achieved an average error of 8.3 ± 5.8µm and 7.6 ± 5.6µm from the
clinician’s ground truth for the epidermis to transition zone and for the transition
zone to dermis boundaries respectively. The dark skin algorithm achieved an
average error of 7.9± 6.4µm from the clinician’s ground truth for the epidermis
to dermis boundary.
Discussion To summarise, the approach adopted by Kurugol et al. has some
clear advantages as it caters both for fair and dark skin tones, and has been tested
on 24 datasets from both fair and dark skin tones. However, as the fair skin al-
gorithm is subdividing the stack of images into three classes whilst the dark skin
algorithm is subdivides the stack into two classes, these algorithms do not enable
ease of comparison between fair and dark skin stacks. In addition, at present
there is no algorithm that differentiates between fair (I-II) and dark (III-VI) skin
tones. Thus, the user needs to input the fair/dark stack into its corresponding
algorithm.
Another limitation of the algorithm is that the stacks contain images of the
epidermis through the dermis; thus, they do not cater for stacks which start
above the skin surface (located above the epidermal layers). Normal clinical data
acquisition would start at the skin surface and terminate within the dermis. As
outlined in Table 3.1 the stacks used for this experiment have a 1µm spacing,
this aids registration as sequential images have overlapping information as the
imaging slice thickness is approximately 5µm. However, this spacing does not
reflect the spacing used in the clinical setting, where a spacing of at least 2.8µm
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is generally used. These points show that the algorithm is not being tested over
realistic clinical stacks.
As a pre-processing step the authors are manually masking out large areas
which they describe as wrinkles. This reduces the complexity of the problem as
the algorithm does not cater for wrinkle or other artefacts, which are present in
confocal images. This requires user intervention which is undesirable in a clini-
cal setting.
The algorithm that detects the DEJ in fair skin smooths across the (x, y) axis
of the image and also along the depth direction (by means of using the sequen-
tial segmentation algorithm) of the stack to ensure consistency of the results
achieved. Similarly, the algorithm that detects the DEJ in dark skin smooths
across the (x, y) axis. In addition, a window size of 1-2 basal cells is being used in
the latter algorithm, and thus the accuracy of the algorithm is highly dependent
on whether the window is placed on a basal cell or inside the darker papillae.
3.2.1.2 Somoza et al. [4]
Motive Somoza et al. [4] aimed to differentiate three layers of the epidermis
region, (i) stratum corneum, (ii) stratum granulosum and (iii) stratum spinosum,
together with the DEJ and dermal layer from RCM stacks of images.
Algorithmic Method The images were convoluted with 10 filters of size 25× 25
pixels, that represent the size of a keratinocyte, which is a predominant cell in the
epidermal skin. An image from each of the 5 skin sub-layers from the stack avail-
able was used for training purposes. Ten filter responses were applied to each
of the images and histogram parameters were calculated from these responses.
For each image the 3 most discriminative responses were chosen from 10 re-
sponses using principal component analysis, resulting in a total of 15 distinctive
responses. A classifier based on K means clustering was used to cluster these 15
responses into 5 classes (representing the 5 layer classes).
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Validation The results achieved were compared against the ground truth de-
fined by a clinical expert.
Results The algorithm was applied to the stack used for training and an ad-
ditional of three image stacks. The results are represented in correlation values
between the classification class and ground truth label, varying from 0.84 to 0.95.
These results cannot be compared to the rest of the results achieved in other pa-
pers as they do not give measures of the number of correctly classified images,
nor sensitivity or specificity values. However, from the illustrated plots it can be
deduced that the amount of correctly classified images using this method were
∼ 50%.
Discussion The algorithm aims to differentiate between 5 sub-layers of the skin
using filters that replicate keratinocyte cells for detection of sub-layers. Thus, the
approach adopted in this paper includes morphological information.
By using filters based on keratinocytes that are more present in the epidermal
layers, the algorithm is biased to be more capable of distinguishing epidermal
layers than dermal layers. This is illustrated in the presented results, where a
more dominant misalignment is present in the last two layers, which do not have
a strong presence of keratinocytes.
The main limitation of this experiment is the limited data used for training
purposes; only 5 images were used to train the classifier. Similarly, the algorithm
was only tested on an additional 3 stacks. The stacks had a 1µm spacing, which
results in sequential images appearing very similar.
This algorithm does not incorporate the fact that deeper depths should be
represented by deeper sub-layers. Therefore with this approach, deeper images
can be assigned to sub-layers closer to the surface than previous images (images
at a lower depth).
No quantitative accuracy results were presented in this paper.
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3.2.1.3 Hames et al. [5]
Motive Hames et al. [5] differentiated RCM images into 4 skin layers, by group-
ing the stratum granulosum and stratum spinosum into one layer and labelling
it as the viable epidermis. Therefore, they aim to differentiate between stratum
corneum, viable epidermis, DEJ and dermis. The algorithm aims to differentiate
thickness across the different layers due to ageing, by making use of volunteers
in the 20-29 and 50-59 age groups.
Algorithmic Method The authors excluded cases which had artefacts from their
study. Regions of each image were chosen randomly and features were extracted.
The logistic regression classifier algorithm was trained on stacks belonging to 36
of the volunteers and tested on the stacks belonging to the rest of the 18 volun-
teers.
Validation The results achieved were compared against the ground truth de-
fined by a clinical expert. Each stack was labelled twice by the same dermatolo-
gist, achieving an intra-observer agreement of 97.4%.
Results As shown in Table 3.1 the overall accuracy (percentage of correctly
classified images) achieved from this experiment is of 85.6%, the classes achiev-
ing the highest accuracy being the stratum corneum (93.5%) and DEJ (81.1%)
respectively.
The algorithm achieved an average error of 4.8± 4.8µm from the generated
interface based on the classification results to the interface selected by the clini-
cian. The largest error of 6.0± 5.3µm being at the viable epidermis-DEJ interface,
while the lowest error was reported at the stratum corneum-viable epidermis
layer. This is due to the fact that the stratum corneum is the most homogeneous
sub-layer across different skin types and across different age groups. Ageing af-
fects deeper sub-layers whereas different skin types are mainly different at the
DEJ where the majority of melanin is located.
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Discussion This paper [5] included a large dataset covering 54 volunteers of
different age groups.
The stacks used for this experiment have a spacing of 2µm and thus sequen-
tial images are quite similar to each other providing overlapping structures.
The algorithm focused on fair skin types (skin types I-III).
3.2.2 Artefact removal
Motive Artefacts due to poor contact, such as wrinkles, are present in in-vivo
RCM images. Artefacts are a great hindrance to automated algorithms, Kurugol
et al. [1] and Somoza et al. [4] removed artefact areas from part of their dataset,
while Hames et al. [5] excluded datasets that were noisy from the study.
Sourati et al. [94] developed an algorithm that detects wrinkle artefacts in
RCM images of human skin to facilitate subsequent automated algorithms. Wrin-
kle detection will lead to better DEJ and skin layer detection, as wrinkles influ-
ence the shape of nearby skin layers, especially the epidermal and DEJ regions.
In addition, the wrinkle detection algorithm proposed will eliminate the manual
pre-processing step of masking out wrinkles.
Wrinkles are described as 3D valleys with less defined boundaries than other
tubular structures, such as airways. Generally, RCM images of wrinkles lack
texture and are dark. However, some wrinkled regions are highly textured and
thus they resemble non-wrinkled regions, making it harder to correctly classify
them.
Algorithmic Method Sourati et al. [94] initialised the wrinkle position by se-
lecting a number of low-intensity points. These points were fed into a watershed
region growing algorithm, and regions smaller than 150 pixels were set to non-
wrinkle regions. The selected threshold ensures that the resulting region has
moderate shrinkage. Finally they expanded this region using a region growing
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algorithm.
Sourati et al. [12] incorporated an extension of the wrinkle detection algo-
rithm [94] to Kurugol’s et al. [1] DEJ localisation algorithm for obliquely oriented
RCM stacks. This extended algorithm makes use of a probabilistic model that
takes into account skin depth, texture information and morphological features.
This probabilistic model also takes into account the morphological characteristic
of the skin structure. After the skin surface, one visualises the epidermal layers,
after which the dermal layers are seen, resulting in the probability that a slice
belonging to epidermis decreases as skin depth increases. In addition, the epi-
dermis layer around a wrinkle is thinner than for non-wrinkled regions. Thus,
the probabilistic model will take this into account, resulting in the probability of
being an epidermal image to fall sharply around wrinkles. The algorithm also
integrates classification results based on texture features from the non-wrinkled
regions.
Validation The results achieved by the wrinkle detection algorithm [94] were
compared to wrinkle labels selected by a clinical expert.
Results The basic wrinkle detection algorithm [94] achieved a sensitivity and
specificity of 88% and 97% respectively. No quantitative results for the proba-
bilistic model defined in [12] were presented.
Discussion The main contributions of the former paper [94] is that an auto-
mated wrinkle detection algorithm was developed, which was extended in [12]
to integrate morphological information extracted from layer detection.
The wrinkle detection algorithm was only tested on individual images and
not on stacks [94]. Thus, from the results presented one cannot analyse the pro-
gression of detected wrinkle area across images in a stack.
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3.2.3 Detection of cancerous regions and segmentation of indi-
vidual cells
3.2.3.1 Wiltgen et al. [6] [7] and Koller et al. [8]
Motive Wiltgen et al. [6] [7] and Koller et al. [8] focus their research on distin-
guishing diseased images from normal skin images, by making use of texture
features and classification algorithms. These groups focus on melanocytic skin
tumours, which can be categorised into benign or melanoma depending on their
anatomical structure. Compared to melanoma cases, benign cases appear to have
more symmetrically round cells and structured architecture. Due to difference in
structure, benign cases exhibit more contrast than melanoma cases, which appear
more homogeneous.
Algorithmic Method Wiltgen et al. [6] [7] analysed various texture features, in-
cluding histogram, co-occurrence matrix, wavelet and Fourier transforms. In ad-
dition a number of classification algorithms, covering Bayes, trees, rule, function
and lazy classifiers were compared. In addition, the influence of the square ele-
ment size on classification results was analysed by ranging the size from 64× 64
to 512× 512 pixels.
Validation The results achieved by these algorithms were compared to the
ground truths defined by a clinical expert.
Results The main results achieved by Wiltgen et al. [7] was an overall sensi-
tivity and specificity of 84.1% and 78.0% on the test set using trees classification.
Similarly Koller et al. [8] achieved 58.5% and 48.5% for sensitivity and specificity
on the test set using tree classification.
Discussion The main contributions of this paper is that it provides a frame-
work of different texture features and classification methods that can be used to
analyse RCM images.
One limitation in the study presented by Wiltgen et al., is that the images used
were extracted from the DEJ region, and thus do not cover epidermal nor dermal
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images [6] [7]. Additionally, images only cover melanocytic skin tumours, and
thus do not cover images of normal body sites. To summarise, effort was made
to preselect which images were inputted in this study [6].
3.2.3.2 Segmentation of cells
Gareau et al. [95] also generated automated algorithms that detect pagetoid cells
linked to superficial spreading melanoma (SSM). Characterisation of pagetoid
cells together with the disarray of the DEJ was used to quantify early SSM. In
addition Gareau [96] developed an algorithm that detects keratinocytes, which
is a predominant cell found at the epidermal layer in RCM images. The motive
in identifying the density of keratinocytes is that as the absence of healthy ker-
atinocyte patterns can indicate disease or photoageing. The presence of pagetoid
cells and the disorganisation of keratinocyte cells are normally combined with
the disarray of the epidermal layer and DEJ. Similarly, Raphael et al. [97] devel-
oped a computationally based photo-ageing score based on RCM images that is
significantly correlated with other grading approaches. The authors computed
and combined several parameters based on intensity and Fourier based texture
features to generate an RCM score. However, these parameters were extracted
from a threshold representation of the RCM image, which in turn was used to
segment out cells. The segmented cells are highly dependent upon the chosen
threshold.
3.2.4 Discussion
As illustrated in this review, there is great interest in developing semi or fully
automated algorithms that can provide clinicians with objective quantifications.
Such algorithms have the potential of eliminating the inter-observer variability,
together with speeding up the process of analysing the large amount of RCM
images generated from a typical in-vivo skin scan.
The designed algorithms have incorporated morphological information and
mimicked the methodology adopted by a clinician to assess RCM images. The
large majority of automated algorithms aimed at differentiating the different lay-
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ers of the skin, whereas others aimed in quantifying cells located at a particular
layer of the skin. Individual cells are segmented from images captured from a
particular skin layer (and skin depth). Therefore, these two set of algorithms can
be combined, by first locating the different skin layers and then searching for
particular cells or disarray at a particular layer.
Furthermore, artefacts are present across the majority of RCM scans, although
artefacts due to poor imaging technique can be mitigated, wrinkle artefacts can-
not be eliminated. Therefore, methods of detecting such artefacts can be usefully
employed in automation based algorithms of RCM images.
3.3 RCM for imaging excised tissue
3.3.1 Introduction
In this Section the application of RCM to image excised tissue is discussed in
depth. Currently in the clinical setting RCM is more popular as a non-invasive
modality to image in-vivo skin, rather than to examine excised tissue. Therefore,
there is less literature on RCM for ex-vivo examinations, and less work has been
done to extract information from such images automatically. In this Section a
brief overview of Mohs surgery, which at present is the surgery mostly studied
to examine the feasibility of using RCM images of excised tissue for diagnostic
purposes, is given. In addition, these feasibility studies are highlighted and their
findings discussed. The different protocols used across clinics in imaging excised
tissue and possible shortcomings of image quality are reviewed.
As RCM can be applicable to image pathologies from breast, colon, thyroid,
ovarian, head and neck, esophageal, liver, bladder and other tissues [98] [99] [26],
automatic algorithms developed to analyse images of excised tissue from differ-
ent body sites are discussed. Similarly, in this review I will be reviewing algo-
rithms using images of excised tissue not captured using an RCM technology.
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3.3.2 Mohs surgery
RCM has great potential in the surgery setting, as it can be used instead of his-
tology for detecting tumour margins in an excised tissue sample. Benna`ssar et
al. [100] suggests that RCM is an attractive alternative to frozen histology, espe-
cially for the case of surgery, as it does not require a wet lab and can be situated
in the surgery room. It can give pathological information particularly when used
in fluorescence mode.
Mohs surgery is a method that is used to treat skin cancers, notably basal
cell carcinoma (BCC), in complex or recurrent tumours and in aesthetically sen-
sitive body sites, such as the head and neck [98]. BCC is often categorised into
sub-categories which include; micronodular, nodular, infiltrative and superficial
BCCs. Mohs surgery involves multiple excisions of the tumour which enables
correct tumour margin mapping and ensures that the smallest amount of normal
skin is removed; maximising the likelihood of preserving function and minimis-
ing scarring [101]. The cure rate of Mohs surgery is up to 99% [102] and it is
considered the highest cure rate for skin cancers.
3.3.3 Feasibility studies of using RCM in Mohs surgery
Currently Mohs surgery is highly dependent on real-time histology, as at each ex-
cision the pathological structure of the excised tissue is diagnosed from a frozen
section the tissue [98] which can take up to 45 minutes [100]. This is a high
cost form of surgery with specially trained histopathologists required. RCM has
the potential to reduce the duration of surgery by two-thirds [100]. It has been
estimated that using RCM instead of frozen sectioning has the potential to re-
duce the cost of Mohs surgery by ∼ 15% [99]. One possible advantage of RCM
images is that it is easy to examine the complete surgical margins of the excised
tissue being examined. Generally some of the tissue specimen is wasted in histol-
ogy slide preparation, so one cannot guarantee that some tumour has not been
missed [100]. Most literature related to Mohs surgery focuses on BCC as it ac-
counts for 80% of skin cancer cases [101] [99].
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There are two substantial studies that calculate the sensitivity and specificity
achieved between RCM images and histology slides of the same excised tissue
collected during Mohs surgery. For these studies, the diagnoses achieved from
the RCM images are compared to those achieved from the histology slides, as the
histology slides are considered the ground truth. The sensitivity gives a measure
of the percentage of RCM images correctly diagnosed with tumour with respect
to the total number of tumour cases. Similarly, the specificity gives a measure
of the percentage of RCM images correctly diagnosed as tumour-free out of the
total number of tumour-free cases. Benna`ssar et al. [100] reported a sensitivity
and specificity of 88% and 99% respectively, whereas Karen et al. [99] reported
96.6% 89.2%, 92.3% and 94.7% for sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive values. Throughout these studies [100] [99], the observers made an
effort to use a magnification similar to that used when viewing histology slides
(×2 or ×4). Gareau has argued that a sensitivity of 99% needs to be achieved for
RCM to gain a widespread acceptance as a bedside diagnostic technique [26].
Chung et al. [103] reported that 25% of the samples imaged were of poor im-
age quality and did not enable a good comparison with histology. Images can
be classed as poor quality if they have poor staining, which can either be appear
as saturated (bright regions in image) or having poor illumination (poor contrast
in image). In addition, RCM images can sometimes not capture the whole tissue
sample due to the tissue being too thick for the dye to penetrate evenly or be-
cause of poor preparation of the sample.
There are clearly training needs in both generating RCM images of excised
tissue and in interpreting them. Karen et al. [99] noted that one observer, who
had experience of RCM images of in-vivo skin, needed training to interpret skin
structures in fluorescence mode. Another observer’s sensitivity and specificity
values increased as the study went along, reflecting increased confidence in in-
terpreting the images. In addition, Benna`ssar et al. [100] also reported that the
missed cases corresponded to a lack of training of the observers in a specific type
of tumours (infiltrative BCC).
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3.3.4 Tissue preparation for imaging in RCM fluorescence mode
Some RCM studies examined fresh tissue [100] whereas others examined thawed
frozen sections [99], or a combination of both fresh and thawed frozen tissue [98].
Benna`ssar et al. [100] reported that if the tissue is freshly examined, it can be sub-
sequently examined using frozen histology. Research indicates that it is easier to
examine thawed frozen sections, as they are thinner than freshly excised tissue,
resulting in better dye distribution and image quality [104]. However, this ad-
vantage cannot be met if RCM is used to image fresh excised tissue as a bedside
pathological examination; i.e. to generate the RCM image inside the operating
theatre during surgery.
Care needs to be taken to ensure that the excised tissue being prepared for
imaging is less than 3 mm thick [104]. The tissue is stained with a dye, such as
acridine orange. The dye gives rapid staining and the excised tissue can be im-
aged immediately after being stained [99]. Fluorescence RCM enables the visu-
alisation of individual nuclei, and this can be considered as the major advantage
over reflectance RCM. Visualisation of individual nuclei enables better compari-
son with histology. In general, tumour nests have both tumour and reactive cells
and thus are characterised by a high concentration of fluorescence [100].
Harman et al. [104] notes that RCM system VivaScoper 2500 has the advan-
tage of enabling users to flick between fluorescence and reflectance modes for
additional help in assessing tissue. However, the reflectance mode is only ca-
pable of detecting larger tumours [98], such as nodular BCC, and is not suitable
for micro-nodular and infiltrative BCCs which are characterised as small and
sparsely nucleated tumour regions [99].
3.3.5 Imaging BCC in RCM fluorescence mode
Although great efforts have been made to define the different structures and pat-
terns associated with BCC [105] [98], there is still ambiguity in distinguishing
some structures from tumour regions in RCM images of excised tissue. For ex-
ample, when sebaceous glands are imaged cross-sectionally they can easily be
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mistaken to nodular BCC [98]. It is possible to change from fluorescence to re-
flectance mode to differentiate between sebaceous and nodular BCC. In addition,
inflammation can easily be mistaken to infiltrative BCC and vice versa [98]. In
general, infiltrative BCC is more densely populated with nuclei when compared
to inflammation.
Poor quality images which miss the epidermis layer make superficial BCC,
which originates at the epidermis layer [99] [98], notoriously difficult to detect.
This limitation is more common in thicker fresh tissues than in thawed frozen
sections, and is discussed in more depth in Chapter 4.
3.3.6 Algorithms to analyse images of excised tissue
The papers reviewed in this Section and the application of Mohs surgery is a
great motivation in making the process of analysing images of excised tissue
more automatic. Although the process of obtaining RCM images of excised tis-
sue is much faster than obtaining histology slides, it does not necessary trans-
late in the overall surgery being quicker. Surgeons need time to learn how to
produce and interpret these images. Gareau [26] produced a mechanism of digi-
tally staining fluorescence and reflectance RCM images of excised tissue to mimic
histopathology appearance and facilitating diagnosis based on RCM images. This
technique makes use of the fluorescence image to represent hematoxylin (purple)
and to label nuclei and the reflectance image acts like eosin (pink) to label cyto-
plasm and dermal collagen. Algorithms like the ones developed by Gareau make
RCM more clinically acceptable.
Gareau et al. [106] also developed a technique to stitch together the individ-
ual image tiles making up the mosaic image (imaged with the VivaScoper 2500
technology). Adjacent images in a mosaic of images normally have an offset
between them, resulting in structures appearing as discontinued when zoomed
with a sufficient magnification. The proposed algorithm in [106] enables better
visualisation of individual cells at the borders of image tiles, which in turn en-
ables clinicians visualising smoother mosaic images, and also provides a better
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basis on which semi or fully automated algorithms can be based on. Refer to
Chapter 4 for detailed description of tile and mosaic images.
A review of Dobbs et al. [9] and Legesse et al. [10] are given below. In their
work they have developed algorithms that automatically analyse images of ex-
cised tissue.
3.3.6.1 Dobbs et al. [9]
Motive The aim of Dobbs et al. [9] is to distinguish between benign and malig-
nant breast tissue in fluorescence RCM images of excised breast tissue.
Algorithmic Method Dobbs et al. [9] incorporated the knowledge that tumour
regions are more densely nucleated than normal tissue and thus detected and
segmented individual nuclei using a maximally stable extremal regions (MSER)
algorithm. This algorithm is discussed in depth in Chapter 6. From these seg-
mented nuclei, parameters indicating the pattern of nuclei clusters were extracted,
together with a measure of how densely or sparsely they were packed.
In addition, the authors developed a gland segmentation algorithm that re-
quires the user to choose an interactive threshold, to segment out individual
glands from the nuclei patterns. Statistical feature parameters were extracted
from the segmented glands.
The parameters extracted from both these algorithms were fed into a classi-
fier.
Validation A breast pathologist compared the RCM fluorescence images to his-
tology slides stained with H& E, and classified each 750× 750µm2 image tile into
benign or malignant breast features. A limitation of generating ground truths
based on a single pathologist’s opinion is that true positives cases can be missed
while true negatives can be misclassified as positive. Repeatable ground truths
are generated based upon more than one opinion.
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Results A sensitivity and specificity of 75% and 93% were achieved respec-
tively in differentiating benign and malignant tissue, with an overall accuracy of
90%. The invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) feature was correctly classified 35%
of the cases.
The classification of the gland sites achieved a sensitivity and specificity of
46% and 100% when using features extracted based on nuclear parameters. These
values increased to 88% and 88% when using features solely extracted from the
gland segmentation algorithm.
Discussion The algorithm illustrates that morphological based features have
the potential of improving classification results. In addition, it highlighted the
need of introducing features that target a particular class that is poorly perform-
ing (in this cases the gland class).
The main limitation of this algorithm is that there is a high reliance on the
chosen threshold of the gland segmentation algorithm.
3.3.6.2 Legesse et al. [10]
Motive Legesse et al. [10] developed a classifier to distinguish between malig-
nant and benign structures in images of BCC samples collected using Coherent
anti-Strokes Raman scattering (CARS). The classifier is trained to classify 5 dis-
tinct classes: skin dermis, startum granulosum, image background, tumour re-
gion and adipose tissue. Thus, three of these classes correspond to healthy tissue.
Algorithmic Method Each class is represented by a total of 35 tile sub-images
(of size 105 × 105 pixels), resulting in this study being based on a total of 175
sub-images extracted from 5 mosaic images.
Texture features were extracted from each sub-image and a classifier is trained.
Unlike previous studies, the classifier is trained with a permutation set of fea-
tures. The set of features producing the best results are chosen.
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Validation The results achieved were compared to the ground truth labels se-
lected by a clinical expert.
Results An overall sensitivity and specificity of 88% and 89% were achieved in
differentiating malignant and benign structures.
Discussion This paper aims to classify images from excised tissue of the skin,
covering regions of BCC. The main limitation of the imaging modality (CARS)
used is that is only sufficient in visualising larger tumours, as its spatial informa-
tion is not capable of visualising smaller BCCs [10].
One main limitation of this study is that the classes were trained and tested
using only 175 cropped out sub-images from the larger image (35 sub-images per
class). In addition, the features used in the algorithm were selected based upon
the classifier performance they achieve.
3.3.7 Discussion
As can be noted from this literature review, clinicians are examining whether
RCM can be used to image excised tissue and if it has the potential to be used
as a bedside pathology examination unit in Mohs surgery. However, for it to be
accepted by clinicians, it needs to achieve ∼ 99% sensitivity in the detection of
cancer, which is currently being obtained by the traditional Mohs surgery using
frozen histology slides [26]. This can only be achieved in RCM by incorporating
additional information to the surgeon, to speed up their learning curve and their
confidence in interpreting RCM images of excised tissue. It is suggested that
this can be done by incorporating information from across different modalities,
such as using both reflectance and fluorescence RCM modes [26]. In addition
to this, further improvements need to be achieved in imaging quality, avoiding
poor quality images due to dye penetration issues and due to missed epidermis
region. Caliber, the developers of VivaScoper 2500, are already looking into
ways of improving the RCM system to image the full view of the epidermis layer.
Unless this is achieved, superficial BCCs will be difficult to detect and thus it will
be difficult for the system to gain full acceptance as a diagnostic tool.
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3.4 RCM video sequences for visualising skin capil-
laries
3.4.1 Introduction
The aim of this Section is to identify the key measures extracted from RCM video
sequences of in-vivo skin and to highlight the motivations of extracting such pa-
rameters. Skin capillaries are delineated from RCM videos by visually identify-
ing individual RBCs flowing through the capillaries. The studies covered in this
Section analyse the use of RCM in monitoring vasodilation and vasocontraction
due to environmental conditions or due to a provocation method.
The main quantification parameters extracted from skin capillary in RCM
video sequences are reported and discussed. Variations in data collection meth-
ods and validation techniques are highlighted, together with shortcomings of
approaches adopted.
3.4.2 Methods under which skin capillaries were analysed
In the literature RCM video sequences were used to examine the level of micro-
circulation due to environmental conditions and provocation methods. Such
provocation methods are used to cause vasodilation and in turn vasocontrac-
tion of the DEJ capillaries. Altintas et al. [107] analysed micro-circulation under
temperature differences, they exposed volunteers to either local heating or local
cold stress. Cinotti et al. [45] analyse micro-circulation after applying a vascu-
lar occlusion by placing a cuff around the arm. Ca˘runtu et al. [39] exposed the
skin to capsaicin, the hot ingredient of red pepper, to cause cutaneous inflamma-
tion, whereas Gambichler et al. [108] exposed the skin to incremental UVB doses.
Other experiments focus on analysing the difference in micro-circulation at
different body sites, for example, Hegyi et al. [51] analyse the difference between
the dorsal and ventral sides of the forearm, while Altintas et al. [109] focus on dif-
ferentiating micro-circulation in the forearm and thigh. One motive of analysing
the micro-circulation at different anatomical sites is to aid free flap reconstruc-
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tion surgery, which involves the transplantation of tissues from one body site
to another, in being more successful. It is reported that the higher the level of
micro-circulation and the amount of oxygen in the tissue, the higher the success
rates for transferred tissue [109]. These studies [45] [39] [107] [51] only analyse
capillaries imaged cross-sectionally and thus represented by two separate limbs,
and do not cater for capillaries imaged along their length.
Others focus on the changes that occur in micro-circulation due to diseases;
Archid et al. [50] analyse the difference between psoriasis patients and healthy
volunteers, whereas Venturini et al. [110] differentiate different degrees of sys-
temic sclerosis (SSc). Both psoriasis and SSc are characterised by an increase in
the capillary diameter. In addition, psoriasis is pathologically characterised by
elongated and tortuous capillaries [50]. As RCM cannot image the changes oc-
curring due to SSc in the deeper dermis, Venturi et al. [110] suggest that for now,
until further research is done across different stages of SSc before and during
treatment, RCM should be used as a research aid in understanding SSc cases
rather than a diagnosis technique. These studies [50] [110] show that certain skin
conditions and diseases have the potential of disrupting the distribution of cap-
illaries and of changing their parameters.
This array of papers illustrate the potential of identifying and quantifying
capillaries at the DEJ visualised using RCM video sequences. Apart from aiding
dermatologists and photo-biologists in understanding the mechanisms of micro-
circulation, it can be used to monitor progression of disease and response of ther-
apy.
3.4.3 Quantification of skin capillaries
The mentioned papers aim to quantify parameters of capillaries in in-vivo skin
imaged using RCM video sequences. For example, the number of RBCs detected
in a particular capillary per unit time is a measure of blood flow, whilst measur-
ing the cross-sectional area of a single capillary or capillary concentration (num-
ber of capillaries per unit area) are measures of vasodilation. In Table 3.2 a com-
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parison of the main results achieved in the reviewed papers is given.
In conjunction with quantifying parameters related to blood flow and vasodi-
lation, some studies [109] [108] [110] also measured changes in the epidermal
layer thickness. The epidermal thickness can be an indication of disease progres-
sion [110], or the response to UVR [108]. After UVB exposure, the epidermal
thickness increases with time due to the increase in melanin production which
is provoked by the exposure. None of the mentioned papers have developed a
fully automatic mechanism in extracting these measures.
In addition to the results presented in Table 3.2, Gambichler et al. [108] also
provided comparisons between the colorimeter and in-vivo RCM results achieved
at two UVB doses: 1× and 3×MED (Minimal Erythema Dose). Focusing on the
results achieved for 3 MED, the vessel diameter increased by 80% after 24 hours,
and reduced to an increase of 74% after 72 hours. The erythema colorimeter a∗
results increased by 159% after 24 hours, and dipped to an increase of 139% after
72 hours. For the two exposed sites, both the vessel diameter and erythema a∗
reached a peak at 24 hours, followed by a dip at 72 hours. On the other hand,
Ca˘runtu et al. [39] reported that the capillary area (diameter) increased by 16%
(7%), 23% (11%) and 31% (14%) with respect to the baseline capillary area (di-
ameter), at time intervals 10, 25 and 40 minutes after provoking the skin with
capsaicin. Similarly, Altintas et al. [107] reported an increase of capillary diame-
ter of 16% and 20% directly after and after 5 minutes of inducing heat to the skin
surface.
Altintas et al. [107] noted that heat-induced vasodilation is characterised by
an increase in blood cell flow of over 37% across 5 minutes. On the other hand,
induced local cooling causes a decrease in blood cell flow of 31% immediately
after cooling, followed by an overall increase of 37% in blood flow after 5 min-
utes from the initial flow, representing reactive hyperemia. Altintas et al. [109]
reported a capillary density of 38± 3 and 22± 2.2 capillaries/mm2 for the fore-
arm and thigh sites respectively, whereas Venturini et al. [110] reported a ∼ 42
capillaries/mm2 in the forearm. In addition, [110] reported a decrease in blood
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flow by nearly half for SSc cases, a flow of ∼ 24 cells/minute, whereas the capil-
lary diameter increased by 71.8% to 6.7± 0.9µm. Archid et al. [50] also reported
an increase in capillary diameter in diseased skin, this time focusing on psoriasis,
the capillary increased by 159.9% to 24.39± 2.34µm.
3.4.4 Discussion
3.4.4.1 Protocol used to collect data
Hegyi et al. [51] analysed the diameter of the same capillary across incremental
depths of 5 − 10µm imaged by RCM and found that capillary parameters re-
mained quite constant across different skin depths. Irrespective of this, Ca˘runtu
et al. [39] report of using the same depth of scanning throughout the scans. Hey-
gyi et al. [51] and Archid et al. [50] also report of manually altering the power to
achieve the best contrast images, however the exact protocol on how the power
was chosen was not illustrated in neither case. VivaScoper 1500 chooses an
automatic varying power, which fluctuates depending upon the depth that is
being imaged and the contrast achieved with the refractive indices of the im-
aged structures. Increasing the power results in more visible blood flow passing
through the capillaries. However, it also results in melanin being represented
with a higher intensity value. If the power is increased much further, the melanin
intensity value over saturates.
One limitation when analysing capillaries using RCM video sequences is that
it is difficult to scan the same capillaries over different time points. Cinotti et
al. [45] overcame this by imaging the interdigital spaces of the fingers by using a
handheld version of the in-vivo RCM. Ca˘runtu et al. [39] indicates that the same
area is scanned throughout the experiment, however, it is not clear whether the
RCM was connected to the skin surface throughout the whole experiment or if
it was removed and reconnected after each time point. The time points intervals
for this study were 0, 10, 25, 40 minutes.
Gambichler et al. [108] analysed time points further apart, at 0, 24, 72 hours,
thus it is impossible in this case to keep the RCM connected to the skin. In this
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case [108], made use a permanent marker to delineate the area to be examined.
Altintas et al. [107] marks the area to be examined at the various time points by
using an adhesive waterproof sheet.
Although the latter studies [39] [108] [107] scan the same area throughout
their study, it cannot be interpreted that the same capillaries were scanned across
different scanning points. The VivaScoper 1500 gives a field of view 8× 8mm2,
from which a 0.5× 0.5mm2 area is chosen to image a video. Thus it is difficult to
image the same capillaries once the RCM window is removed and reconnected.
3.4.4.2 Techniques used to validate RCM video sequences
Gambichler et al. [108] made use of a colorimeter to validate the results achieved
using RCM video sequences. The colorimeter provides parameters that give an
indication of colour and it is used in erythema studies as the redness parameter
(a∗) its value is related to the level of micro-circulation below the skin surface.
The main parameters of the colorimeter that are used in this study [108] are the
brightness (L∗) and erythema (a∗) values.
Venturini et al. [110] compared the results achieved with RCM video sequences
with the gold standard of classifying SSc cases, video-capillaroscopy.
3.4.4.3 Motion in RCM video sequences
When capturing RCM video sequences, the volunteer’s movement may affect
the contact between the microscope and the skin surface. The longer the video,
the more movement will be present between the first and last frame of the video.
However, the longer the video, the more the video would give an accurate repre-
sentation of the blood flow inside the capillaries across time. Analysing a longer
video, however, allows any cyclical variations to have a higher chance of being
detected.
Archid et al. [50] and Altintas et al. [107] both made use of a zooming function
that enables capillaries being imaged at a magnified version, and using this mag-
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nified capillary to calibrate them using common points. Archid et al. [50] make
use of the outer border of the capillary, which is the outerline of the thin halo
outside the RBCs, to calibrate whilst Altintas et al. [107] makes use of common
points found across frames to calculate repeated readings of the same capillary.
However, none of the studies mention registering the frames as a pre-processing
step.
3.4.4.4 Repeatability of results and selecting ROI
Cinotti et al. [45] illustrates the difference in manual and semi-automated mea-
sures of blood flow. The authors aimed to illustrate the differences in measures
between the manual count of the number of bright RBCs passing through the
arterial limbs of the capillaries and the peaks detected inside the arterial limb us-
ing ImageJ. The region of interest, the arterial limb of the capillary, was manually
selected by the authors. It is notable difficult to distinguish between the arterial
and the venous limbs visually. The manual count method, which incorporated
counts by four doctors, did not achieve intra-capillary and inter-observers re-
producible, whereas the semi-automated peak detector achieved intra-capillary
reproducibility. This finding is one of the main motivations in generating a fully
automatic capillary finder algorithm.
Hegyi et al. [51] and Ca˘runtu et al. [39] identify the region of interest from
which capillary measures are calculated by visual inspection.
3.4.4.5 VivaScoper 1500 frame rate and RBC velocity/flow
Papers analysing RCM video sequences make use of the VivaScoper 1500 tech-
nology, which has a frame rate of 9fps. None of the papers note that this frame
rate might be insufficient in visualising all the RBCs passing through the capil-
laries. Norman et al. [55] reported a velocity of 0.42mm/s and 0.32mm/s for the
arterial and venous limbs in the nailfold capillaries of newborn infants measured
using capillaroscopy. Stu¨cker et al. [111] also reported that the resting blood ve-
locity is 0.47 ± 0.37mm/s, ranging between 0.14 and 0.93mm/s, in capillaries.
These recordings were measured using a technology based on laser Doppler and
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from these values it can be noted that a frame rate of 9fps is not sufficient to vi-
sualise all RBCs going through a capillary.
Quantitative blood flow in the literature is calculated in [45] [109] [107] by
counting the number of differentiated RBCs. It is difficult to have a common
understanding between different users of what can be classified as an RBC and
what cannot. Cinotti et al. [45] denoted some rules used when counting the man-
ual blood count; the first cell that was present inside the capillary at the start of
the video was not counted, only cells that preceded in light (representing the
plasma) were counted, and a chain of RBCs found across consecutive frames are
counted as one cell.
3.4.5 Discussion
As can be noted from this literature overview, RCM video sequences have great
potential in analysing blood flow in capillaries at the DEJ. As illustrated in this
review, RCM can also be used to indicate the level of erythema of a volunteer. Pa-
rameters such as capillary diameter and blood flow (counts/min) extracted from
different levels of erythema sites can aid better planning of UVR therapy. This
is particularly useful in darker skin types (skin types IV-VI) where it is difficult
to visually estimate the patient’s response to the UVR, due to lack of visibility in
changes of skin redness. In addition to this application, it has a great application
in tracking changes in micro-vasculature due to a skin condition or disease, such
as psoriasis or SSc.
RCM video sequences are valuable in tracking treatment of such conditions,
as unlike histology they do not disrupt the healing process and provide the der-
matologist with a mechanism of analysing the structure of capillaries, and that
the structure has returned to its normal state before stopping treatment [50]. It is
believed that if the capillaries return to their normal diameter, there is a less like-
lihood of the skin condition, such as psoriasis, returning [50]. In addition, RCM
video sequences has the capability of detecting changes in micro-vasculature be-
fore other pathological features start emerging. As noted by [110], changes in
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capillaries occur before any other pathological features in SSc patients.
This review motivates the need of an automatic identification of a capillary
finder algorithm that is capable of extracting capillary parameters that can aid di-
agnosing skin conditions and diseases; identify the patient’s response to therapy
and aiding better planning of UVR therapy for all skin types.
3.5 Conclusion
This review has illustrated novel studies that detect and quantify skin structures
in RCM images of in-vivo skin and excised tissue, together with RCM video se-
quences of in-vivo skin. Literature that is highly relevant to this thesis was dis-
cussed in-depth.
Classification based algorithms that differentiate between the various skin
layers in stacks of RCM images of in-vivo images are discussed, together with
algorithms that highlight regions having a high likelihood of being diseased in
fluorescence images. Parameters extracted from RCM video sequences of in-vivo
skin capillaries are discussed.
Attention is given to the developed algorithms, likewise to their applications.
The benefits to the dermatology practice associated with the RCM technology
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4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter an overview of the Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM) tech-
nology and systems used in this thesis are covered. Initially the general physics
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behind the principles of an RCM technology are discussed. Additionally, the
RCM systems VivaScoper 1500 and VivaScoper 2500 which are used in this the-
sis to image in-vivo skin and excised tissue are reviewed in depth. An overview
of the possible image acquisition techniques available with the VivaScoper sys-
tem are given. The potentials and shortcomings of each system are illustrated.
4.2 Physics behind the RCM
The RCM technology is depicted in Figure 4.1. A low power (≤ 35mW) laser
beam is directed in the near infra-red range (830nm) through a beam splitter and
a 30× interconnected lens system with a numerical aperture of 0.9, onto the area
of the skin to be examined. The ≤ 35mW laser power does not damage the tis-
sue and light of this wavelength penetrates only 200− 300µm in tissue, which
corresponds to the uppermost layer of the dermis (papillary dermis) in in-vivo
scans. When imaging in fluorescence mode, an additional limitation to the imag-
ing depth is the depth up to which the fluorescence dye is absorbed. As denoted
in Figure 4.1, the reflected light goes through a small pinhole and forms an im-
age in the detector, where the contrast in the images results from variations in
the refractive indexes of microstructures within the skin. The pinhole admits
light only from the depth under observation, rejecting light from out-of-focus
planes [14]. This is the significant difference between confocal microscopy and
conventional microscopy. In order to obtain k different depths, corresponding to
parallel sections of the skin, the focus point is altered using a stepwise vertical
movement. At each depth a grey-scale image is obtained with a field of view of
at least 500× 500µm2 at a resolution of ≥ 0.5µm. No filtering or post-processing
is routinely applied to the generated images.
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the RCM systems for in-vivo and ex-vivo tissue
examination are fundamentally identical, differing only in the coupling into the
tissue. To optimise imaging conditions in in-vivo imaging (Figure 4.2A), oil or an
index matching fluid is used as an immersion media between the skin surface
and an adhesive window. The oil’s refractive index (1.50) is close to that of top
most layer of the skin, stratum corneum (1.55). To minimise motion artefacts, a











Figure 4.1: Reflectance confocal microscope technology: the orange beam repre-
sents the low power laser beam, and the green beam indicates the reflected light
collected by the detector.
metal ring is attached to the adhesive window, which in turn is magnetically con-
nected to the lens. In addition to this, an ultrasound gel is occasionally used to
fill nodular skin lesions and it is applied at the window’s and lens’ interface [15].
Excised tissue is imaged using the technique identified in Figure 4.2B; the
dyed tissue is placed between two microscopic slides (referred to as a double
slide). The double slide is screwed to a board for stability. Ultrasound gel is
placed above the double slide, at the side that is going to be imaged with the
lens.
4.3 Image acquisition from VivaScoper
For the work described in this thesis two commercial RCM systems (VivaScoper
1500 and VivaScoper 2500, Lucid Inc., Rochester, New York, USA) were used.
VivaScoper systems operate by sequentially capturing optical sections at in-
creasing depths of the skin. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the VivaScope sys-
tems enable different imaging acquisition methods: either (A) a vertical images
(stack), or (B) a sequential horizontal (block/mosaic), or (C) a combination of the
two (cube).












Figure 4.2: Sample preparation for in-vivo and ex-vivo imaging of skin tissue: (A)















(C) Cube: 2 × 2
basic images in 3
layers
Figure 4.3: Different imaging options with VivaScoper 1500 and VivaScoper
2500, where a basic image is of size 0.5 × 0.5mm2 and 0.63 × 0.63mm2 for the
respective technologies.
A VivaScoper system provides basic monochrome images, referred to as tiles
(Tijk), in the lateral (i, j) direction at a preselected imaging depth (k). Each tile
contains 1000× 1000 (Nu × Nv) pixels with 8-bits per pixel intensity I. The nota-
tion (i, j, k) is used to define a tile’s position within the cube of data, and (u, v)
defies pixel position within a tile. Tijk(u, v) is used to define the image intensity
of a pixel located at (u, v) in tile (i, j, k), i.e.:
Tijk(u, v) = I;
{
I = [0, 255], u ∈ {1, .., Nu}, v ∈ {1, .., Nv}
}
(4.1)
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In addition, a tile can be imaged over a duration of time, referred to a video
sequences (Vijk(t)). The frame rate of the VivaScoper system is of 9 f ps and is
capable of imaging for a maximum duration of 1 minute, corresponding to a
total of 540 frames. Thus, a video is a sequence of tiles captured at the same
horizontal position (i, j) and at the same preselected depth k, but over a time
sequence (frame number) t, i.e.:
Vijk(t) =
{
Tijk, t = {1, .., Nt}
}
(4.2)
A stack Sij (Figure 4.3A), is a sequence of tiles captured at the same horizontal
position (i, j) but at different imaging depths (k), i.e.:
Sij =
{
Tijk, k = {1, .., Nk}
}
(4.3)
On the other hand, a mosaic (or block) Mk (Figure 4.3B), is a high-resolution
composite of tiles taken sequentially in the horizontal plane by an automated
stepper and stitched together by dedicated software. Each individual tile is ob-
tained using automatic image control, allowing the best possible contrast for each
tile. This results in neighbouring tiles representing the same structure using dif-
ferent grey scale values, and thus stitched tiles sometimes exhibit different grey
scale values at the border.
Mk =
{
Tijk, i = {1, .., Ni}, j = {1, .., Nj}
}
(4.4)
A set of mosaics at different depths make up a cube (Figure 4.3C), thus a cube
consists of a series of mosaics covering the same (i, j) region, each having a dif-
ferent (k) depth.
The main specification differences between VivaScoper 1500 and VivaScoper
2500 are outlined in Table 4.1. In this thesis when acquiring data using the
VivaScoper 2500 the 488nm laser beam was used together with acridine orange
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Variable VivaScoper 1500 VivaScoper 2500
Application in-vivo ex-vivo
Laser beam 830nm 488nm, 658nm (fluorescence modes)
830nm (reflectance mode)
Depth 150− 200µm dependent upon
fluorescence absorption
Detector Avalanche photodiode Photomultiplier tube
Pinhole φ 125µm 75µm (with 488nm laser)
125µm (with 658nm, 830nm lasers)
Field of view (tile) 500× 500µm2 630× 630µm2
Maximum Ni × Nj 16× 16 32× 32
Maximum area 8× 8mm2 20.16× 20.16mm2
Restrictions Ni = Nj Ni = Nj or Ni 6= Nj
Lateral resolution 0.50µm 0.63µm
Axial resolution 3− 5µm 3− 5µm
Table 4.1: Specifications of VivaScoper 1500 and VivaScoper 2500.
fluorescence dye.
(A) Stacks inside and out-
side the mole
(B) Stacks and image tiles
inside the mole
(C) Stacks, mosaic and
video
Figure 4.4: This figure shows three examples of what data was acquired by the
confocalist in the clinical setting. Dermoscopic images taken by the VivaCam
covering the total available scanning area of 8× 8m2. The purple shaded area
indicates the area that the confocalist searched in and the purple shaded squares
having a corresponding label indicate that a stack, tile or video were captured
inside this 0.5 × 0.5mm2 square area. From these examples, one can note that
the confocalist makes a quicker decision of which areas need to be scanned in
pigmented lesions (Figure 4.4A) and pink lesions (Figure 4.4B), as opposed to
non-pigmented skin (Figure 4.4C). In the latter example, the confocalist searched
a larger percentage of the available area before finding regions of interest to scan.
The dermascopic image in Figure 4.4C has a grid placed on top of the image,
indicating the 4× 4, 8× 8 and 12× 12 basic images borders, in which a mosaic of
size 2× 2mm2, 4× 4mm2 and 6× 6mm2 can be scanned in. In addition to a grid,
a ruler is placed at the bottom and at the right hand axes to give an indication of
dimensions.
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Three data acquisition examples using VivaScoper1500 are illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.4. The displayed dermoscopic images are acquired with the VivaCam,
which is part of the VivaScoper1500 system. The dermoscopic image images
are used by the user to track which 0.5× 0.5mm2 region of the 8× 8mm2 field of
view is being imaged. In the example illustrated in Figure 4.4A, 9 stack of im-
ages were acquired from inside and outside the mole area of the skin. The purple
shaded areas without any labels indicate areas the confocalist checked however
decided not to scan in. In the case indicated in Figure 4.4B, the confocalist centred
the stacks and image tiles inside the mole. In Figure 4.4C the confocalist searched
the area outside the covered mosaic area to check for any missed interesting re-
gions and decided to take three stacks at the bottom of the maps. An additional
stack and video were taken inside the mosaic region. The functionality and pur-
pose of taking RCM videos will be discussed later on. An RCM video captures
basic images from the same location at a frame rate of 9 frames per second.
4.4 VivaScoper Systems Safety Standards
The VivaScoper 1500 System has been classified as a Class I laser product as
defined by and in compliance with 21 CFR sub-chapter J of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Center for Devices & Radiological Health, United States Food and
Drug Administration (CDRH USFDA) [112].
The VivaScoper 1500 System has been classified as a Class 1M laser product
as defined by and in compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) international standard 60825-1 [112].
The VivaScoper 1500 System is classified as Class I Type B equipment with
respect to electrical safety [112].
The VivaScoper 2500 System is a Class II laser product and complies with
21 CFR sub-chapter J of the Code of Federal Regulations, Center for Devices &
Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration. For European sales, the
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VivaScoper 2500 System is a Class 2 laser product and complies with IEC 60825-
1 [113].
The VivaScoper 2500 System is classified as Class II Type B equipment with
respect to electrical safety [113].
The guidelines for minimising laser exposure for FDA Class I and II (or IEC
Class 1M and 2) laser products include protecting against unqualified use of the
System and that users should be adequately trained in laser safety applicable for
the System’s laser product. User should not stare into the beam or at the beam
reflections when the System is in use. Furthermore, reflective objects should be
removed from around the System. This includes users and patients removing
highly reflective jewellery. The objective lens should not be removed or replaced
by the user; instead the user should contact the distributor, Caliber I.D., in case
the lens needs changing. When operating the System the area needs to be desig-
nated as Limited Access Area with signs [112] [113].
Protective eye-wear is not required for FDA Class I and IE Class 1M but re-
quired for FDA Class II and IEC Class 2 laser products. Although not required
for Class I and Class 1M, protective eye-wear that blocks laser radiation may
be worn. The laser should not be viewed with binoculars, telescopes or micro-
scopes [112] [113].
The electrical safety is achieved by use of a protective metal housing, which
is grounded by a separate protective earth conductor. As designed, the System
meets leakage current guidelines. Furthermore, the System is equipped with a
hospital-grade attachment plug. To ensure grounding reliability, connect it to an
equivalent hospital-grade socket. The System is installed in accordance with lo-
cal and National Electrical Codes. Other devices should not be connected to the
System because this may result in leakage current exceeding safe levels. Exten-
sion cords should not be used to provide power to the System as it may com-
promise the Systems grounding reliability. Before connecting and disconnecting
any cables, shut down the System and the control computer. Failure to do so
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may result in damage to the System and computer [112] [113].
4.5 VivaScoper 1500
4.5.1 RCM images of normal in-vivo skin
In this Section images captured using the VivaScoper 1500 from the epidermis,
DEJ and dermis layers are illustrated.
Epidermal layers:
• Stratum Corneum (Figure 4.5A): approximately located 0 − 15µm below
the skin surface and appears as a highly reflective surface surrounded by
visible skin folds [114] . This layer is considerably brighter than the other
epidermal layers because of back-scattered light caused by different refrac-
tive indexes at the interface between the microscope immersion medium
(oil) and the skin [115]. The visible cells are referred to as corneocytes
which are polygonal-shaped anucleated large cells, each with a dimension
of 10 − 30µm [114]. When acquiring images using the VivaScoper 1500,
the top most stratum corneum image is flagged set to the zero mark, i.e.
the skin depth value is calibrated at this level.
• Stratum Granulosum (Figure 4.5B): approximately located 15− 20µm be-
low the skin surface and appears with large and sparsely located nuclei
[65]. The granular cells are polygonal keratinocytes with a dimension of
25− 35µm [116]. They have a well demarcated outline that form a grid that
resembles a honeycombed pattern [115].
• Stratum Spinosum (Figure 4.5C): approximately located 20− 100µm below
the skin surface [65], having keratinocytes of size 15− 25µm [116] arranged
in a honeycombed pattern. As illustrated in Figure 4.5C it appears similar
to the granulosum layer.
• Stratum Basalis (Figure 4.5D): located at an average depth of 50− 100µm
below the skin surface [65], and is characterised with basal cells. Basal
cells are highly refractive due to the high refractive index of the melanin
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present and are about 7− 12µm [116]. In skin phototypes II-IV these cells
are arranged in a cobblestone pattern - in skin phototype I the basal cells
show low refractility and are difficult to see clearly [114] [65].
(A) Stratum Corneum (B) Stratum Granulosum
(C) Stratum Spinosum (D) Stratum Basalis
Figure 4.5: Confocal images of the epidermal layers of normal skin in a phototype
III patient each covering an area of 500× 500µm2. The red arrows represent: (A)
corneocytes which are anucleated large cells and polygonal-shaped, each with a
dimension of 10− 30µm, (B) granular keratinocytes which are polygon shaped
and each with a dimension of 25− 30µm, (C) kernatinocytes which are arranged
in a honeycomb pattern, each with a dimension of 15− 25µm and (D) basal cells
which are highly refractive (due to melanin) and of dimension 7− 12µm.
Dermal-Epidermal Junction (DEJ) (Figure 4.6A): The dermis forms upward
finger-like projections into the epidermis called papillae [114]. As the confocal
sections scan deeper through the papillae, dark round oval structures or fea-
tures corresponding to dermal papillae appear. These rings increase in size until
neighbouring oval features touch each other tangentially, indicating that the base
of the finger-like projections had been reached [114] [65].
Dermal Layers (Figure 4.6B): The dermal layers are located at an average
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(A) Dermal-Epidermal Junction (B) Superficial Dermal layer
Figure 4.6: Confocal images of the DEJ and dermal layers of normal skin in a
phototype III patient [500 × 500µm2]. The red arrows represent: (A) papillae
which are circular in shape and (B) a network of fibres (diameter of 1− 5µm) and
bundles (diameter of 5− 25µm).
depth of 100 − 150µm below the skin surface, visualising blood vessels which
appear as dark tubular structures with differing refractive indexes [65]. Also, at
average depths of 100− 350µm below the skin surface, a network of bright fibres
(diameter of 1 − 5µm) and bundles (diameter of 5 − 25µm) can be seen [114].
Figure 4.6B illustrates a bundle of fibres found in normal skin of a phototype III
patient.
The above image examples were captured from non-diseased skin sites and
thus do not display any atypical characteristics. Features associated with early
melanoma include; disarray of the DEJ, papilla become less defined and atypi-
cal cells appear around papilla. As the melanoma advances additional features
appear including; malignant cells occupy the entire DEJ and loose bright cells
appear within the epidermis. Basal cell carcinoma characteristics include tightly
packed cells with peripheral palisading combined with prominent blood vessels.
On the other hand, features associated with psoriasis include non-rimmed papil-
lae and an increase in capillary population at the DEJ, together with thickening
of the epidermis [28]. Therefore, each skin condition or disease is characterised
by a set of atypical features covering changes at the epidermis, DEJ and dermis
layers.
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4.5.2 Artefacts in RCM images of in-vivo skin
Optical contact between the RCM probe and skin can be removed by unavoid-
able features of skin anatomy, such as wrinkles, hair shafts, or unevenness in
the skin surface. Additionally imaging artefacts can result from poor technique,
such as the trapping of air bubbles in the coupling medium. Examples of these
scenarios and methods that can be used to mitigate artefacts are highlighted in
this Section.
To keep image artefacts to a minimum Mavig GmbH (the EMEA distributors
of the VivaScoper System) do internal acceptance tests for laser power, field of
view and flatness before installing a System. Additional tests are made to analyse
the final image quality (Andre Philipp, Mavig GmbH, personal communication,
5th April 2017). Moreover, these tests are repeated on a yearly basis when a
Mavig GmbH representative visits St. Thomas’ Hospital to calibrate the System
and test for image quality.
Furthermore, minor differences exist between inter-systems; however, efforts
are made by Mavig GmbH to keep these differences to a minimum. These dif-
ferences are minor and do not affect the clinical application of an automated
algorithm. Nonetheless, differences in images can arise from the current state of
the skin; for example, the same anatomical site can appear quite different across
different time points depending on hydration and recent sun exposure (Andre
Philipp, Mavig GmbH, personal communication, 5th April 2017). Thus the latter
increases the variability of possible image representations and for any automated
algorithm that will be applied in a clinical setting need to be able to cater for all
possible image acquisitions.
4.5.2.1 Wrinkles and hair shaft artefacts
The main limitations with in-vivo RCM images are that when there is a wrinkle
fold in the skin surface and when there are hair shafts, there is a lack of sig-
nal. Wrinkles are characterised by dark groves and reduce in darkness as one
scans deeper in the skin, as seen in Figure 4.7. Wrinkles are normally present in
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consecutive images in a stack, and in consecutive layers of a mosaic, and can re-
main present up to the dermal-epidermal junction. Hair shafts appear as bright
threads and can be found in consecutive images in a stack and in consecutive
layers in a mosaics, as seen in Figure 4.8. However, as can be noted, the visibility
of the hair shafts drastically reduces across a depth of 15µm. At a depth larger
than 30µm below the skin surface, the hair shaft only appears as a shadow like
structure. When comparing the wrinkles shown in Figure 4.7 to those in Figure
4.8, we can note that the wrinkles in the first example go deeper inside the skin,
this is mainly due to the age difference of the volunteers.
Figure 4.7: A mosaic of size 10× 10 basic images, covering an area in the arm
of 5 × 5mm2, each consecutive mosaic is at a spacing of 15µm in depth. The
volunteer is a type II skin type and is 50+ years old. As can be noted wrinkles
appear as dark groves in the initial image, as the scan goes deeper inside the skin,
the wrinkles are still present but as a less dark and smaller in width.
Figure 4.8: A mosaic of size 10× 10 basic images, covering an area in the arm
of 5 × 5mm2, each consecutive mosaic is at a spacing of 15µm in depth. The
volunteer is a type III skin type and is 25 years old. As can be noted hair shafts
(pointed to with the red arrows) appear bright in the first two mosaics, after
which they appear as a grey like shadow structure.
4.5.2.2 Artefacts due to unevenness in the skin surface
As the skin surface is naturally uneven it sometimes results in one end of a mo-
saic being inside the skin whilst the other is above the stratum corneum (as seen
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in Figure 4.9). This is shown in the example illustrated in Figure 4.10, where the
solid turquoise squares are imaging above the skin surface. This leads to consec-
utive mosaics imaging greater depths of the skin in these specific regions (dashed
turquoise regions) than the general skin depth (dashed orange regions). This lim-
itation can be mitigated by trying to align the adhesive window, metal ring and
the VivaScoper 1500 microscope parallel to the skin surface as much as possible.
However, there are cases that cannot be aligned due to anatomical restrictions
(e.g: when imaging a protruding mole that is not flat) and when imaging areas
which are at an angle (e.g: when imaging facial areas such as the nose or fore-
head). In the case that is illustrated in Figure 4.10, the region depicted by the
solid green line in the dermoscopic image and in the confocal image, is slightly
more elevated than the rest of the area, resulting in the area being imaged not
being flat.
Figure 4.9: Five RCM basic images obtained above the skin surface. Each im-
age covers an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2. When imaging above the skin surface there
is a halo around the image which represents the metal ring that connects the
VivaScoper 1500 to the skin surface. This halo effect is useful in helping to iden-
tify images that are not correctly positioned within skin.
4.5.2.3 Loss of coupling artefacts
When imaging for a duration of time on the same location, the adhesive window
loses its connective properties, resulting in the images not being acquired from
the correct (x, y) coordinates indicated on the dermascopic map. If one looks
closely to the green area indicated in Figure 4.10, one can note that the region is
shifting sideways along the horizontal x-axis across consecutive mosaics. A dis-
crepancy of around one basic image (∼0.5mm) can be noted between the first and
last mosaic. When this happens it is either because of the adhesive window and
metal ring sliding across the skin surface or due to different pressures exerted
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Figure 4.10: A mosaic of size 10× 10 basic images, covering an area of 5× 5mm2,
each consecutive mosaic is at a spacing of 30µm in depth. The dermoscopic im-
age depicts the area that can be imaged by the confocalist, the chosen area that
will be imaged with a mosaic is indicated by the solid red square. The green area
depicts a part of the mole that is slightly elevated with respect to the rest of the
area being imaged. The solid turquoise regions are imaging above the skin sur-
face, resulting in the consecutive dashed turquoise regions imaging higher levels
of the skin than the the regions indicated by the dashed orange regions.
by the volunteer across the scan. If correct correspondence between the dermo-
scopic and RCM images is critical, then the confocalist should halt the scanning
once a misalignment is noted and restart scanning using a new adhesive win-
dow. Prior to resuming scanning the confocalist needs to ensure that the skin
surface is cleaned.
4.5.2.4 Poor technique artefacts
Figure 4.11 show artefacts generated from air bubbles in the ultrasound gel or
due to a poor imaging technique. These artefacts can be mitigated by putting
the right amount of index matching fluid and applying a consistent amount of
ultrasound gel across the adhesive window.
Figure 4.11: Five basic RCM images illustrating artefacts present due to air bub-
bles in the ultrasound gel and poor optical coupling in in-vivo RCM imaging,
each covering an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2.
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4.5.3 RCM videos of in-vivo skin
RCM has the capability of capturing video sequences of an area covering the ba-
sic image size, 0.5× 0.5mm2, at a frame rate of 9 frames per second (fps). Captur-
ing time sequences of images from the same area gives the ability to image blood
flow going through skin capillaries. As RBCs are highly reflective they appear
as bright moving objects across RCM image sequences and will be referred to as
flashes in this thesis. RBCs are best visualised at a depth not greater than 80µm
below the skin surface. Although the depth that can be visualised using the in-
vivo RCM is papillary dermis, corresponding to 150− 200µm [15], beyond 80µm
the vessels cannot be clearly distinguished and the blood flow going through is
not visible.
The most superficial vessels in skin are the capillary loops located within each
papillae. A protocol was established for this thesis to capture RCM sequences
from these loops to ensure the sequences are all obtained in approximately the
same plane. Initially the user needs to locate a 0.5× 0.5mm2 area which is char-
acterised by capillaries. A video sequence is captured at this area. Once the tile
location is decided upon, the user searches the k imaging depth to locate the
depth at which the overall apexes of the capillaries are seen. The protocol re-
quires the 30s image sequence to be captured in a plane located 20µm below the
apexes of the visible capillaries.
As indicated in the RCM videos protocol, effort was made to capture the cap-
illaries cross-sectionally in the middle, and thus have the capillary characterised
by two separate circles, representing the arterial and venous loops of the cap-
illary. This instance is indicated by line B in Figure 4.12, and the blood flow
appears as flashes in two separate circles, as indicated by Figure 4.13 B. The arte-
rial and venous loops can be differentiated as one having blood flowing towards
and the other having blood moving away from the slice being scanned. The dif-
ference in direction can be distinguished in the intensity and frequency of the
RBCs passing through them. In addition to the direction of movement, the loop
displaying blood coming towards the slice represents oxygenated blood, whilst
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the loop exhibiting blood moving away from the slice represents deoxygenated
blood, thus both loops have a different haemoglobin distribution [34]. Also, an
increase in haematocrit results in compact blood cell columns, characterised as a
chain of RBCs without the presence of plasma in between the cells - resulting in
the cells’ boundaries not being individually distinguishable.
When capturing capillaries cross-sectionally at the apex of the capillary loop,
where the arterial and venous limbs meet (line A in Figure 4.12), blood appears
as flashes, as indicated in Figure 4.13 A. In other instances, capillaries are cap-
tured along their length (in-plane), as illustrated by the solid yellow line in Fig-
ure 4.12. Blood in in-plane capillaries appears as flashes similarly to those illus-
trated in Figure 4.13 C. As opposed to blood flow sequences in Figure 4.13 A and
B, the flashes in C appear at different (x, y) coordinates of the image and make
it harder to track. Clinicians find capillaries captured cross-sectionally easier to
identify and track than capillaries captured in-plane. The two main reasons are:
(1) in-plane capillaries have the flash located across different (x, y) coordinates
at different frames, and (2) in-plane capillaries are surrounded by tissue and not








Figure 4.12: The different skin layers that can be visualised using RCM. The lines
indicate at which levels capillaries can be captured at in RCM video sequences.
Lines A and B illustrate two examples of capturing the capillary cross sectionally.
The solid part of line C depicts an example of capturing the capillary in-plane.
The orientations of capillaries are highly variable, even in an area of a basic
image of 0.5× 0.5mm2, one can have both capillaries oriented cross-sectionally
and in-plane. A typical scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.14. When deciding
upon the depth at which the video will be captured, one tries to maximise the
amount of capillaries that are captured cross-sectionally in the middle, whilst





Figure 4.13: Skin capillaries can be captured at several orientations depending
on whether the image captures the capillary cross-sectional or in-plane. (A) Cap-
illary captured cross-sectional at its peak, (B) Capillary captured cross-sectional
across the middle, (C) Capillary captured in-plane as illustrated by the continu-
ous yellow line in Figure 4.12. Red circles indicate blood flow flashes.
minimising the number of capillaries captured at the peak or in-plane. In some
cases, volunteers exhibit in-plane capillaries more frequently than cross-sectional
capillaries, and thus have most videos characterised by capillaries imaged in-
plane. In addition to this, sometimes the depth at which the capillaries are lo-
cated is deeper than average, at a depth which cannot be clearly imaged by the
RCM. In such cases, a preference to imaging the capillaries at their peak is given






Figure 4.14: The white line indicates a typical scan, where capillaries are cap-
tured both cross-sectionally and in-plane. The depth of the white line was de-
cided upon as it is located ∼ 20µm below the peak of the first two capillaries.
However, at this depth another two capillaries emerge. The turquoise regions
indicate cross-sectional capillaries that will be represented by two circular struc-
tures. The pink line indicate a capillary that was captured at its peak. The yellow
line indicates a capillary captured in-plane.
RCM videos captured with the VivaScoper 1500 technology have a frame
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rate of 9 f ps. This technology does not provide a mechanism of improving the
frame rate by capturing a smaller area than 0.5× 0.5mm2. The longest video that
can be acquired is 1 minute, if a user would like to take a longer video, one can
capture consecutive videos and concatenate them together.
4.5.4 Artefacts of RCM video sequences
The main artefact in RCM video sequences is the motion present across the du-
ration of the video. In Figure 4.15 motion artefact is shown in four frames of a
video. In this example a wrinkle was chosen to illustrate the movement, as it is
the easiest skin structure to track visually across time. The location of the red
lines, which correspond to the wrinkle location in the first frame, are kept con-
stant across the four frames of Figure 4.15. When contrasting the first and fourth
frame, it can be seen that the wrinkle moved towards the right and the wrinkle
is not within the line boundaries in the fourth frame.
0s 10s 20s 30s
Figure 4.15: 4 frames from the same video covering the same spatial area at 10
second intervals. The red lines depict the wrinkle location in the first frame and
the location of these lines are kept constant across all frames. If we analyse the
wrinkle encompassed in the red region, we can note that it is moving towards
the right across with time. The green and turquoise represent two capillaries
captured at the peak and in-plane respectively.
4.5.5 Power Alteration in RCM video sequences
This thesis aims to detect and quantify capillaries across different skin types.
The literature does not suggest that there is a difference in the amount of skin
capillary per unit area with skin type, however, it has been noticed that fewer
skin capillaries are visible in darker skin tones. One explanation for this is that
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RBCs are less visible in darker skin tones due to the high reflectance of melanin at
the periphery of papillae. To compensate for this, the power value was manually
altered for volunteers with skin types IV-VI. As illustrated in Figure 4.16, as the
power was increased from 0.6mW to 1.8mW, the signal from RBCs was amplified
together with the signal refracted from papillae.
P=0.6mW P=0.7mW P=1.5mW P=1.8mW
Figure 4.16: An unexposed forearm of a volunteer of skin type VI. As the RCM
power was increased, more skin capillaries with RBCs going through them were
noticed. The red circles indicate the regions which show RBCs inside them. The
disadvantage of increasing the power is that the melanin over-saturates easily
with an increase in power.
4.6 VivaScoper 2500
4.6.1 Mohs surgery and RCM images of excised tissue
In the clinical setting, RCM is not as widely used to examine excised tissue of the
skin as it is used to analyse in-vivo skin. However, as illustrated in Chapter 3,
there is an increasing interest in its role of imaging freshly excised tissue during
an operation to examine whether the tissue is diseased. In this thesis tissue ex-
cised during Mohs surgery is examined.
There is not one standardised way of preparing excised tissue for RCM imag-
ing in the literature. In this section the protocol used by St. John’s Institute of
Dermatology at St. Thomas’ Hospital will be described. The images used in
this thesis were provided by this clinic and collected during Mohs surgery. The
images were only collected for research purposes and no diagnoses were made
based on the RCM images. Similarly to the study identified in [117], RCM imag-
ing was done on the discarded frozen tissue leftover from the Mohs surgery. The
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RCM imaging protocol of excised tissue was designed around the Mohs surgery
protocol and it ensured that no disruptions occur to the surgery procedure.
Mohs surgery is a widely used procedure to remove skin cancers in the facial
and other aesthetically sensitive body sites. The main objectives of Mohs surgery
is to achieve histological clear margins. When removing skin tumours, derma-
tologists also excise a small margin around the tumour to ensure the tumour is
completely removed and it does not reappear. However, as opposed to the stan-
dard excision of skin cancers, which takes a 4 to 6 mm margin, Mohs surgery
only uses a 1 to 1.5 mm margin. This margin is analysed and if cancerous cells
are present a further small excision is performed near the diseased region. This
procedure is repeated until no further cancerous cells are found.
The Mohs technician does not need all the excised tissue, and generally dis-
cards a section of the frozen tissue at each excision. A frozen section of tissue
excised during Mohs surgery is shown in Figure 4.17. A confocal technician
used the discarded part of this tissue for imaging using RCM. Before imaging,
the tissue needs to be stained with a fluorescent dye using the staining technique
defined below:
• Put the tissue in acetowhitening 10% citric acid for 1 minute
• Followed by buffered saline for 1 minute
• Followed by the fluorescent dye 10% acridine orange for 1 minute
• Finished by buffered saline for another 1 minute to remove the excess dye
After staining, the tissue is placed between two microscopic slides. This ma-
noeuvre flattens out the tissue, resulting in better quality images as most or all
the tissue can be imaged once the tissue is flattened out. A drop of ultrasound
gel is placed above the tissue on the double-decker slide, on the side that is going
to be imaged. Then the double slide is is placed on the microscope and screwed
to it to make it steady, as illustrated in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.17: A frozen representation of tissue excised during Mohs surgery. Sec-
tions of this sample are stained and mounted on slides for histological and RCM
examinations.
Figure 4.18: The double slide placed on the microscope which in turn is screwed
to the microscope using the two screws. In cases of thicker tissues it is difficult
to tighten the screws to the top slide, and thus when imaging thicker tissues the
screws are fixed to the bottom slide leaving the top slightly unsupported. This
arrangement can result in poor quality images, especially at the epidermis side.
4.6.2 Artefacts in RCM images of excised tissue
The main artefacts present in RCM images of excised tissue occur due to either
poor distribution of fluorescent dye or parts of the tissue not being imaged.
4.6.2.1 Concentration of fluorescent dye
In some cases fluorescent dye is concentrated in one region due to poor staining.
In such cases, and as illustrated in Figure 4.19A, it is difficult for the clinician to
make a diagnosis from the bright structures in the image. Therefore the confocal
technician retakes the image with a lower laser power (Figure 4.19B).
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Figure 4.19: Fluorescent dye concentrated at the tip of the tissue and makes it dif-
ficult to distinguish whether the structures highlighted by the arrow are tumour
or not. By using a lower laser power, the confocalist confirmed that these regions
are tumour.
4.6.2.2 Epidermis visibility
The epidermis is not always visible when imaging excised tissue. This is of par-
ticular concern when making a diagnosis as the epidermis needs to be checked
to verify that it is tumour free. Superficial BCC normally originates along the
epidermis and thus if the epidermis is not captured in the image it cannot be
checked for superficial BCC or other tumours.
The epidermis is not always visible as the dermis end of the tissue is thicker,
which results in the epidermis not being flattened evenly between the slides. The
conofocal technician collecting the images attempted to put a slight pressure on
the epidermis side of the slide to enhance the visibility of the epidermis, as illus-
trated in Figure 4.20. In some cases this methodology results in better visibility
of the epidermis, as shown in Figure 4.21. However, this does not always work
and in some cases does not guarantee the full visibility of the epidermis around
the tissue specimen. An advantage of using frozen tissue rather than fresh tissue
is that the frozen sectioning flattens out the tissue. However, frozen sectioning
also results in parts of the tissue being lost in the process.
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Figure 4.20: The confocal technician applying pressure to the epidermis end of
the tissue. This methodology reduces the thickness between the microscopy
slides at the epidermis end, resulting in a better image representation of the epi-
dermis.
Figure 4.21: Three examples of imaging the epidermis before (A, C, E) and after
(B, D, F) applying pressure at the epidermis end. A significant improvement in
the visibility of the epidermis can be noticed after applying pressure.
4.6.2.3 Low signal regions
Low signal regions, indicated by the arrows in Figure 4.22, can be due to miss-
ing tissue, which also correspond to a hole in the histology slide. However, they
can also be due to the dye being taken up by a higher depth-value of the tis-
sue. Thus, when faced with low signal regions the technician needed to confirm
whether they correspond to missing tissue or to tissue that cannot be visualised
at that depth with that particular laser. This was confirmed by going inside the
region with different laser powers in a stack manner. In some cases these regions
corresponded to tumour, due to the dye being absorbed by the top layer of the
tumour due to the nucleated nature of the tumour.
4.6.3 Comparing histology to RCM images
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) can be sub-divided in classes, including: infiltrative,
micronodular, nodular and superficial BCC. In this section these different classes
are illustrated and both histology and RCM image representations are given. An
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Figure 4.22: Low signal regions in RCM images can either correspond to actual
missing tissue or due to the dye not penetrating parts of the tissue.
example of infiltrative BCC is shown in Figure 4.23 and as can be shown infiltra-
tive BCC is characterised by BCC strands of different shapes and sizes. Exam-
ples of micronodular and nodular BCC are represented in Figures 4.24 and 4.25
respectively. These two types of BCC are similar in shape and appearance. How-
ever, micronodular BCC is made up of smaller components clustered together,
whereas nodular BCC normally is exhibited as larger nodules, located sparsely
across the tissue. Superficial BCC, depicted in Figure 4.26, is located closely to
the epidermis and protrudes into the papillary dermis.
Figure 4.23: Histology and RCM image representations of an infiltrative BCC.
These two images were collected from the same tissue, the images are extracted
from tissue spacing difference of ∼ 5− 10µm. The shapes of infiltrative strands
are not consistent across the different strands.
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Figure 4.24: Histology and RCM image representations of a micronodular BCC.
These two images were collected from the same tissue, the images are extracted
from tissue spacing difference of ∼ 5− 10µm. The red arrow indicates tumour,
surrounded by clefting (yellow arrow) which is represented by a white and black
region in the histology and RCM images respectively. The tumour is normally
surrounded by inflammation (pink arrow) which encapsulates the tumour. The
structure with a green arrow is a hair follicle.
Figure 4.25: Histology and RCM image representations of a nodular BCC. These
two images were collected from the same sample, with a tissue spacing difference
of ∼ 5− 10µm. The circular colour matched circles represent the same tumour.
Nodular BCC islands are larger than infiltrative BCC islands.
4.7 Conclusion
The main conclusion of this Chapter is that RCM has some remarkable capabil-
ities to image skin. The potential of imaging in-vivo skin has been illustrated, in
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Figure 4.26: Histology and RCM image representations of a superficial BCC.
These two images were collected from the same tissue, with a tissue spacing
difference of ∼ 5− 10µm. The red arrows indicate tumour whereas the green
arrows indicate healthy epidermis. As can be noted, superficial BCC originates
from the epidermis and progresses into the papillary dermis.
particular the capability of imaging the flow of RBCs as they travel through a
capillary loop has been highlighted. For this reason, automated algorithms that
analyse RCM images and of detecting and quantifying skin capillaries are devel-
oped in this thesis. Also, the facility of imaging BCCs in excised tissue have been
well documented. In this thesis an algorithm that analyses such images acquired
during Mohs surgery is designed and developed. Both images acquired in-vivo
and ex-vivo contain artefacts that can mislead automated algorithms. Therefore,
careful attention to artefact removal during image acquisition is a critical com-
ponent to this.
Chapter 5
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5.1 Introduction
The aim of the work described in this Chapter is to describe the development
and implementation of an algorithm which can both automatically locate the
dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) and quantify the DEJ thickness. The DEJ is of
great interest to dermatologists, as skin cancers such as melanoma and basal cell
carcinoma first appear here, and subsequently progress laterally or vertically as
the disease becomes more aggressive [1].
The automatic location of the different skin layers has the potential to speed
up the current procedure undertaken by clinicians to analyse RCM images. For
example, if the clinician wants to focus their examination on changes occurring
at the DEJ level, then the algorithm can supply the depth (µm) at which the DEJ
is located and the clinician can immediately start analysing the subset of images
within this range. Similarly, the developed algorithm could act as a platform to
highlight the different layer depths to help train clinicians new to RCM.
Furthermore, an algorithm that automatically differentiates between different
skin layers can be used as an initial step for subsequent automated algorithms.
For example, an algorithm that aims to quantify a cell architecture located at a
particular skin layer, can make use of the developed algorithm as a preprocess-
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ing step to discard images not falling within the layer of interest.
An algorithm was developed to classify RCM images captured using stan-
dard clinical protocols into the three distinct layers of the skin and is defined in
Section 5.2. The key steps needed to design a classifier are (i) feature extraction,
(ii) feature selection and (iii) classification. Both texture and morphologically
based features are discussed and identified in the feature extraction section. The
experimental method of this Chapter is presented in Section 5.3, which will cover
the data collected, implementation of the algorithm, and validation techniques
used. The results achieved are tabulated in Section 5.4 and discussed in Section
5.5. Possible future extensions to this experiment and conclusions are identified
in Sections 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.
5.2 Algorithmic Method
5.2.1 Introduction
In this section the algorithmic method developed for the purpose of locating and
evaluating the DEJ is presented. This algorithm is segmented into two parts:
(1) building a layer classifier algorithm to distinguish between skin layers using
training data (Figure 5.1a) and (2) evaluating the classifier using testing data to
extract quantitative information of the DEJ using the find DEJ region algorithm
developed for this purpose (Figure 5.1b).
In Section 5.2.2 the layer classifier algorithmic method used to discriminate
between the different skin layers is discussed. The motivation of the algorithm is
to distinguish images classed as epidermal, DEJ and dermal. The three principle
building blocks needed to perform classification will be thoroughly discussed:
feature extraction covering both texture and anatomical parameters (Sections
5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2), feature selection (Section 5.2.2.3) and classifier algorithms
(Section 5.2.2.4). In order to train the classifier a training set of images is ac-
quired during the data acquisition stage together with the ground truth (labels
set by myself) of each image. Thus, for each image a ground truth label, which






















(B) Testing the classifier and applying the find
DEJ region algorithm
Figure 5.1: A flowchart illustrating the image processing steps needed to per-
form layer classification (white) and those needed to find the dominant DEJ slice
(grey). Oval shaped blocks illustrate input/output, whilst rectangular shaped
objects indicate algorithmic processing. In stage (a) the classifier is trained on
training datasets, these datasets are independent from the testing dataset used in
stage (b) to test the classifier. The feature output in the training stage (a), indicates
which features need to be extracted in the testing stage (b), whilst the classifier
weights derived in the training stage are the weights used by the classifier in the
testing stage.
indicates whether the image is of class epidermal, DEJ or dermal, is given. Before
assigning ground truth labels, I have completed a one week in-person training
course and online training exercises which certify that I am capable of interpret-
ing RCM images. These courses were organised by Mavig GmbH, which is the
company that distributes RCM VivaScoper systems in the EMEA region.
The classifier is evaluated on data which was not available to the classifier at
the training phase. To summarise, the classifier is trained using a training data
set, whilst it is evaluated on a different data set, referred to as testing data. The
testing data is further evaluated using the algorithm find DEJ region, Section 5.2.3,
which makes use of classification results to extract parameters of the DEJ (e.g. its
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location and thickness).
5.2.2 Layer classifier
In this Section the steps involved in designing the classifier, identified in Figure
5.1(a), are described in detail. This Section will focus on the training side of the
classifier, which will be eventually tested on testing data and discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2.3.
As briefly outlined, the input needed to train a classifier is a dataset of images,
together with the ground truth of each image. For the purpose of this Chapter,
the images are classed by myself into either epidermal, DEJ or dermal, and the
classifier will aim to differentiate between these three classes. Cubes of image
data are used in this Chapter and are acquired using the RCM VivaScoper1500,
refer to Section 4.3 (Chapter 4).
As illustrated in Section 4.5.1, different skin layers exhibit heterogeneous pat-
terns and structures in RCM images. In this Chapter a wide range of features
will be used to discriminate and characterise the different properties present in
the range of patterns and structures. Texture and anatomical based features are
extracted from each individual image (tile) with the aim of quantifying large
scale structures, and can be sub-categorised into:
• Texture-based features (Section 5.2.2.1):
– Spatial domain: histogram and co-occurrence based features;
– Frequency domain: wavelet and Fourier transform based features.
• Anatomical-based features (Section 5.2.2.2): incorporating quantitative mea-
sures of the presence or absence of papillae that are located at the DEJ.
These types of features have not been previously used to help automated
DEJ location.
The feature extraction function, f , extracts n features from each image (tile)
and these are represented by (a1, a2, a3, .., an). The features extracted from all tiles
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were represented in a two dimensional matrix A, where each tile has a feature
vector which characterises it. The vector indexed [i + (j − 1)Ni + (k − 1)NiNj]
represents the n extracted features of tile T located at (i, j, k) in the cube of images.
Ni × Nj is the size of the mosaic and k represents the depth at which the mosaic
is taken (refer to Section 4.3 to link notation to data acquisition methods):
A{i+(j−1)Ni+(k−1)Ni Nj} = f (Tijk) = (a1, a2, a3, .., an)ijk (5.1)
Using features extracted from multiple tiles the most prominent features that
are capable of discriminating between the three classes are selected using a fea-
ture selection algorithm (Section 5.2.2.3). The selected features, together with the
ground truth associated with each set of features, are fed to train a classifier (Sec-
tion 5.2.2.4). The output of the classifier are classifier weights that will be used to
assign a class to unseen images (test data).
5.2.2.1 Texture based features
The texture features extracted for this Experiment are summarised in Table 5.1.
The purpose of the texture features is to enable discrimination between differ-
ent skin layers. As illustrated in Section 4.5.1, as images are acquired in the
deeper dermal layers of the skin, the tissue structure is characterised by colla-
gen fibres [15] (Figure 4.6B). This contrasts with the level of cell detail found in
images acquired from epidermal layers (Figure 4.5). Quantification of this differ-
ence is used to classify the different layers.
Histogram based features Histogram features are based on the probability den-




where N(gi) is the number of pixels with value gi (ranging from 0 to 255) and
K× L is the size of the tile (total number of pixels).
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Feature Domain Based on Details
spatial histogram mean value, mean square devia-
tion, skewness, kurtosis and en-
tropy of the grey level distribu-
tion
spatial co-occurrence angular second moment, differ-
ence moment, correlation, sum
of squares, inverse difference
moment, summed average, sum
variance, entropy, sum entropy,
difference entropy
frequency Fourier transform Fourier power spectrum at each
frequency band
frequency wavelet transform standard deviation, energy, en-
tropy at each frequency band
Table 5.1: Texture features used in this Chapter to classify RCM images based on
Wiltgen et al. [6]
The mean value (mB), mean square deviation ( f1), skewness ( f2), kurtosis ( f3)
and entropy ( f4) of the grey level distribution are calculated using the below
equations, which make use of values gi and h(gi) calculated above. Variable i
equates to the number of intensity values available [6]:
mB = ∑i gih(gi) (5.3)
f1 = ∑i(gi −mB)2h(gi) (5.4)
f2 = ∑i(gi −mB)3h(gi) (5.5)
f3 = ∑i(gi −mB)4h(gi) (5.6)
f4 = (−1)∑i h(gi)log2(h(gi) (5.7)
Co-occurrence based features Another interpretation to analyse intensity val-
ues is by using the co-occurrence matrix, which is based on the distribution of
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where the variable aij is the number of different grey level combinations (gigj)
between two adjacent pixels, e.g. the actual pixel being considered and the pixel
to its right, in the tile.
The angular second moment ( f5), difference moment ( f6), correlation ( f7),
sum of squares ( f8), inverse difference moment ( f9), summed average ( f10), sum
variance ( f11), entropy ( f12), sum entropy ( f13) and difference entropy ( f14) are
calculated as indicated below using the following sum of row, columns and di-
agonals [6]:
Px(i) = ∑j wij (5.9)
Py(j) = ∑i wij (5.10)
Px+y(k) = ∑i ∑ji+j=k wij (5.11)
Px−y(k) = ∑i ∑ji−j=k wij (5.12)
ui = ∑i giPx(i) (5.13)
uj = ∑j gjPy(j) (5.14)
σi = ∑i(gi − µx)Px(i) (5.15)
σj = ∑j(gj − µy)Py(j) (5.16)
f5 = ∑i ∑j w2ij (5.17)
f6 = ∑k k2P(x + y)(k) (5.18)
f7 = 1σiσj (∑i ∑j(gi − gj)wij − µxµy) (5.19)




f10 = ∑k kPx+y(k) (5.22)
f11 = ∑k(k− F10)2Px+y(k) (5.23)
f12 = (−1)∑i ∑j wijlog2wij (5.24)
f13 = (−1)∑k Px+y(k)log2Px+y(k) (5.25)
f14 = (−1)∑k Px−y(k)log2Px−y(k) (5.26)
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Fourier based features Fourier analysis breaks down a signal into constituent
sine and cosine functions of different frequencies. When Fourier analysis is ap-
plied to an image, the image is decomposed into its frequency parts containing
information about global properties. In this Chapter the Fourier power spec-
trum is used as a feature which characterises the global properties of texture
pattern. The Fourier power spectrum is calculated from the Fourier decompo-
sition of the image, by summing up the spectral values at circles with variable
radii around the origin (of the decomposition). In general, an amplitude peak at
a low frequency indicates a smooth texture, while an amplitude peak at higher
frequencies indicates structured texture [6].
Wavelet based features In image analysis the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
is often used which transforms the image into approximations (A) and details
(D). Approximations represent the high-scale, low-frequency components of the
signal, while the details represent the low-scale, high-frequency components as
illustrated in Figure 5.2. The decomposition process can have a number of lev-
els (iterations), each iteration resulting in a lower resolution component. The
example illustrated in Figure 5.3 exhibits a three level wavelet decomposition
tree [118]. The advantage of decomposing the image into a number of levels is
that different levels of detail can be examined.
For the purpose of this Chapter a wavelet decomposition of 4 levels was per-
formed on each basic image using the bior3.7 wavelet in MATLAB. Quantitative
values, including standard deviation, energy and entropy (Table 5.1) were calcu-
lated from each approximation and detail representation of each level.
5.2.2.2 Anatomical based features
In this Section the methodology used to incorporate morphological information
to aid classification is described. These features give quantitative parameters of
the presence (or absence) of papillae in an image by incorporating information
across the imaging depth. As illustrated in Figure 4.6A, the DEJ is characterised










S = cA2 + cD2 + cD1
S = cA1 + cD1
S = cA3 + cD3 + cD2 + cD1
Figure 5.3: Three level wavelet decomposition tree
by circular bright halos which represent the melanin of the papillae imaged cross-
sectionally. As the DEJ is sandwiched between the epidermal and dermal layers,
an image having papillae has both epidermal and dermal like structures. The ap-
pearance of the DEJ depends upon the depth at which the DEJ is imaged, and the
DEJ depth fluctuates greatly across different body sites (intra-patient variability)
and across different volunteers (inter-patient variability).
Initially the edges of the basic images (tile) were enhanced using a mono-
genic filter, the output of which was fed into a circle finding algorithm to detect
papillae like structures. These two steps are now described in more detail.
Monogenic filtering To enhance the visibility of papillae a monogenic filter
[119] [120] was applied to each basic image. As opposed to classical edge detec-
tion approaches, which focus on high gradient (step) changes in intensity val-
ues, the monogenic filter encapsulates the fact that an edge can be represented
somewhere between a step and a line [121]. The monogenic filter has been used
in [122] to detect bright circular objects in ultrasound images. It was chosen for
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use here as ultrasound images appear similar to RCM images in that they show
a speckle pattern, have low contrast and low signal-to-noise ratio [123].
The two main parameters that define which edges are found by the mono-
genic filter are the wavelength which defines the width of the edge and σ which
represents the width of the Gaussian kernel used as a bandpass filter. The out-
put of the monogenic filter of the DEJ image in Figure 5.5A is illustrated in Figure
5.5B.
Hough circular detection Papillae are searched for in the enhanced edged rep-
resentation using the Hough circular transform, the pipeline of which is shown in
Figure 5.4. Firstly, the gradient of the edged image is calculated and pixels with a
non-zero gradient are candidate pixels that are allowed to vote in the Hough cir-
cular transform accumulator array. The non-zero gradients of the edged papillae


















Figure 5.4: The gradient representation of the original image is calculated. Each
non-zero gradient is a candidate to vote in the accumulation array, where the
weight of each vote is determined by the pixel intensity. Local maxima regions
within the accumulator array were searched for and neighbouring local maxima
regions are merged together in one maximum, from which the circles’ centres
are calculated. For each detected centre, a signature curve is calculated which is
initially Gaussian smoothed before being used to calculate the radius (or radii)
associated with the centre. The output of the Hough circular detection algorithm
is a list of the detected centre coordinates and the associated radii of each centre.
The gradient image is converted into an accumulator array through the mech-
anism of each non-zero gradient being a candidate to vote. The weight of each
vote is determined by the pixel intensity, and thus high intensity locations are














A B C D
Figure 5.5: (A) An RCM image captured from the DEJ and characterised by papil-
lae; (B) Papillae edges detected using the monogenic filter; (C) The gradient rep-
resentation of the area indicated by the red box in (B); (D) The accumulator array
of the RCM image in (A).
given a higher weight than lower intensity ones. Each pixel location will cast a
vote into the accumulator array along a line equal to to the length of the max-
imum diameter being searched for, in the direction of the gradient orientation,
starting at the pixel’s location. Therefore one pixel will add values to the ac-
cumulator at several locations, equal to the length (in pixels) of the line. The
accumulator illustrated in Figure 5.5D shows the superposition of several lines
making up the accumulator. In case that a circular object lies in the edged repre-
sentation, once all candidate pixels cast their vote, a peak will be located at the
centre of the circular candidate.
Traditionally, an accumulator for each radius was used, resulting in a 3D ac-
cumulator representation, where the third dimension of the accumulator repre-
sents the various radii. In this case, the accumulator peak will be located at the
correct centre and at the true radius. However, for speed reasons this concept
has been adapted by Peng et al. [124] to represent the various votes for multiple
radii in one 2D accumulator. The algorithm developed in [124], which was used
in this Chapter, makes use of a 2D accumulator to detect a range of radii. Initially
the local maxima regions were searched for on a thresholded version of the ac-
cumulator illustrated in Figure 5.6B. Areas above the threshold are illustrated in
white and grey; where white represents the final local maxima regions and grey
indicates the close neighbours (which are local maxima candidates). To avoid
the same circle being detected as two (or more) separate regions, neighbouring
maxima regions within a distance n are merged together into one maxima. Each
detected final local maximum (white region) was grown using a region growing
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algorithm, each corresponding to a detected circle in the image, where the cen-
troid of each individual region is set to be the centre of a circle.
A B C
Figure 5.6: (A) Accumulator array (B) Thresholded accumulator indicated by
grey and white shades. The white shades are a subset from the grey regions,
which are selected to be the selected local maxima regions. The selected regions
are circular in shape as a region growing algorithm was used to smooth them.
(C) The selected centroids superimposed on the monogenic filter output image
(the input to the circular detection algorithm).
Once the circles’ centres are detected, the corresponding radius (or radii) of
each centre is calculated using a signature curve [124]. The signature curve anal-
yses potential radii and is calculated from the gradient representation of the im-
age (Figure 5.5C). Local maxima will be located in the signature curve at true
radii. A maximum is detected at radius r if pixels within the range of r− ∆r2 and
r+ ∆r2 from the circle’s centre exhibit the largest gradient vectors from the circle’s
centre. In this Chapter ∆r is equal to 0.5µm as r is increased by 0.5µm increments.
In Figure 5.7, the signature curves obtained from one papillae are analysed.
Figure 5.7A shows the original calculated values at each potential radius [25, 80],
whereas Figure 5.7B shows a Gaussian smoothed version of the one listed in Fig-
ure 5.7A. The three individual peaks, relate to three different radii found for the
same centre, and are shown in Figure 5.7C. As the papillae is more elliptical in
shape, rather than circular, more than two radii can be detected for the inner and
outer border of the papillae. This is exemplified in Figure 5.8, where the detected
circles were overlaid on the input edged image (Figure 5.8A) and on the original
DEJ image (Figure 5.8B). As depicted, a papillae is detected by multiple consecu-
tive radii due to the inner and outer edge borders. The experiment being covered
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in this Chapter takes advantage of this, and will be discussed in more detail in
the subsequent section.



































radius (pixels) radius (pixels)
Figure 5.7: (A) The signature curve obtained for the papillae indicated by the
red box in Figure 5.5A; (B) A Gaussian smoothed version of the signature curve
depicted in (A); (C) The corresponding detected radii illustrated on the papillae
image.
(A) The detected circles overlaid on
the edged image
(B) The detected circles overlaid on
the original DEJ image (from which
the edged representation was gen-
erated from)
Figure 5.8: Final results of detected circles on both (A) the monogenic edged
image and (B) original image
Sub-selecting detected circles The Hough circular transform parameters were
relaxed as the papillae is not a perfect circle, but rather an ellipse. The relaxation
of parameters ensures that the majority of circular arcs are detected, from which
a subset of circles were eventually selected. The parameters were set to:
• Search for a large range of radii 25− 100µm;
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• Apply a low threshold to the gradient image;
• Use a large distance (40µm) to merge neighbouring maxima;
• Use all peaks of the smoothed signature curve as possible radii.
The subset of circles need to fit the following criteria to be considered to be a
papillae:
• At least two consecutive circles are located at the circle’s centre;
• The consecutive circles had a range of radii of at least 20µm to represent the
inner and outer ring of the papillae;
• For the circle to be considered to be a papillae, the detected papillae needs
to be present across different layers in the stack;
• In addition, the circle cannot be located throughout the entire stack, nor at
the first layer below the skin surface (epidermal layer), nor at the last layer
below the skin surface (dermal layer).
5.2.2.3 Feature Selection
The inputs required by a supervised classifier are the extracted features and a
ground truth classification for each instance. In general, each image is consid-
ered to be an individual instance having its own classification and extracted fea-
tures. As high dimensionality data causes less accurate classification [125], the
classifier is not trained on all of the features available, but on a subset of the
extracted features. Extraction of this subset was achieved using the Correlation
Feature Selection (CFS) algorithm [126]. In this algorithm a feature is considered
to be relevant if it is correlated with the class, otherwise it is irrelevant. Features,
which have one or more other features highly correlated with it, are considered
to be redundant. Therefore, a good feature subset is one that contains features
correlated with the class yet uncorrelated with each other. The n′ selected dis-
criminative features (A′), from a total of n features (A), that will aid the classifier
to distinguish between the epidermal, DEJ and dermal layers, are defined as ma-
trix B:
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B(A) = A′ = (a1, a2, a3, .., an′) {A′ ⊂ A, n′ < n} (5.27)
5.2.2.4 Classification
The datasets are divided into two groups: training and testing datasets. The
training set is used to train the classifier, while the testing set is used to evaluate
the classifier on unseen data. The purpose of these machine learning algorithms
is to classify an instance, the set of selected features (matrix B), into one of the
predetermined classes depending upon the feature values inputted [127]. The
Bayes’ classifier was chosen to differentiate between epidermal, DEJ and dermal
basic images.
The Bayes’ classifier [128] is a probabilistic classifier, it calculates the likeli-
hood that an element is assigned to a class, given a particular combination of
features. The classifier assumes that each feature is equally important and that
features are independent; that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature
would not have an effect on any other features. Therefore even if the features
depend on each other or upon the existence of other features, a Bayes’ classifier
considers all these features to independently contribute to the probability that a
test image belongs to a particular class. This highlights the importance of per-
forming feature selection before performing classification.
Once a Bayes’ classifier (C) was trained to distinguish between epidermal lay-
ers, DEJ and dermal layers; it was tested on the testing data. The output of the
classifier is a class (Epidermal/DEJ/Dermal) together with a probabilistic pre-
diction value P ranging from zero to one, that reflects how strong the prediction
is:
C(B) = {class, P} {class = Epidermal/DEJ/Dermal}, {P = [0, 1]} (5.28)
A P value of one (zero) indicates that the classifier is 100% (0%) confident in
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its classification output, while any value in-between indicates an in-between cer-
tainty. The classifier’s aim is to minimise the number of misclassified cases in the
training data.
For both the feature selection and classification steps, the CFS and Bayes’
classification algorithms of the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) toolkit were used [125].
5.2.3 Find DEJ region algorithm
The find DEJ region algorithm aims to find a region exhibiting edged or non-
edged papillae by establishing the epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundaries
for each stack in the cube. The input to this algorithm is the layer classifier out-
put, where each image was given a class; i.e. whether the classifier assigns the
image as epidermal, DEJ or dermal represented by 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
For this experiment, each tested cube was split into Ni × Nj stacks, and each
stack was processed individually. As identified earlier, each stack will have an
epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundary associated to it. The epidermal-DEJ
(DEJ-dermal) boundary tile is chosen to be the tile corresponding to the first (last)
change in gradient in class. Therefore, the location of the two boundary tiles in
the stack gives an estimate of the epidermal and dermal heights in the particular
stack.
By feeding the epidermal and dermal heights at each Ni × Nj stack to a 2D
B-spline, defined next in Section 5.2.3.1, the two epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-dermal
boundaries were defined. Similarly, two boundaries were generated based on
the ground truth data (instead of based on the classification prediction). The
difference between the two set of boundaries are evaluated in Section 5.3.5.
5.2.3.1 2D B-spline
Based upon the classification results of the testing data, 2D B-spline surfaces rep-
resenting the epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-boundaries are identified and the discrep-
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ancy (µm) between the surfaces achieved using the ground truth and by using
the classification results are given. The theory behind 2D B-spline surfaces is
given in this Section.
2D B-splines [129] are used to represent the boundaries between the differ-
ent layers of the skin; a boundary between the epidermal and DEJ and a second
boundary between the DEJ and the dermal layer. Each boundary is represented
using a uniform 2D B-spline grid. The weights of the B-spline basis functions are
calculated by fitting the resulting surface to the height of the boundary from the
skin surface at each stack of images, using a least squares approach. Therefore,
if the mosaic being analysed is made up of Ni × Nj images at each layer, each
boundary will be generated from Ni × Nj height values. The purpose of using
B-splines instead of the raw height values, is to have a smooth approximation of
the boundaries, which should more closely replicate the actual layer boundaries
in the skin.
In more detail, a uniform B-spline grid consists of a regular grid of nodes,
each node having a specific coordinate (k, l) and an associated weight wkl. As 2D
B-splines were used in this work, the grid needs to be larger than the area covered
by Ni×Nj by at least 2 grid points at each border, as illustrated in Figure 5.9. This
is because to generate the final surface, an individual 2D B-spline is generated at
each grid node, each of which affects a neighbouring region of 2× 2 grid nodes.









||hβ(x, y)− hinput(x, y)||2 (5.29)
where hβ represents the 2D B-spline interpolation and hinput represents the
heights established from the ground truth or the classification algorithm. In this
experiment, the size of hinput is of size Ni × Nj which corresponds to the total
number of tiles found in a mosaic layer.
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Figure 5.9: The red crosses indicate the Ni × Nj height inputs whereas the black
dots represent the grid points. There needs to be at least 2 grid points outside
each border of the input point, as a B-spline of degree 3 is used.
Visual representation of the implemented 2D B-spline surfaces are depicted
in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. Figure 5.10 depicts the X-Y (Ni × Nj) representation of
the input ground truth and the estimated 2D B-spline. The B-spline provides an
analytic expression which can be sampled as densely as required. For example,
Figure 5.10 shows a three fold upsampling with respect to the input data. The
plots in Figure 5.11 represent the Y-Z representation of the ground truth input
data (Nj × hinput) and of the estimated surfaces (Nj × hβ). The red and blue dots
in the latter plot indicate the ground truth input data of the dermal and epider-
mal layers respectively. It can be noted that the input points are not intersected,
however, the 2D B-spline gives a close approximation of the boundary layers. In
addition, from Figure 5.11, one can note that the skin boundaries are not always
parallel to the imaging plane, mainly due to the posture of the patient during
imaging.
5.3 Experimental Method
The algorithm developed in Section 5.2 is tested using the method defined in this
Section. The algorithm has been trained and tested using clinical RCM image
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Figure 5.10: An X-Y (Ni × Nj) representation of the dermal layer, where (A) The
input data: depicting the ground truth heights of a dermal layer case, which
were chosen by a clinician. (B) The 2D B-spline surface generated from the input
defined in (A). A large set of interpolated values are available in the second plot.

























Figure 5.11: A Y-Z (Nj × h) representation of the skin layer, where the surface
shaded in blue and yellow represent the epidermal and dermal layers respec-
tively. (A) The input data: depicting the ground truth heights (hinput) of an epi-
dermal and dermal layer, which were selected by a clinician. (B) The two 2D
B-spline surfaces generated from the estimated heights (hβ) of the input ground
truth heights defined in (A). The red and blue dots depict the ground truth input
data of the epidermal and dermal layers.
cubes acquired from different volunteers. Each individual image was examined
by myself and a label of whether the image is epidermal, DEJ or dermal is given.
These labels are taken as the gold standard and compared to the output of the
classifier (at testing stage). A description of the data collected is given in Section
5.3.1. In this Chapter, a distinction is made between classifiers trained and tested
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on data from the same volunteer (intra-volunteer classifiers) and those trained
and tested on data taken from different volunteers (inter-volunteer classifiers).
The details of how the data was prepared for these two distinct methodologies is
given in Section 5.3.2. This is followed by an explanation on how the monogenic
filter parameters were chosen (Section 5.3.3). The methodology used to validate
the algorithm is described in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1 Data Acquisition
Data was collected at St. John’s Institute of Dermatology, Guy’s and St. Thomas’
Hospital, London. The acquisition process involved collecting cubes of images
of healthy skin sites, covering different anatomical sites from different volun-
teers. A total of 11 cubes of images were collected; 7 of which belong to the same
volunteer while the other 4 cubes belong to 4 different volunteers. The imaged
anatomical sites included forehead, neck, arm, and wrist, as depicted in Table
5.2. The main motivation in acquiring datasets from different volunteers and
from different volunteers was to understand the variations found across inter-
volunteers and inter-sites and to design classifiers which are capable to handle
this variation, which is present in a clinical setting.
Dataset Volunteer Phototype Age Anatomical Number
number number location of layers
1 1 III 20-35 forehead 13
2 1 III 20-35 neck 13
3 1 III 20-35 arm 10
4 1 III 20-35 arm 15
5 1 III 20-35 arm 15
6 1 III 20-35 arm 12
7 1 III 20-35 wrist 12
8 2 II 50-65 arm 18
9 3 III 20-35 forehead 17
10 4 IV 20-35 wrist 15
11 5 IV 20-35 arm 14
Table 5.2: Collected datasets
Following the widely accepted clinical RCM data acquisition protocol [15],
each layer (mosaic) of the cube covered an area of 5× 5mm2, equivalent to 10× 10
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images. The depth (z-spacing) between each successive layer was set to 8µm.
The number of imaging depths (z) was roughly 14 layers (∼ 110µm), however
this number varied across each volunteer, ensuring that each cube covered both
epidermal and dermal layers. Hence, each cube was acquired by starting from
an arbitrary location in the epidermis, capturing the first layer, and then suc-
cessively moving the focal plane 8µm deeper, until the deep dermal layers were
captured. The VivaScoper 1500 laser power was automatically adjusted during
each image acquisition (refer to Section 4.5.5). Therefore, the data used for this
Chapter resembles that acquired in a clinical setting.
Each tile (where each dataset has approximately 1400 tiles) was labelled by
myself into one of three classes: epidermal layers, DEJ or dermal layers from
a visual observation of the images on a workstation. The images are labelled
as DEJ if they exhibit edged or non-edged papillae. These labels are used as
our gold standard. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the variability across intra-
volunteer and across inter-volunteer sites. The main difference observed be-
tween cubes acquired from different anatomical locations is the epidermis thick-
ness [30]. Therefore, differences in cubes of different anatomical sites are the
number of layers represented by class epidermis rather than differences in indi-
vidual tiles. Whereas the main differences found in cubes acquired from different
volunteers is the level of pigmentation and most notably the variation in shapes
of papillae. Although the intra-volunteer DEJ images were collected from dif-
ferent anatomical sites, the appearance of the papillae is more consistent in the
intra-volunteer cases than in the inter-volunteer cases. This motivated two type
of classifiers to be built: intra-volunteer and inter-volunteer layer classifiers.
5.3.2 Preparing the data for layer classification
A leave-one-out approach was used to generate the intra-volunteer and inter-
volunteer classifiers. When using a leave-one-out approach the classifier is trained
on all available datasets except one, and tested on the dataset which was not used
in the training phase. For the purpose of this Chapter, the training datasets are
altered until all datasets have served as testing datasets. A detailed explana-





Figure 5.12: Intra-volunteer variability in the epidermal, DEJ and dermal classed
images across different datasets. Each row represents the three classed images
obtained from one dataset (datasets #2, #3, #7). Each dataset represents a partic-
ular anatomical location: neck, arm, wrist.
tion on how the data was divided across training and testing datasets, ensuring
that each dataset serves as a testing dataset, is explained in more detailed in this
Section. Unlike in the literature [1] [5], none of the acquired images which had
artefacts were removed from the datasets, nor was manual or automatic masking
out of regions was performed on the images.
The data was subdivided as shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for the intra-volunteer
and inter-volunteer classifiers respectively. The purpose of building these two
set of classifiers is to evaluate whether classifiers trained and tested on datasets
captured from the same volunteer are more robust than those trained and tested





Figure 5.13: Inter-volunteer variability in the epidermal, DEJ and dermal classed
images across different datasets. Each row represents the three classed images
obtained from one dataset (datasets #8, #10, #11). Each class exhibits different
characteristics across different volunteers, most notably are the papillae in the
DEJ class, which vary in size and circularity across the three different volunteers.
on datasets captured from different volunteers. For the intra-volunteer classifier
seven models (classifiers) were used, where each model was trained on six cubes,
and tested on the remaining unseen cube.
As opposed to the above methodology, where the classifier is trained and
tested on data belonging to the same volunteer, in the next part of the experiment
the classifier was trained and tested on cubes belonging to different volunteers,
whose phototypes ranged from II to IV. The inter-volunteer classifier was trained
on 3 datasets belonging to 3 different volunteers and tested on a fourth cube (be-
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Table 5.3: Leave-one-out intra-volunteer layer classifier
longing to another volunteer). This methodology is presented in Table 5.4.





Table 5.4: Leave-one-out inter-volunteer layer classifier
Each classifier model defined in this Section is built twice; (i) using solely
the texture based selected features (TCFS) (ii) using both texture and anatomical
based selected features (TCFS and ACFS). The CFS notation refers to the correla-
tion based feature selection algorithm which selects the dominant features, refer
to Section 5.2.2.3. The motive in building each classifier model twice is to be able
to analyse the improvement in results achieved by using anatomical based fea-
tures in conjunction with texture based features, as opposed to only using texture
based features.
5.3.3 Selection of monogenic filter parameters
The output of the monogenic filter was highly dependent upon the input param-
eters fed into the filter. In this section an overview on how the parameters were
selected to enhance the edges of the papillae, and to reduce the presence of con-
founding features is provided.
In the work defined in this Chapter a three-scale monogenic filter was used,
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where each scale makes use of a distinct wavelength and the wavelength was in-
creased by a scaling factor (λS) of 1.2 between consecutive scales. The minimum
(maximum) wavelength was chosen to be 60 (86) pixels. By visually inspecting
Figure 5.14, a minimum wavelength (λmin) set to 60 segments the papillae edges.
This corresponds to a wavelength range (λR) of 30− 40µm.
A B C
D E F
Figure 5.14: A 3-scale monogenic filter applied to the (A) original DEJ image
with the three wavelengths being spaced by a factor of 1.2 and σ set to 0.6. λmin
was increased to (B) 10 pixels; (C) 30 pixels; (D) 60 pixels; (E) 120 pixels; (F) 200
pixels. As λmin was increased from 10 to 60, the edges of the papillae became
more prominent, after which the papillae edges merged together.
By inspecting Figure 5.15, one notes that as σ increases from 0.2 to 0.6, the
papillae become sharper, as higher frequencies representing the papillae are in-
corporated. Whereas, as σ increases from 0.6 to 0.99 the frequency band increases
significantly and the papillae are not well defined.
To summarise, for this Chapter a λmin = 60, λS = 1.2 and σ = 0.6 were cho-
sen. The choice of these parameters is further supported by Figure 5.16 where
the same parameters were applied to other DEJ images from different volun-
teers. These parameters were additionally applied to the three different layers in
a stack of the same volunteer in Figure 5.17. As can be noted, the detected edges
in the epidermal and dermal images are less circular in shape than the edges
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D E F
Figure 5.15: A 3-scale monogenic filter applied to the (A) original DEJ image with
the minimum wavelength being 60 and a spacing factor of 1.2. The σ value was
increased from (B) 0.2; (C) 0.4; (D) 0.6; (E) 0.8; (F) 0.99. As the σ value increased
the image became sharper up to the point of σ = 0.6, beyond which the papillae
were not properly defined.
found in the DEJ image. The detected edges in the DEJ image correspond to the
papillae and are distinct in shape.
A B C
D E F
Figure 5.16: A 3-scale monogenic filter applied to three DEJ images, each of
which was imaged from a different volunteer. λmin was set to 60, and a wave-
length spacing factor of 1.2 was used. σ was set to 0.6.
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D E F
Figure 5.17: The feature asymmetry measure based on a 3-scale monogenic filter
applied to three basic images,representing (A) the epidermal layer (B) the DEJ
(C) the dermal layer, extracted from the same stack of images. λmin was set to 60,
and a wavelength spacing factor of 1.2 was used. σ was set to 0.6.
5.3.4 Evaluating the layer classifier
The classifiers were analysed using confusion matrices, which can be represented
using the matrix in Equation (5.30). The Actual labels depict the gold standard,
and can take values {0, 1}, whilst the Class labels represent the classification
given by the layer classifier. The classifier assigns the class having the maxi-
mum classification probability (out of the three classes), therefore the output of
the classifier can take values {0, 1}.

ClassEpi ClassDEJ ClassDer
ActualEpi a b c
ActualDEJ d e f
ActualDer g h i
 (5.30)
Values a, e and i are the number of correctly classified images of class epider-
mis, DEJ and dermis respectively. Values b and c are the number of epidermis
images which were incorrectly classified as DEJ or dermis. Values d and f are the
number of DEJ images which were incorrectly classified as epidermis or dermis.
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In turn, values g and h are the number of dermis images which were incorrectly
classified as epidermis or DEJ. The sensitivity and specificity percentages of each
class were calculated from these values as defined in Equations 5.31. In addi-










a + b + c
SpEpi =
e + i
e + i + d + g
SnDEJ =
e
e + d + f
SpDEJ =
a + i
a + i + b + h
SnDer =
i
i + g + h
SpDer =
a + e
a + e + c + f
TP =
a + e + i
a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i
(5.31)
5.3.5 Evaluating the find DEJ region algorithm
To evaluate how well the find DEJ region algorithm performs the parameters
defined in Equations 5.32 - 5.36 are measured and evaluated. These measures
are based upon the parameters epidermal height (hepi), dermal height (hder) and
DEJ thickness (th) indicated in Figure 5.18. Equation 5.32 (5.33) measures ∆hepi
(∆hder), which is a measure of the mean difference in epidermal-DEJ (DEJ-dermal)
boundary height location between the two 2D B-spline boundaries achieved us-
ing the ground truth hepiGT (hderGT ) and the classification results hepiC (hderC).
The DEJ thickness, which can be defined by the thickness between the epidermal-
DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundaries, is an additional important measure for clini-
cians. The thickness error (∆th) measures the difference in the mean DEJ thick-
ness when using the boundaries generated from the ground truth data (thGT)






i=1 |hepiGT(i, j)− hepiC(i, j)|










Figure 5.18: The datasets were collected from the epidermal layers (below the
skin surface), from the point marked z = 0, up to a depth within the dermal layer.
hepi (hder) mark the epidermal (dermal) height from the skin surface, whereas th







i=1 |hderGT(i, j)− hderC(i, j)|
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i=1 |hepiC(i, j)− hderC(i, j)|
Ni × Nj (5.35)
∆th = |thGT − thC| (5.36)
where Ni × Nj are the number of stacks (and so the number of individual
heights) the 2D B-spline boundaries were generated from.
5.4 Results
In this section the results achieved for the algorithm defined in Section 5.2 will be
presented. The results are divided into two main parts: intra-volunteer (Section
5.4.1) and inter-volunteer (Section 5.4.2). Each section has two set of results; the
layer classification results (calculated as defined in Section 5.3.4) and the height
and thickness errors between the B-splines generated from the ground truth and
the classification results (refer to Section 5.3.5). Tables 5.5 and 5.7 illustrate the
change in results achieved by introducing the anatomical (ACFS) features to the
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selected texture features (TCFS). Similarly, Tables 5.6 and 5.8 show the change in
epidermal and dermal heights and in DEJ thickness error when introducing the
anatomical (ACFS) features to the selected texture features (TCFS).
5.4.1 Intra-volunteer Layer Classifier
The results achieved using the intra-volunteer datasets (datasets #1-7) are shown
in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, each Model was trained on 6
datasets and tested on the dataset not used for training purposes. As indicated
in Table 5.3, Model (i) was tested on dataset #1, Model (ii) was tested on dataset
#2, and so on.
As opposed to the other datasets, dataset #1 (on which Model (i) was tested)
only has images acquired at the epidermal and DEJ, despite the cube of images
covering a total depth of ∼ 100µm. This is why no dermal results are presented
for Model (i) in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Anatomical differences are present across
different body sites; dataset #1 is captured from the forehead, whereas the rest
of the datasets were acquired from the neck or arm. Additionally, all datasets
except dataset #1 have a strong wrinkle presence in the images classed as epider-
mal. This corresponds to the lowest epidermal sensitivity (Table 5.5) and highest
error in epidermal height (Table 5.6) being achieved with Model (i).
From Table 5.5, it can be noted that all the mean results, except for SpDEJ
and SnDermal, increased by introducing the anatomical based features (ACFS) in
addition to the texture features (TCFS). The introduction of ACFS increased the
mean TP rate from 58.0% to 63.2% of the images. The highest increase after intro-
ducing ACFS was in the mean SnDEJ , where the results improved from 47.5%
to 56.2%. When introducing ACFS the largest reduction in sensitivity was in
SnDermal, where the mean value decreased from 61.9% to 54.6%.
From Table 5.6 one can note that when introducing the ACFS features, the
mean ∆hepi, ∆hder and ∆th errors decreased by 1µm, 3.8µm and 6.8µm respec-
tively. The Wilcoxon signed rank test fails to reject the null hypothesis of zero
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Model Features Epidermal DEJ Dermal TP (%)Sn (%) Sp (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) Sn (%) Sp (%)
i TCFS 41.7 90.1 64.6 45.1 N/A N/A 52.6TCFS + ACFS 43.0 92.6 72.7 45.6 N/A N/A 57.2
ii TCFS 72.1 98.6 54.5 76.4 89.6 64.8 61.3TCFS + ACFS 67.5 99.4 93.9 61.2 32.5 95.7 83.2
iii TCFS 99.5 66.4 52.7 60.2 38.8 99.1 57.1TCFS + ACFS 98.6 75.1 63.3 63.1 43.8 98.7 63.0
iv TCFS 84.3 63.3 30.7 76.2 59.6 85.0 58.1TCFS + ACFS 87.9 72.2 46.1 74.6 59.8 90.3 63.3
v TCFS 65.6 99.4 41.5 86.2 95.1 56.7 69.3TCFS + ACFS 65.6 99.6 28.8 88.5 97.1 47.2 65.8
vi TCFS 98.4 38.4 30.2 54.9 20.5 99.5 42.6TCFS + ACFS 97.0 46.9 39.9 53.3 21.8 99.5 45.3
vii TCFS 77.3 90.2 58.1 71.6 68.0 72.7 65.0TCFS + ACFS 90.3 91.0 48.5 77.2 72.5 65.3 64.6
Mean TCFS 76.8 78.1 47.5 67.2 61.9 79.6 58.0TCFS + ACFS 78.6 82.4 56.2 66.2 54.6 82.7 63.2
Table 5.5: Intra-volunteer layer classifier results
median in the difference at a 5% significance level.
TCFS TCFS + ACFS
Model no. ∆hepi(µm) ∆hder(µm) ∆th(µm) ∆hepi(µm) ∆hder(µm) ∆th(µm)
i 37.4 N/A N/A 36.0 N/A N/A
ii 7.5 5.8 13.3 9.0 8.9 0.5
iii 14.0 28.5 42.5 10.1 0 10.1
iv 1.4 21.8 20.3 4.8 21.9 17.1
v 8.9 19.1 10.2 8.0 23.3 15.3
vi 26.0 37.7 11.7 20.2 37.1 17.0
vii 1.3 4.4 5.6 1.6 3.3 15.3
Mean 13.8 19.6 17.3 12.8 15.8 10.8
σ 13.4 12.9 13.2 11.7 14.2 6.3
Table 5.6: Intra-volunteer epidermal and dermal height errors and DEJ thickness
errors
5.4.2 Inter-volunteer Layer Classifier
In this section the results achieved using inter-volunteer datasets (datasets #8-
11) are shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. Similarly to the intra-volunteer models, each
model was tested on 3 datasets and tested on the dataset not used for training the
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classifier (e.g. model (viii) was tested on dataset #8). Despite the smaller num-
ber of datasets used in these classifiers, and the variability of the datasets (each
dataset was captured from a different volunteer), the overall results achieved in
Table 5.7 are similar to those achieved in Table 5.5.
Model (viii) was tested on a dataset captured on an older volunteer. All mod-
els except for model (ix), which was tested on a dataset captured from the fore-
head, were tested on datasets captured from the arm. Thus, datasets #8 and 9
were considerably different from datasets #10 and 11.
From Table 5.7, it can be noted that the mean TP rate increased from 59.4% to
62.1% when introducing the ACFS. When comparing the mean results achieved
using TCFS to those achieved using TCFS + ACFS, most sensitivity and speci-
ficity values remained relatively constant after the introduction of ACFS. How-
ever, similarly to the results achieved in the intra-volunteer classifiers, the mean
SnDermal decreased the most, from 64.1% to 57.1%, with the introduction of the
anatomical based features. This illustrates that the anatomical based features are
not aiding the classifier to correctly identify the images classed as dermal.
Model Features Epidermal DEJ Dermal TP (%)Sn (%) Sp (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) Sn (%) Sp (%)
viii TCFS 23.5 99.1 67.2 47.1 66.0 73.1 50.5TCFS + ACFS 29.1 98.8 62.3 51.2 68.5 71.6 52.6
ix TCFS 69.6 85.0 36.8 74.4 70.8 66.2 56.1TCFS + ACFS 65.1 83.3 31.3 75.4 76.0 59.6 51.7
x TCFS 97.8 60.2 50.1 68.1 33.8 96.9 59.9TCFS + ACFS 97.4 63.3 48.2 75.2 48.3 95.1 63.4
xi TCFS 83.8 83.8 62.7 83.8 85.7 82.6 71.2TCFS + ACFS 80.8 88.6 81.3 79.6 35.7 94.3 80.6
Mean TCFS 68.7 82.0 54.2 68.4 64.1 79.7 59.4TCFS + ACFS 68.1 83.5 55.8 70.4 57.1 80.1 62.1
Table 5.7: Inter-volunteer layer classifier
As shown in Table 5.8, the mean errors with and without the anatomical based
features are approximatively equal. The largest errors are found with Models
(viii) and (ix), which are tested on a dataset captured from an older volunteer
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and from the forehead respectively. The Wilcoxon signed rank test fails to reject
the null hypothesis of zero median in the difference at a 5% significance level.
TCFS TCFS + ACFS
Model no. ∆hepi(µm) ∆hder(µm) ∆th(µm) ∆hepi(µm) ∆hder(µm) ∆th(µm)
viii 40.7 12.7 28.2 38.3 11.3 26.9
ix 44.9 12.4 31.3 46.3 14.9 30.2
x 20.2 0 20.2 18.6 0 18.6
xi 1.7 0 1.7 4.9 0 4.9
Mean 26.9 6.3 20.3 27.0 6.6 20.1
σ 20.0 7.3 13.2 18.8 8.2 10.9
Table 5.8: Inter-volunteer epidermal and dermal height errors and DEJ thickness
errors
5.4.3 2D B-spline representation of results
In this Section some of the results tabulated in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 are il-
lustrated with the 2D B-spline representations. In all these plots the hβ heights
are shown in µm units and refer to the distance from the skin surface; the blue
shaded 2D B-spline represents the epidermal-DEJ boundary whilst the yellow
shaded 2D B-spline represents the DEJ-dermal boundary. In these plots, the blue
(red) dots are the input data used to generate the epidermal-DEJ (DEJ-dermal)
boundary. In these Figures the (A) plot represents the 2D B-splines generated us-
ing the ground truth, whereas the (B) plot represents the 2D B-splines generated
using the classification results.
Figure 5.19 represents the 2D B-spline representation of the results achieved
from Model #2 using both TCFS + ACFS. This example depicts the best overall
model, where the mean ∆th error is 0.5µm (refer to Table 5.6). When compar-
ing the 2D B-splines achieved using the ground truth (Figure 5.19A) to those
achieved using the classification results (Figure 5.19B), one can note that both
the epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundaries exhibit the same overall shape.
Figure 5.20 represents the 2D B-spline representations of the results achieved





















Figure 5.19: A Y-Z (Nj × hβ) representation of the 2D B-splines achieved for
Model # 2 using TCFS + ACFS. (A) The 2D B-splines generated using the ground
truth labels (B) The 2D B-splines generated using the results achieved with the
layer classifier. The errors achieved with this model are the lowest from all the
models available, with a ∆th of 0.5µm.
sentation of the results achieved, where the mean ∆th error is 15.3µm (refer to Ta-
ble 5.6). When comparing the 2D B-splines achieved using the ground truth (Fig-
ure 5.20A) to those achieved using the classification results (Figure 5.20B), one
can note that the epidermal-DEJ boundary exhibit the same overall shape. How-
ever, the DEJ-dermal boundary achieved using the classification results fluctu-



















Figure 5.20: A Y-Z (Nj × hβ) representation of the 2D B-splines achieved for
Model # 5 using TCFS + ACFS. (A) The 2D B-splines generated using the ground
truth labels (B) The 2D B-splines generated using the results achieved with the
layer classifier. The errors achieved with this model are an average representa-
tion of the errors achieved from all the models available.
Figure 5.21 represents the 2D B-spline representations of the results achieved
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from Model #8 using both TCFS + ACFS. This example depicts a model with one
of the largest errors from the results achieved; the mean ∆hepi and ∆th errors
are 40.7µm and 26.9µm respectively (refer to Table 5.8). When comparing the 2D
B-splines achieved using the ground truth (Figure 5.21A) to those achieved us-
ing the classification results (Figure 5.21B), one can note that the epidermal-DEJ
and DEJ-dermal boundaries achieved using the classification results exhibit dif-
ferent shapes and mean values to those generated using the ground truth labels.
The DEJ-dermal boundary achieved using the ground truth labels is relatively
constant across the cube of images, whereas the same boundary achieved us-
ing the classification results fluctuates significantly across the cube of images.
The shapes achieved for the epidermal-DEJ are more similar, however, the one
achieved using the ground truth labels are deeper in the skin than that achieved
using the classification results. Database #8, the database the Model was tested
on, was captured from a volunteer in the age bracket 50-65, opposed to the rest
of the volunteers whose age ranged from 20-35. As shown in Figure 5.13 the DEJ
tile acquired from volunteer #8 depicts papillae which are less circular than those




















Figure 5.21: A Y-Z (Nj × hβ) representation of the 2D B-splines achieved for
Model # 8 using TCFS + ACFS. (A) The 2D B-splines generated using the ground
truth labels (B) The 2D B-splines generated using the results achieved with the
layer classifier. The errors achieved with this model are one the highest from all
the models available, with a ∆th of 26.9µm.
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5.5 Discussion
The results achieved from the intra-volunteer datasets are comparable to those
achieved using the inter-volunteer datasets. This illustrates that the variability
of papillae size and shape together with differences in melanin content found
between different volunteers does not hinder the classification. However, the
variation found across different body sites had a large effect on performance.
When focusing on the inter-volunteer datasets, 3 out of 4 datasets (datasets
#9-11) had prominent papillae which made the DEJ class more easily distinguish-
able from the rest. On the other hand, the datasets used for the intra-volunteer
classifiers had less prominent papillae (referred to as non-edged papillae). Such
papillae have less well defined borders that are more difficult for the Hough cir-
cular transform to detect.
When introducing the anatomical based features, the TP value (the percent-
age of correctly classified images) increased from an average of 58.0% (59.4%)
to 63.2% (62.1%) for the intra-volunteer (inter-volunteer) cases. These values are
comparable to 58.6% correctly classified images reported in [3] for datasets cap-
tured from fair skinned volunteers for the same application (that of differentiat-
ing between epidermal, DEJ and dermal images).
Based upon the results using texture and anatomical based features the mean
DEJ thickness error is of 10.8µm and 20.1µm for the intra and inter-volunteer
cases respectively. In the datasets used in this Chapter, each layer of the cube is
displaced by 8µm from the previous layer, and therefore the mean error in terms
of layers is of 1.4 and 2.5 layers respectively.
Kurugol et al. [1] achieved an average error of 8.5µm in locating the epidermal-
DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundaries using stacks of 1µm spacing (error of 8.5 layers).
Similarly, Hames et al. [5] reported average errors of 6.0µm and 5.5µm to locate
the epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-dermal boundaries respectively using stacks of 2µm
(errors of 3 and 2.75 layers respectively). The results achieved in this Chapter are
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greater than the literature in absolute terms but smaller in terms of number of
layers. Arguably using a smaller spacing results in smaller absolute errors due
to the smaller changes across images captured sequentially. In addition, using
stacks of data (instead of cubes) results in less variable data.
The results presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.8 are dependent on the performance
of the layer classification algorithm. For each stack in the cube the epidermal-DEJ
and DEJ-dermal boundaries are determined. The epidermal-DEJ (DEJ-dermal) is
set to be the first (last) depth where the stack changes from an epidermal to a DEJ
(from a DEJ to a dermal) image. This approach does not work well when there
are images misclassified across the stack; as there will not be a clear classifica-
tion gradient edge across the stack. However, the results indicate that it is easier
to distinguish between the DEJ-dermal layer boundary than the epidermal-DEJ
boundary; mainly because there is greater class overlap (i.e. an attribute occupy-
ing the same space/using similar values to represent different classes) between
epidermal and DEJ classed images compared to DEJ and dermal classed im-
ages. Section 5.6.4 suggests possible future improvements to reduce class overlap
and discusses the option of labelling an image which exhibits class overlap with
multi-labels.
High intra and inter feature variability across different anatomical positions
and across different volunteers, are a major factor of some misclassification in-
stances. As skin fluctuations are present in small regions, neighbouring scanning
regions from the same volunteer, i.e. neighbouring 5× 5mm2 regions, can pro-
duce very different pixel intensities from similar anatomical features. Further-
more, in all the available datasets, there are confounding features (e.g. wrinkles).
Possible methods in removing confounding features are defined in Section 5.6.3.
Moreover, additional anatomical based features could be added to improve clas-
sification (refer to Section 5.6.2).
In contrast to the experiments defined in [1] [4] [5] which made use of stacks
with a 1− 2µm spacing, the data used in this Chapter is closer to clinical data, as
cubes of images having a 8µm spacing were used. In the work defined in [1] [4]
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the authors manually masked out wrinkles whereas in the work defined in [5]
noisy stacks were removed. In this Chapter no noisy tiles/datasets were re-
moved and no regions were masked out.
The number of images used in this Chapter, where a total of 11 datasets were
used each having ∼ 1400 images, is considerably larger than that used in Kuru-
gol et al. [3] and Somoza et al. [4] where a total of 1800 and 195 images were used
respectively. The number of images used in this Chapter is comparable to that
used by Hames et al. [5] where a total of ∼ 15400 images were used. However,
a limitation of the data collection methodology used in [5] is that the dataset in-
cludes two stacks from each body site; resulting in two stacks having very similar
appearance. As the training and testing datasets were divided completely ran-
domly [5], it might result in the training data including one of the stacks and the
testing data including the other stack. In this case, the classifier is tested on data
very similar to the data it was trained on. This contrasts with the methodology
used in this Chapter, where the testing dataset was captured from a different site
(or volunteer) from the rest of the data.
An additional way in which the work done in this Chapter distinguishes itself
from prior work in the literature [1] [4] [5], is that large scale features are searched
for. In the experiments in the literature [1] [4] [5] each tile was sub-divided into
sub-tiles. For example, Kurugol et al. [1] sub-divided each tile into 20× 20 sub-
tiles. Additionally, [4] aimed to extract features characterising keratinocytes cells.
In this Chapter texture and anatomical based features were calculated from tiles,
rather than sub-tiles. The approach adopted in this Chapter requires less compu-
tational power and thus it is less computationally expensive for cubes of images
to be examined using the method defined in this Chapter.
5.6 Future Work
In this Section possible improvements that can be made to the algorithm to im-
prove the results achieved, together with an application of the algorithm are
identified.
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A possible application of the algorithm developed in this Chapter, is to design
an extension to the algorithm that can detect papillae and quantify the melanin
content inside the papillae (Section 5.6.1). However, for this extension to be
possible the results achieved with the algorithm need to be improved using the
methodologies identified below. The proposed extension would use the results
achieved in the improved algorithm to firstly locate the DEJ region where papil-
lae are located.
The results point to some key improvements that can be made to improve
sensitivity and specificity in detecting the DEJ region in RCM images. In partic-
ular, the results point to the need for pre-processing methods to reduce variation
in feature appearance and in image quality. A possible method to do this is to
introduce additional clinical features that are known to be important (Section
5.6.2) whilst suppressing confounding features, which are currently hindering
the classification performance (Section 5.6.3). These features can result from poor
contact, wrinkles and hair. The proposed pre-processing steps will generate im-
ages whose attributes are purer, resulting in a smaller overlap across classes. In
addition to this, variations to the classifier design can be made, which have the
potential of improving classification results (these are discussed in Section 5.6.4).
5.6.1 Quantification of papillae population and melanin
On the basis that the results, more particularly the sensitivity of class DEJ, achieved
from the algorithm developed in this Chapter can be improved. Then the algo-
rithm could be used as a basis to extract parameters that quantify papillae pop-
ulation at the DEJ region and melanin content inside the papillae. The output of
the improved developed algorithm can be used as input to the proposed algo-
rithm extension. For example, images classed as DEJ can be fed to the algorithm
that searches for a layer exhibiting edged or non-edged papillae. This can be
achieved by using the information outputted by the monogenic filter and circle
finder algorithm.
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Once a layer exhibiting edged or non-edged papillae is identified, quanti-
tative parameters characterising papillae can be extracted, such as number of
papillae per unit area and circularity measure of papillae. By applying fur-
ther image processing algorithms which are capable of identifying individual
melanin inside the segmented papillae can provide clinicians with statistical quan-
tifications of the melanin content. Such quantitative parameters have the poten-
tial of complementing clinicians’ daily diagnostic decisions.
Possible methods which have the potential of improving the results achieved
in this Chapter are identified in Sections 5.6.2 - 5.6.4.
5.6.2 Enhancing features
In this Chapter the monogenic filter was used as an edge detector; to enhance
the visibility of edged and non-edged papillae. Features based upon the pres-
ence and absence of papillae were extracted from these edged representations
(of the basic images), with the aim of differentiating the DEJ images from epi-
dermal and dermal images. Papillae were searched for in the edged image using
Hough circular detection. However, papillae are not always circular in shape
and sometimes appear as ellipses. Possible improvements of papillae detection
include adapting the Hough circular detection to cater for elliptical shapes too.
A method to detect ellipses using the Hough circle transform was proposed by
Cuingnet et al. [130], where an ellipse is detected as two proximal circles.
The edged image can be also used to estimate addition anatomical based fea-
tures which will aid classification. For example: hair and wrinkles, which domi-
nate the epidermal layers, can be searched for in the edged representation using
Hough line detection. By applying this extension, epidermal layers can be char-
acterised with linear structures; DEJ regions can be characterised by consecutive
circles/ellipses; whereas dermal layers lack both linear and circular structures.
However, as illustrated in Figure 5.17C, applying the edge detection on dermal
images results in false edges being detected. This might result in false papillae
being detected in dermal images. Additional features that aid in differentiating
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between DEJ and dermal edges have the potential of aiding classification. Some
literature strands suggest that an enhancing algorithm should only be applied
to images belonging to the class characterised by the features it is enhancing,
as the algorithm has the possibility of degrading structures characterising other
classes [131].
5.6.3 Suppressing confounding structures
Calculating the texture features on images without any confounding structures
results in purer attributes and the number of misclassification instances will re-
duce. The main confounding features found in RCM images originate from ei-
ther poor contact or due to anatomical structures, such as wrinkles and hair (re-
fer to Section 4.5.2). As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Sourati et al. [12] attempted
to automatically locate wrinkles by using a probabilistic approach which utilises
texture features and anatomical depth information.
The texture features used in this Chapter make use of all the pixels in the im-
ages and cannot be calculated on a random subset of pixels of an image. Whereas
calculating texture features including masked out pixels results in less represen-
tative texture features. To cater for this, once the confounding feature region
has been detected, an image completion method needs to be used to fill in the
masked out region with data that matches the remainder of the image. There-
fore, the use of a filling algorithm results in more distinctive texture features and
better classification results. Komodakis and Tziritas [132] proposed an image
completion method based on texture synthesis. The image completion algorithm
requires a small input representing the feature of interest, and produces a larger
output having the same visual characteristics as the smaller input.
5.6.4 Purer attributes and multi-labels
Another limitation of the current methodology is that some of the basic images
used to train the classifiers can be characterised using two classes, however they
are only assigned to the most dominant class. Xiong et al. [133] propose a num-
ber of methodologies on how to reduce the overlap across classes, one being
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to discard data in overlapping regions, and train the classifier solely on non-
overlapping data (images). Another suggested strategy is to generate a new class
with overlapping regions, which will lead to the implementation of two classi-
fiers. The first classifier indicated whether the image under consideration ex-
hibits class overlap or not, whilst the second classifier determines which class(es)
the image belongs to.
Boutell et al. [131] discuss the possibility of introducing multi-labels to in-
stances that belong to more than one class. Knowledge about the class enables
us to enhance certain qualities of this class. As opposed to Xiong et al., Boutell
et al. believe that one should avoid introducing new classes, as it makes the
problem more complex. Instead, when an image has characteristics of multiple
classes, we should introduce it as a training instance in all the classes it charac-
terises, resulting in more available training data. Using this method, one should
train n-classifiers, where n is the number of base classes present. Each classi-
fier discriminates between a class versus the rest, its output being a probability
measure that calculates how likely an image belongs to the class it represents.
5.7 Conclusion
This Chapter describes an algorithm that automatically detects the DEJ region in
a cube of RCM images using texture and anatomical based features. The main
novelty of this Chapter that distinguishes this work from that discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1, is that anatomical based features are incorporated. The method in
which the anatomical features were extracted replicate the methodology used
by clinicians when classifying an image into DEJ class; i.e. of locating individ-
ual papillae and tracking them across images captured at incremental imaging
depths.
A potential application of this work could be to monitor changes across DEJ
thickness across different body sites or across time (for the same body site). In
addition, as discussed in Section 5.6.1, this algorithm could provide a framework
for a papillae segmentation algorithm that provides a quantitative measure of
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papillae population and melanin content.
Chapter 6
Identification of normal and
pathological tissue in reflectance
confocal microscopy images of
excised tissue
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6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter cancerous indicators and regions are searched for in reflectance
confocal microscopy (RCM) images of excised tissue, collected during Mohs surgery.
An algorithm was developed to classify regions of an image into three classes: (i)
basal cell carcinoma (BCC) cancerous regions, (ii) regions of inflammation and
(iii) non-diseased regions. The aim of the developed algorithm is to highlight
areas in the sample which have a high likelihood of being cancerous, or of being
indicators of disease. The classification technique makes use of texture and nu-
clei concentration features extracted from RCM image regions of tissue sample.
Thus, as the algorithm has the potential of highlighting areas of concern to the
clinician, it will aid the clinician in analysing the tissue sample faster.
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The key aspects of Mohs surgery, which are discussed in depth in Section 3.3,
are briefly outlined here. Mohs surgery is a surgical procedure that is used to
excise skin cancers in aesthetically sensitive anatomical locations and to excise
recurring tumours. In Mohs surgery once the tumour is removed, the borders
of the excised tumour are analysed and if any part of the border is found posi-
tive of disease further excisions are done at the diseased boundary, resulting in
∼ 99% of removed tumours not recurring [102]. Currently each excision is anal-
ysed with histology, which is time consuming and costly.
As outlined in Section 3.3, an alternative to histology slides is to image the
excised tissue with RCM. The benefits of imaging the excised tissue instead of
examining it with histology is that it eliminates the need of a wet lab and speeds
up the process. By reducing the time required for Mohs surgery, this successful
surgery can be extended to other tumours that are currently not being excised
using this technique due to the costs involved.
Additionally, RCM permits the imaging of excised tissue using a fluorescent
dye thus allowing the visualisation of individual nuclei, resulting in images com-
parable to histology. The advantage of imaging individual nuclei is that statistics
on nuclei concentration can be extracted from the images and incorporated in the
classification algorithm.
Two main methodologies which were designed around the clinical setting
were implemented in this Chapter; (i) the user (clinician) can select a region of
interest (ROI) which the classifier will classify, or (ii) the user (clinician) does not
select a ROI and the classifier classifies the whole image.
A background and examples of RCM images of excised tissue is given in Sec-
tion 6.2. The developed algorithmic method is discussed in Section 6.3. The
experimental method is identified in Section 6.4, which covers the data collected,
the developed algorithm used to label and train the data, and the experiments
devised to test the classifier. The results achieved are tabulated in Section 6.5
and discussed in Section 6.6. Possible extensions to the proposed algorithm and
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conclusions are identified in Sections 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.
6.2 Background
As opposed to the data used in Chapter 5 which made use of RCM images of in-
vivo skin, here images of excised tissue collected during Mohs surgery are used.
The excised tissue is generally less than 3mm thick and is normally extracted
perpendicularly to the skin surface. Thus, the main difference between the two
datasets is the orientation of the sample; excised tissue is imaged parallel to the
sample in one 2D image, whereas in-vivo skin (as in Chapter 5) is imaged with
multiple images parallel to the skin surface captured at different skin depths.
The dataset of images used in this Chapter are of BCC and non-diseased tis-
sue samples collected during Mohs surgery as defined in Section 4.6.1. The non-
diseased samples represent excisions which are found to be tumour-free. As
outlined in Section 4.6.3 BCC classes include: infiltrative, micronodular, nodular
and superficial BCC. Examples of RCM and histology images of these three BCC
classes are illustrated in Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 respectively. Due to the
lack of visibility of epidermis in RCM images of excised tissue (Section 4.6.2.2),
the number of RCM images depicting superficial BCC is limited and therefore
this BCC class is excluded from this study.
In this Section the main skin structures found in RCM images of excised skin
tissue are illustrated. These regions are classified as other to reflect non-diseased
regions; tumour to reflect infiltrative, micro-nodular and nodular BCC; and in-
flammation to reflect the inflammatory cells found around a tumour.
A typical example of an RCM image of excised tissue is shown in Figure 6.1,
where the regions enclosed by the red border represent tumour regions, covering
a mixture of nodular and infiltrative BCC, whereas the regions enclosed by the
turquoise border represent inflammatory response found around tumours. One
key aspect to be noted from this image is that the user analysing such images can
visually delineate the border of each structure.
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Figure 6.1: A typical RCM image of BCC excised tissue, displaying regions of
class tumour, inflammation and other. The regions bounded by the red boundary
are a mixture of infiltrative and nodular BCC, whereas the regions bounded by
the turquoise boundary reflect inflammatory cells found around tumour regions.
The rest of the tissue is non-diseased and can be classed as other.
The regions classed as other can be sub-divided into eccrine glands (Figure
6.2A and B); hair follicles (Figure 6.2C); sebaceous glands (Figure 6.2D); epider-
mis (Figure 6.3A); muscle (Figure 6.3B) and fat (Figure 6.3C). Eccrine glands are
a coiled spiral duct; and represented by clusters of bright islands in RCM im-
ages. Hair follicles captured cross-sectionally are characterised by a dark inner
circle (hair shaft) surrounded by a nuclear crowded bright region in RCM im-
ages [105]. Sebaceous glands can be distinguished by having an inner region
with sparsely located and ordered nuclei and a brighter border in RCM images.
The depicted sebaceous glands are clearly represented, except for the one indi-
cated by the green border, which is captured cross-sectionally in the middle. In
this case, the nuclei are not visible and difficult to distinguish if not located close
to other sebaceous glands. A number of sebaceous glands are normally clustered
together and are located close to hair follicles. The gland Figures in this Section
are given in the best orientation that makes them easily distinguishable. For ex-
ample, sebaceous glands imaged deeper cross-sectionally or hair follicles imaged
in-plane are harder to discriminate.
The epidermis is located at the boundary of the tissue and appears nucleated
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Figure 6.2: RCM images of excised skin tissue showing glands. (A) An individual
eccrine sweat gland characterised by a coiled spiral duct and (B) a cluster of three
eccrine glands. (C) Three cross-sectionally imaged hair follicles; the inner dark
region represents the area from which the hair emerges, surrounded by a brighter
region. (D) A group of sebaceous glands; sebaceous glands are characterised by
ordered nuclei in the middle of the structure and with a bright border outside in
RCM images. However, when captured cross-sectionally (e.g. the bottom left one
indicated by the green border) the individual nuclei are not visible. Sebaceous
glands can be connected to hair follicles.
in RCM images. A limitation when imaging excised tissue with the VivaScoper
2500 is that the epidermis layer is not always visible. This is mainly due to the
fact that the epidermis-end of the tissue is less thick than the rest of the tissue.
Muscle and fat occupy a large portion of the tissue sample. Muscle is charac-
terised as elongated strands (Figure 6.3B) whereas fat cells are depicted as blobs
gathered together (Figure 6.3C). Fat cells are easily segregated as they are not
refractive except for their nuclei. To summarise, class other represents a range of
structures with different nuclei concentration. The structure with the most con-
centrated nuclei in this class is the epidermis.
Regions classed as tumour cover micronodular, nodular and infiltrative BCCs
and examples of class tumour are depicted in Figures 6.4 A and B. BCCs can at
times be characterised as having nuclear crowding or increased nuclear density
and these features can be used to distinguish BCC regions [134] [105]. In gen-
eral, despite tumour regions being hyper fluorescent, individual nuclei cannot
be individually differentiated in RCM images. At times, zooming in the image at
a high magnification can aid in differentiating individual nuclei. Another char-
acteristic of BCC is peripheral palisading which takes place at the the boundary
of the tumour island [134]. Tumour regions can be surrounded by inflamma-
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Figure 6.3: RCM images of excised skin tissue showing epidermis, muscle and
fat. (A) Epidermis which is depicted as an elongated nucleated border. (B) Mus-
cle is characterised by elongated strands and appear as different shades of grey in
RCM images. (C) Fat is characterised by black blobs in RCM images. A number
of individual nuclei are visible at the place where blobs connect together.
tion, which can aid in the identification of tumour. As indicated by Figure 6.4C,






Figure 6.4: RCM images of excised skin tissue showing tumour and inflamma-
tion regions. (A) Micronodular BCC and (B) nodular BCC. Micronodular and
nodular BCC islands are similar, however, the latter are larger in size. (C) In-
flammation characterised by a concentration of nuclei. (D) Image illustrating
how inflammation is interlinked to tumour.
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6.3 Algorithmic Method
In this Section the algorithmic method developed to classify RCM images of ex-
cised tissue is explained. A block diagram of the steps involved in training and
testing the classifier are depicted in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. The main
differences between these pipelines to those used in Chapter 5 (Figures 5.1a
and 5.1b), is that each image is segmented (Section 6.3.1) and regions of inter-
est (ROIs) are selected from the segmented image (Section 6.3.2) prior to feature
extraction. In addition, different anatomically based features, which in this case
are based on nuclei concentration (Section 6.3.4), are extracted in this Chapter.
The most discriminative features are selected by a feature selection algorithm
(Section 6.3.5) and fed into a classifier (Section 6.3.6).
Data
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Figure 6.5: The pipeline of the algorithmic method to train the classifier which
classifies RCM images of excised tissue. Oval shaped blocks illustrate in-
put/output whilst rectangular shaped blocks indicate algorithmic processing.
The additional steps in this pipeline to that used in Chapter 5 is that each ac-
quired image is segmented and regions of interest (ROIs) are selected by the user
using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which was developed for this purpose.
In addition, the GUI enables the user to assign a class (ground truth) to each se-
lected ROI. These two additional steps (segmentation and select ROIs) cater for
the fact that each image consists of regions belonging to different classes. Fea-
tures are extracted from the selected ROIs, covering both texture and nuclei con-
centration based features. The most dominant features are selected and a classi-
fier is built based on these selected features. The output of the trained classifier
is a set of classifier weights which are then used to classify the testing datasets.
The additional steps (segmentation and select ROIs) are needed as the im-
ages used in this Experiment have regions belonging to more than one class. As
outlined in Section 6.2, the images used in this Chapter are 2D images of the ex-
cised tissue. An image can be characterised by regions of tumour, inflammatory
regions and non-diseased structures. In order to separate different parts (of an
image) that belong to different classes a segmentation algorithm is used (Sec-










Figure 6.6: The pipeline of the algorithmic method to test the trained classifier
illustrated in Figure 6.5. Each RCM image in the testing dataset is segmented.
As opposed to the training step, the user can either feed a selected ROI or the
whole image to the classifier. Thus the select ROIs step is optional and this is
indicated by the dotted border. If the user wants the whole image to be classified,
the image is automatically segmented in a number of regions. Features which
were selected to be dominant features are extracted from each region and fed
to the classifier. The classifier’s output is a probability measure; for each region
a probability measure of it belonging to each class is given and the region is
assigned to the class having the largest probability. To evaluate the performance
of the classifier on the testing dataset, the classifier’s output is compared against
the ground truth of each region.
tion 6.3.1). In the select ROIs step the user selects regions of interest from the
segmented representation of the image, either for training or testing purposes.
In addition, the user also has the option to test the classifier on a whole image,
which is automatically segmented into regions.
6.3.1 Segmentation algorithm
As briefly outlined in Section 6.3 images of excised tissue are segmented in a
number of regions. The purpose of the segmentation algorithm is to divide an
image into regions where each region belongs to one class. The input to the seg-
mentation algorithm is a 2D RCM image of excised tissue, and the output is a
segmented representation of the image. This output will be the input to the sub-
sequent algorithmic step defined in Section 6.3.2.
The segmentation algorithm used in this Chapter is based on contour detec-
tion developed by Arbelaez et al. and defined in [135]. The software written by
the author is available online and implemented in MATLAB. For completeness I
will give a summary of the algorithm in this Section. The algorithm makes use
of brightness (grey scale intensity values) to define a gradient that defines the
boundaries.
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The boundaries of the image are detected using a circular disc split into two
half-discs which was placed at each (x, y) location at eight equally spaced ori-
entations (θ) in the interval of [0,pi). Four of these orientations are depicted in
Figure 6.7. The gradient G(x, y, θ) is defined by the χ2 distance between the two
half-disc histograms g and h at orientation θ, as denoted in Equation 6.1. Value i
is the intensity value and ranges from [0, 255]. g(i) and h(i) represent the number










Figure 6.7: Orientated representations of the two half-discs used to calculate χ2




4 . The pixel values used to calculate histogram g (h)
are indicated by the red (blue) half-circle.
For each (x, y) pixel location, the orientation (θ) that produces the strongest
gradient (largest χ2 distance) is considered to be the corresponding boundary
strength (BS). The boundary strength BS normally does not result in closed sec-
tions. It is desirable for this Chapter that the segmented regions are closed. Edges
which are close to each other, within a distance of 5 pixels, are connected together
using a line. A segmented representation of Figure 6.8A is shown in Figure 6.8B.
The effect of the BS value on the segmentation representation for the same RCM
image is shown in Figure 6.9.
The output of the segmentation algorithm will be used as input to the Select
ROIs algorithm and to a region growing algorithm (Section 6.3.2). In the subse-
quent algorithm (Section 6.3.2) a user generates a mask of a class by indicating
(with a pointer) which bounded regions belong to the particular class. A region
growing algorithm then makes use of the selected seeds to grow the region up to
the closed boundary defined by this segmentation algorithm. Alternatively, the
user can decide to classify a whole image which is automatically segmented into
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regions as defined in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Selecting regions of interest (ROIs)
A program together with a graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed
for this thesis for clinicians to select ROIs from a segmented representation of the
excised image. The GUI is used to select regions from an image to help produce
the ground truths for training the classifier, i.e. this program will enable clini-
cians to assign regions to a label which will then be fed to training the classifier.
Additionally, a user can select ROIs and assign them to an unknown label, after
which the trained classifier can assign a label to them. The latter setting aims to
simulate a potential clinical application for the work described in this Chapter
where a user selects a ROI which he/she would like the algorithm to classify.
The purpose of the GUI, shown in Figure 6.8, is so that the the user can in-
teract easily with the developed program. It gives a depiction of the RCM image
being considered (A) and the segmented representation of the image (B). The
boundary strength BS of the segmented representation can be varied by using
the scroll bar labelled with (D). As the scroll bar is moved to the right more
boundaries are visible, i.e. the threshold value which is used to threshold the
segmentation image is reduced. Figure 6.9 illustrates the increased number of
visible edges as the BS value is decreased from 0.25 to 0.15 to 0.05. The value is
decreased until the specific value delineates the border of the ROIs. The scroll
bar enables the BS value to be altered for each class. Once the threshold is set
from the GUI shown in Figure 6.8, image (B) is converted into a binary image.
Once the user is satisfied by the strength of the boundaries, he/she selects
the label of the ROIs using the side buttons. This will generate a pointer which
the user can use to select the ROIs from the segmented image (B). Thus, the user
will select n regions from image (B) that correspond to the selected label. The
selected points (corresponding to seed points) are fed to a region growing al-
gorithm which will grow the seeds to the selected boundary regions. Let the n
seeds be represented using S1, S2, ...Sn.
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Figure 6.8: GUI window: (A) original RCM image of excised tissue (B) seg-
mented image, the scroll bar indicated by (D) alters the boundary strength (BS)
value. The user can scroll across the bar to choose a BS value that segments the
structures in the best possible way, i.e. no structure that will be selected will
belong to two classes. The effect of altering BS is depicted in Figure 6.9. The
buttons on the right hand side depict the classes which the user can choose from.
Once the user presses a button a pointing device appears and the user can select
a number of regions in image (B). (C) represents the selected regions which will
be saved as a binary mask.
Figure 6.10 depicts how three seeds S1, S2, S3 are increased from three pix-
els to a collection of pixels over m iterations [136]. Initially, the seeds which are
represented as black pixels in black in Figure 6.10A are assigned to mask M.
The grey shaded regions around the seeds indicate the 8-connected neighbour-
ing pixels. At each iteration, pixels which are a 8-connected neighbour to a pixel
in M and which satisfy the homogeneous criteria are added to mask M. The
homogeneous criteria ensures that the pixel to be added to mask M has a simi-
lar intensity value to the pixel to which it is connected to and which is already
in mask M. The region stops growing at the boundary edge where the homo-
geneous criteria is not satisfied. Thus this algorithm ensures that the generated
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Figure 6.9: (A) original RCM image of excised tissue from which the segmenta-
tion is calculated. Thresholds 0.25, 0.15 and 0.05 are used for segmentations (B),
(C) and (D).
mask initiated by seeds S1, S2, S3 covers regions enclosed by the segmentation
boundaries. To summarise, after m iterations the seeds in Figure 6.10A grow into
the pixels in Figure 6.10B.
The area covered by the region growing algorithm is shown in image (C)
in Figure 6.8. The main output of the GUI is a binary representation of image
(C) with the associated class label. Figure 6.11 gives an example of the type of
masks generated from the GUI illustrated in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.11 illustrates the
mask selected in the example depicted in Figure 6.8; the mask indicates regions
characterised by nodular BCC. This process is repeated for each class present in
the image. From each region (of each mask and associated class) features are
extracted, covering both texture features and nuclei population features.
6.3.3 Automatically segmenting a whole image into regions
In the cases where the user would like to test the classifier on a whole image, the
test image is automatically segmented into regions. To generate the automatic
testing regions, the testing image is segmented using a boundary strength BS
value of 0.08. For computational processing, the generated regions are further
sub-divided into square regions, this is illustrated in Section 6.5.3. The centre
point of each segmented region was fed into a region growing algorithm, result-
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Figure 6.10: (A) Three seeds (S1 − S3) are selected within three regions (enclosed
in a larger region), where S1, S2 and S3 pixel locations are indicated by the black
pixels. The 8-connected neighbouring pixels to the seeds are indicated by grey.
(B) After m iterations, the pixels within the enclosed area are assigned to mask
M. Pixels which are at the boundary and have a part of their area outside the
boundary are not assigned to mask M; the homogeneous criteria is not satisfied
for these pixels.
ing in each image being represented by a mask having a number of regions. The
region centre points acted as seeds to the region growing algorithm (instead of
the points selected by the user in Section 6.3.2).
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Figure 6.11: (A) original RCM image of excised tissue that is characterised by
nodular BCC. This image is the same image illustrated in Figure 6.8A. (B) The
mask generated in Figure 6.8C, which represents the areas having tumour of type
nodular BCC. Features are extracted from each segmented region. For example,
in this case the tumour is made up of 25 regions and features are extracted from
each separate region.
6.3.4 Feature Extraction: Nuclei concentration
Features are extracted from each bounded region of each mask, covering both
texture and nuclei concentration based features. The texture features extracted
are the same as to those used for Chapter 5. However, the features quantifying
the nuclei concentration are new to this Chapter and discussed in depth here.
The purpose of detecting individual nuclei is to incorporate information about
the different nuclei concentrations found across the three different classes. This
Section is subdivided into two main parts: the first part describes the algorithm
used to detect individual nuclei in RCM images and the second part identifies
which features are extracted from the nuclei population detected.
6.3.4.1 Detecting individual nuclei in RCM images
The nuclei are individually detected using a maximally stable external regions
(MSER) [137] algorithm which is based on the watershed segmentation algo-
rithm and implemented in MATLAB. The MSER algorithm is widely used to
detect blob-like structures. Although it makes use of intensity thresholds, iso-
lated connected regions are not expected to be stable using the same threshold
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value. Instead all thresholds are tested and the stability of the isolated region
is evaluated [9]. A region is considered stable if its area changes only by a de-
fined factor with the change of the threshold [138]. This is what distinguishes
the MSER algorithm from the watershed algorithm [137]. Figure 6.12A shows a
simplified image of a number of nuclei, and Figure 6.12B shows the output of the
MSER algorithm to this image.
A B
Figure 6.12: (A) A sample image of a number of nuclei (B) The MSER output of
image (A). The red cross indicates the centre of each blob (nuclei) detected and
the red border indicate the detected area.
6.3.4.2 Nuclei concentration features extracted from detected nuclei
Using the nuclei population detected by the MSER algorithm a number of pa-
rameters quantifying their concentration are extracted. Each region is taken in
turn and a number of statistical parameters are calculated from the nuclei de-
tected in the region. Focusing on the nuclei detected in a region the distance
to the nearest neighbour (nucleus) is calculated for each nucleus (Figure 6.13A).
Additionally, the mean point of the nuclei detected in the region is calculated,
and the distances from each nucleus centre to the mean point are calculated (Fig-
ure 6.13B). Here the maximum distance dmax represents the distance between the
furthest nucleus in the region to the mean point of the region. The minor and
major axes are calculated from each detected nucleus as shown in Figure 6.13C.
The values extracted from these calculations are:
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• Number of nuclei detected per unit area (density);
• The mean, median, mode, interquartile range, range, standard deviation of
the distance to the nearest nucleus. The red lines in Figure 6.13A represent
the distance to the nearest nucleus.
• The percentage of nuclei located at a distance of 0− < 20%; ≥ 20− < 40%;
≥ 40− < 60%; ≥ 60− < 80% and ≥ 80− 100% of the maximum distance
to the mean point of the nuclei population. In Figure 6.13B, the green cross
is the mean point and each line represents the distance from each nucleus
centre to the mean point. The maximum distance is denoted by dmax in the
figure.
• A set of nuclei having a neighbouring nucleus at a distance greater than 1
pixel and at a distance smaller than 20% of the maximum distance to the
mean point are labelled as inner distances; the rest of the points are labelled
as outer distances. The differences between the mean, median and mode of
the inner and outer distances are used as parameters.
• The mean shape of each detected nucleus is quantified by dividing the
length of the minor axis length by the major axis length (eccentricity). In
Figure 6.13C the major and minor axis lengths are shown for each detected
nucleus.
• The mean minor axis length and the mean major axis length of the detected
nuclei are used as parameters.
6.3.5 Feature Selection
The most dominant features were selected using the correlated based feature
selection [126] defined in Section 5.2.2.3.
6.3.6 Classification
Using a Bayes’ classifier (defined in Section 5.2.2.4), the distribution of probabili-
ties of the region belonging to class tumour, inflammation or other are given. Each
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Figure 6.13: Representations of the distances and lengths from which the nuclei
concentration based features are extracted: (A) For each nucleus in the region the
distance to the nearest nucleus is calculated; (B) The distances from each nucleus
in the region to the mean point of the population of nuclei (in the region) are
calculated. Distance dmax represents the distance between the furthest nucleus
in the region to the mean point of the region. (C) The major and minor axis are
calculated from each nucleus in the region.




A confocalist technician at St. John’s Institute of Dermatology prepared the tis-
sues and ex-vivo images used for this study. As discussed in Section 4.6.1, the
procedure used for the standard Mohs surgery was not disrupted. The confo-
calist imaged tissue samples characterised by tumour and samples without any
disease. In this experiment 50 of these images were used:
• 30 images are tumour free
• 10 images are predominantly characterised by infiltrative BCC
• 10 images are predominantly characterised by micronodular or nodular
BCC
Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 show examples of the infiltrative, micronodular and
nodular BCC classes respectively. Some of the diseased cases have regions char-
acterised by a mixture of BCCs, for example the tissue sample shown in Fig-
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ure 6.1 is characterised by both infiltrative and nodular BCC. Due to the limited
visibility of the epidermal layer outlined in Section 4.6.2, superficial BCC is not
included in this study.
6.4.2 Labelling data
Each image was labelled using the algorithm and GUI identified in Section 6.3.2.
When labelling an image reference was made to the diagnosis made by the sur-
geon and the corresponding histology slide is used as reference.
N.B. the user made use of the 14 available labels of the GUI when labelling
the data. Therefore, the output of one image can be a maximum of 14 masked
labels. However, a typical image only consisted of structures corresponding to
5-10 labels. The GUI was designed to cater for all 14 labels so that further Exper-
iments could be performed.
For the purpose of subsequent steps, the masked regions are then grouped
into three classes:
• Tumour: infiltrative, micronodular and nodular islands of BCC
• Inflammation: represents inflammatory response around tumour region [139]
• Other: representing non-diseased regions (any region not classed as disease
or as inflammation)
In order to prevent obtaining a skewed classification, efforts were made so
that each of the three classes is represented by a similar amount of regions.
6.4.3 Evaluating the classifier
In addition of calculating true positives, sensitivity and specificity values defined
in Section 5.3.4, in this Chapter positive predictive value (PPV) and negative pre-
dictive value (NPV) are calculated as defined here. These values were calculating
using confusion matrices, which can be represented using the matrix in Equation
(6.2). The labels Actual depict the gold standard whilst the Class labels represent
the classification given by the classifier.
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
Classtumour Classin f lammation Classother
Actualtumour a b c
Actualin f lammation d e f
Actualother g h i
 (6.2)
Values a, e and i are the number of correctly classified images of class tumour,
inflammation and other respectively. Values b and c are the number of tumour im-
ages which were incorrectly classified as inflammation and other. Values d and f
are the number of inflammation images which were incorrectly classified as tu-
mour or other. In turn, values g and h are the number of other images which were
incorrectly classified as tumour or inflammation. The PPV and NPV of each class
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(6.3)
6.4.4 Experiment A: Classifier based on texture and nuclei con-
centration features
In this Experiment a classifier is trained and tested on regions selected by the
user. Thus the purpose of this experiment is to illustrate the potential of the al-
gorithm for it to classify ROIs selected by the clinician using the developed GUI
(defined in Section 6.3.2). As the user has selected the test regions, the user be-
lieves it is a good representation of a structure which should be classified into
class tumour, inflammation or other.
From the 50 image cases labelled as described in Section 6.4.2, features cov-
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ering both texture and nuclei concentration features were extracted from each
bounded region. The classifier in this Experiment is tested using a leave-one-
out approach, i.e. the classifier is trained on the most discriminative features
extracted from 49 images and tested on the selected features extracted from the
remaining test image. The test image is not used to train the classifier.
The results achieved from this Experiment are presented in Section 6.5.1. The
results are represented in terms of True Positive, Positive Predictive Value, Neg-
ative Predictive Value, Sensitivity and Specificity.
6.4.5 Experiment B: Classifier based on texture features
The Experiment described in Section 6.4.4 is repeated but this time using only
texture features (thus excluding nuclei concentration features). The motive of
this Experiment is to investigate the effect on results of including nuclei concen-
tration based features.
The results achieved from this Experiment are presented in Section 6.5.2. The
results are represented in terms of True Positive, Positive Predictive Value, Neg-
ative Predictive Value, Sensitivity and Specificity.
6.4.6 Experiment C: Classifier tested on whole images
The purpose of this Experiment is to classify the whole image into tumour, inflam-
mation and other regions. The application of such an Experiment is for a clinician
to check whether the classifier highlights any regions of an image as tumour or
inflammation. In this Experiment the performance of the classifiers on whole im-
ages (which are segmented automatically) is analysed. This Experiment has great
potential in the clinical setting where time is limited; the clinician might not have
sufficient time to select ROIs and would benefit from a map which highlights re-
gions of concern.
For this Experiment all the 50 images are used as testing images on the classi-
fiers trained in Section 6.4.4, which included features based on texture and nuclei
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concentration. Therefore, each classifier that was built in Section 6.4.4 was tested
on the whole image which was not used for training the classifier. The whole test
image is automatically segmented into regions as defined in Section 6.3.3.
The output of this Experiment are visual representations (maps) highlighting
regions in the image classed as tumour, inflammation and other. These maps are
compared to the diagnosis made by the dermatologist of the tissue using both the
RCM images and histology slides. However, there are no ground truths of the
individual segmented regions and thus individual regions cannot be compared
against a ground truth.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Results A: Classifier based on texture and nuclei concen-
tration features
The Results achieved from the Experiment defined in Section 6.4.4 are subdi-
vided into two parts; (i) visual examples of individual nuclei detected with the
MSER algorithm for each skin structure, and (ii) classification results achieved
from the classifier identified in Section 6.4.4.
6.5.1.1 Nuclei detected with the MSER algorithm
In this Section examples of the nuclei detected with the MSER algorithm defined
in Section 6.3.4 are shown. The images used in this Section are those used in Sec-
tion 6.2 to define the main skin structures.
The nuclei detected in the gland examples are illustrated in Figure 6.14. The
nuclei detected in eccrine, follicle and sebaceous glands are sparsely located.
From Figure 6.14D, one can note that as opposed to the other sebaceous glands,
the gland imaged cross-sectionally (indicated by the green border) has only a
few nuclei detected inside it. Figure 6.15 gives an example of the nuclei detected
in RCM images of the epidermis, muscle and fat. The concentration of nuclei in
epidermis (Figure 6.15A) is larger than that detected in muscle and fat (Figures
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6.15B and 6.15BC).
A B C D
Figure 6.14: Nuclei detected in RCM images of excised skin tissue showing
glands. (A) An indivdual eccrine gland and (B) a cluster of three eccrine glands.
(C) Three cross-sectionally imaged hair follicles. (D) A group of sebaceous
glands, one of which is captured cross-sectionally (indicated by the green bor-
der).
A B C
Figure 6.15: Nuclei detected in RCM images of excised skin tissue showing (A)
epidermis, (B) muscle and (C) fat.
Figure 6.16 illustrate the nuclei detected in BCC (Figures 6.16A and B), to-
gether with the nuclei detected in inflammation (Figure 6.16C). As there is nuclei
crowding in tumours, nuclei cannot be individually discriminated neither visu-
ally nor by the MSER algorithm. This observation is strongly present at the centre
of the tumour island. Additionally, it can be noted that tumours (Figures 6.16A
and 6.16B) are very similar visually and in terms of nuclei detected to sebaceous
glands imaged cross-sectionally (indicated by the green region in Figure 6.14D).
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Inflammation (Figure 6.16C) has a high concentration of detected nuclei, this
concentration is generally higher than the concentration found in glands (Figure
6.14), muscle (Figure 6.15B) and fat (Figure 6.15C), however, it is similar to that
detected in epidermis (Figure 6.15A). Figure 6.16D shows how the nuclei concen-
tration around tumour regions is high due to inflammatory response. Therefore,






Figure 6.16: Nuclei detected in RCM images of excised skin tissue showing tu-
mour and inflammation regions. (A) Micronodular BCC and (B) nodular BCC.
(C) Inflammation characterised by a high concentration of nuclei. (D) Image il-
lustrating how inflammation surrounds tumour.
6.5.1.2 Classification Results
In this Section the results achieved by the classifier described in Section 6.4.4
are tabulated. In Table 6.1 the True Positives, Positive and Negative Predictive
Values, Sensitivity and Specificity of each class are tabulated. As the number of
regions representing each class varies across the 50 images, a weighted average
of these values is given.
In Table 6.2 the misclassified cases are looked at in more depth. The misclas-
sification cases were grouped together based on the class they were misclassified
as. The rows represents the true (actual) region class and the columns represents
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class TP PPV NPV Sensitivity Specificity
Tumour 58.3% 53.7% 81.8% 58.4% 92.8%
Inflammation 62.5% 35.9% 92.0% 62.5% 88.7%
Other 65.9% 81.6% 60.8% 65.9% 88.9%
Table 6.1: The true positive, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,
sensitivity and specificity weighted percentages for each class across all 50 test
images.
the classification result from the algorithm. For example, 58.3% of the tumour
cases were correctly classified, 14.8% of the tumour cases were misclassified to in-
flammation and 26.8% were misclassified to other. The largest misclassified group
was of tumour regions classified as other.
Classification
class Tumour Inflammation Other
Actual
Tumour 58.3% 14.8% 26.8%
Inflammation 20.2% 62.5% 17.3%
Other 16.9% 17.1% 65.9%
Table 6.2: The percentage of correct (bold) and incorrect classified regions across
each class. The rows indicate the true class of the region, whereas the columns
indicate the class that the classifier classed the region as.
The classifier assigns a probability of each test region being either of class tu-
mour, inflammation or other. Currently, a region is assigned to the class having
the largest probability. As depicted in Table 6.3, correctly classified regions are
predicted with the highest probabilities. The average correctly classified tumour,
inflammation and other regions have a mean probability of 0.87, 0.78 and 0.88 re-
spectively.
6.5.2 Results B: Classifier based on texture features
In this Section the results achieved by the classifier described in Section 6.4.5 are
tabulated. In Table 6.4 the True Positive, Positive and Negative Predictive Values,
Sensitivity and Specificity of each class are tabulated. As the number of regions
representing each class varies across the 50 images, a weighted average is given
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Classification
class Tumour Inflammation Other
Actual
Tumour 0.87 0.73 0.83
Inflammation 0.80 0.78 0.78
Other 0.83 0.75 0.88
Table 6.3: The mean value of the classifier’s probability across each class. The
bold values indicate the probability value of correctly classified tumour, inflam-
mation and other. The class column indicates the true class of the region, whereas
the class row indicates the class that the classifier classed the region as.
of these values.
class TP PPV NPV Sensitivity Specificity
Tumour 49.8% 55.0% 80.3% 49.7% 75.0%
Inflammation 0% N/A 83.7% 0% 100%
Other 86.4% 69.2% 60.8% 86.5% 11.6%
Table 6.4: The true positive, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,
sensitivity and specificity weighted percentages for each class across all 50 test
images.
In Table 6.5 the misclassified cases are looked into more depth. The misclas-
sification cases were grouped together based on the class they were misclassified
as. The rows represent the true region class and the columns represent the classi-
fication result. For example, 49.7% of the tumour cases were correctly classified,
0% of the tumour cases were misclassified to inflammation and 50.2% were mis-
classified to other. The largest misclassified group was of inflammation regions
classified as other, at a misclassification rate of 82.7% of the inflammation regions.
Classification
class Tumour Inflammation Other
Actual
Tumour 49.7% 0% 50.2%
Inflammation 17.3% 0% 82.7%
Other 13.5% 0% 86.5%
Table 6.5: The percentage of correct (bold) and incorrect classified regions across
each class. The rows indicate the true class of the region, whereas the columns
indicate the class that the classifier classed the region as.
The classifier assigns a probability of each test region being either of class
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tumour, inflammation or other and the region is assigned to the class having the
largest probability. As depicted in Table 6.6, correctly classified regions are pre-
dicted with the highest probabilities. The average correctly classified tumour and
other regions have a mean probability value of 0.96 and 0.76 respectively.
Classification
class Tumour Inflammation Other
Actual
Tumour 0.96 - 0.75
Inflammation 0.91 - 0.76
Other 0.90 - 0.76
Table 6.6: The mean value of the classifier’s probability across each class. The
bold values indicate the confidence interval of correctly classified tumour, inflam-
mation and other. The class column indicates the true class of the region, whereas
the class row indicates the class that the classifier classed the region as.
The classifier defined in Section 6.4.5 was computed again using only a subset
of the train and test datasets; only regions of class tumour and other were used
to train and test the classifiers. The motive of doing this is to check whether
the classification results improve when using a two-class classification model as
opposed to a three-class one. In Table 6.7 the True Positive, Positive and Negative
Predictive Values, Sensitivity and Specificity of the two classes are tabulated. As
the number of regions representing the two classes varies across the 50 images, a
weighted average is given of these values.
class TP PPV NPV Sensitivity Specificity
Tumour 57.7% 77.1% 49.1% 57.7% 11.4%
Other 82.0% 85.8% 14.3% 82.0% 18.3%
Table 6.7: The true positive, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,
sensitivity and specificity weighted percentages for each class across all 50 test
images.
6.5.3 Results C: Classifier tested on whole images
In this Section visual representations of the results achieved in Experiment 6.4.6
are presented. In this Experiment the classifiers generated in Experiment 6.4.4 are
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tested on regions generated automatically. The regions generated automatically
cover the majority of the imaged tissue, and each region does not necessarily be-
long to only one class.
In Figures 6.17-6.19 the probability maps of three tissue samples are illus-
trated. In all Figures the (A) image represents the RCM image of the excised tis-
sue, (B) represents the regions classed as tumour (red), (C) represents the regions
classed as inflammation (blue), (D) represents the regions classed as other (green)
and (E) the composite representation of the results. The brighter the colour the
more certain the classifier is in its prediction. Note, although the classifier has a
probability measure of each region belonging to each class (i.e. the output of the
classifier for one region is three probabilities, corresponding to the three classes,
which amount to a total of 1), it was decided to only plot the largest probability
of each region as it is easier to interpret visually.
Figure 6.17 shows an image of excised tissue which has the majority of the
area covered in infiltrative and nodular tumour islands. Areas of infiltrative and
nodular tumour islands are enclosed by the red boundary. In examples such as
this, the clinician can make a quick diagnosis as the tumour islands are visible
throughout the specimen. This example presents a good classification result; the
classifier classed the majority of the regions as tumour. In addition, the majority
of the regions classed as other are tumour-free.
Figure 6.18 is an example of tissue exhibiting all three classes. The region
enclosed by the red boundary in Figure 6.18A has a mixture of tumour and in-
flammation. It is difficult for the user to delineate the tumour and inflammation
borders as both classes are intertwined. A large percentage of the area indicated
by the red boundary is classed as tumour and inflammation, although some of
this region is misclassified as other. Similarly, some regions outside the region
delineated by the red boundary were misclassified to class tumour and inflamma-
tion. Therefore this classification depicts an example where the classifier did not









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.19 depicts a tissue sample which has a large number of glands and
structures, the clinician needs to analyse each structure individually in order to
examine whether the sample is diseased or not. This type of tissue sample is
the most time consuming for the clinician to examine. Therefore, the clinician
would benefit most if the generated masks for such samples are accurate and
highlight true areas of concern. However, this sample was poorly classified; the
only region that should have been classed as tumour is identified by the red circle
in Figure 6.19A. However, one can note that the tumour islands generally had
a large probability. One should note that in the examples depicted in Figures
6.17 and 6.19 no region was classed as inflammation (which matches the visual
examination).
6.6 Discussion
In this Section the main conclusions from the results achieved in Section 6.5 are
discussed. Overall, the classifier identified in Section 6.4.4 achieved better re-
sults than those achieved with the method identified in Section 6.4.5, this can be
demonstrated by comparing Tables 6.1 and 6.4. For example, the TP rate of class
inflammation increased from 0% to 62.5% by the introduction of nuclei concentra-
tion features.
6.6.1 Main observations from Experiment A
Focusing on the results achieved from the Experiment identified in Section 6.4.4,
class tumour was misclassified as other for 26.8% of the cases; this is due to tu-
mours having a similar visual representation as sebaceous glands. In addition,
nuclei concentration across different tumours varies: in some tumour islands no
nuclei can be individually segmented, whereas in other islands nuclei can be in-
dividually segmented out in the periphery of the island.
The results show that regions with small islands of infiltrative BCC are not
segmented individually and have some background inflammation. Therefore, an
































































































































































































































































islands with some background inflammation. This results in 14.8% of the tumour
regions being misclassified as inflammation by the classifier, and 20.2% of inflam-
mation regions being misclassified as tumour by the classifier.
Table 6.3 shows that misclassified probabilities are not different in their values
than correctly classified ones. The two strongest mean probabilities correspond
to correctly classified tumour and other cases, with values 0.87 and 0.88. The next
two strongest probabilities, at a mean value of 0.83, are tumour regions misclassi-
fied as other and other regions misclassified as tumour. This illustrates that regions
of class tumour and other are considered to be the most similar by the classifier.
The sensitivity and specificity values of 58.4% and 92.8% achieved by the al-
gorithm (class tumour) can be compared against 96.6% and 89.2% achieved by
Karen et al. [99]. Karen et al. [99] do not make use of an automated algorithm,
but compare the clinicians’ diagnoses based on the RCM image to the diagnoses
made by histology slides. The comparison in results achieved highlights that the
developed algorithm performs better than the clinician in detecting non-diseased
regions correctly, whereas its performance is poorer than the clinician in detect-
ing tumour regions in RCM images. Future possible extensions of this Experi-
ment include putting more weight on the sensitivity rather than the specificity;
i.e. the classifier puts more weight on correctly classifying a tumour region than
correctly classifying non-diseased regions as the consequences of missing a tu-
mour region are more severe than of misclassifying a non-diseased region.
The trade off between sensitivity and specificity can be analysed using a re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, where Sn is plotted against 1− Sp.
Using ROC curves the user can choose the optimal sensitivity and specificity
values of the classification algorithm for his/her application, which ideally cor-
responds to the highest sensitivity and specificity values available and which
have the greatest clinical value in making a diagnosis [140]. A high sensitivity is
value to detect true positive and not to miss true tumour regions, whereas a high
specificity is also beneficial to avoid false positives; non-diseased regions being
mistaken to tumour. Treating non-diseased regions as tumour regions is costly
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and inconvenient to the patient.
6.6.2 Main observations from Experiment B
The results achieved from the Experiment identified in Section 6.4.5 illustrate the
importance of including nuclei concentration based features to detect regions of
class inflammation. Without nuclei concentration based features, no region was
classed as inflammation, mainly because this class is strongly characterised by
its nuclei concentration features, which were excluded in this study. Addition-
ally the TP value of regions of class tumour decreased from 58.3% to 49.7% by
the removal of nuclei concentration based features. Thus, one can conclude that
features based on nuclei concentration aid the classifier, especially for class in-
flammation.
However, the TP of class other increased from 65.9% to 86.4% by the removal
of nuclei concentration based features. Additionally, in this Experiment (Section
6.4.5) 50.2% and 82.7% of tumour and inflammation regions were misclassified as
other. This increase is contributed to the classifier defined in Section 6.4.5 classi-
fying most regions as other which contributes to the largest population of regions
(out of the three classes).
6.6.3 Main observations from Experiment C
The probability maps generated in Experiment 6.4.6 show the potential of using
the developed classifier algorithm in clinical practice. Such visual representa-
tions aid the user in interpreting the results achieved.
As discussed in Sections 6.4.6 the regions were generated automatically us-
ing a segmentation strength of BS equal to 0.08. These regions were further
sub-divided in blocks for computational purposes. However, these regions are
still considerably large. Therefore, future improvements include using a smaller
threshold so that the image is subdivided into smaller regions which are more
representative of a single class.
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Another limitation of the algorithm generated to automatically segment the
image is that it results in some regions not being included in the mask (depicted
by white regions). Further improvements can ensure that the tissue is fully rep-
resented by the generated mask.
One main observation, is that using these large regions a relatively small
number of images (7 out of 50 images) had regions classed as inflammation. This
is because although a partition of the region exhibits areas of class inflammation,
inflammation does not generally cover the whole area, and thus the calculated
nuclei concentration measures calculated on the whole region reduce the proba-
bility of inflammation being detected.
6.6.4 Comparison with the literature
The most relevant paper aimed at detecting BCC regions was of Legesse et al. [10]
with images captured using Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) mi-
croscopy. Using texture analysis a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 91% were
achieved [10]. The main limitation of this study is that only five images (of five
tissue samples) were used. From these images 35 sub-images of each class each
of size 105× 105 pixels were cropped, resulting in a total of 175 sub-images. In
the Experiment identified in this Chapter the testing set of regions were extracted
from a different image (of a tissue sample belonging to a different patient) than
the images the training set of regions were extracted from. This contrasts the
methodology used in Legesse et al. [10]. In [10] checks were not made to ensure
that the testing dataset was extracted from a different tissue sample than those
in the training dataset. Therefore, the results presented in [10] were based on
testing sub-images extracted from the same images used to train the classifier.
Furthermore, there is the possibility that all the 35 sub-images of class tumour
could have been extracted from one tumour island (in one image). In this case,
the classifier would have been trained and tested on sub-images extracted from
the same tumour island for class tumour.
Dobbs et al. [9] made use of RCM images of excised breast tissue to segment
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out parameters indicative of abnormalities. This study made use of nuclei con-
centration to differentiate between benign and malignant tissue. A sensitivity
and specificity of 75% and 93% were achieved. As opposed to the Experiment
in this Chapter, Dobbs et al. made use of the MSER algorithm to detect nu-
clei to identify which nuclei are connected together, i.e. which nuclei belong
to the same structure. From the resulting connected components, a number of
statistically significant parameters were extracted based on nuclei concentration
and structure in order to differentiate between abnormal and benign structures.
This approach could be implemented as individual nuclei can be detected in the
breast abnormal structures. As BCCs typically have nuclear crowding [134], it is
difficult to segment the individual nuclei in BCC RCM images and thus the ap-
proach defined in Dobbs et al. cannot be easily implemented for regions of class
tumour. However, it is relevant to the process of identifying regions of classes
inflammation and other, where individual nuclei can easily be segmented.
6.6.5 Clinical context of results
The results achieved in prior literature [99] [100] by dermatologists analysing
RCM images of excised tissue as opposed to histology indicate that the infor-
mation present in RCM images can be used to aid in making a diagnosis. For
example, Karen et al. [99] achieved a sensitivity, specificity, positive and nega-
tive predictive values of 96.6%, 89.2%, 92.3% and 94.7% respectively. Similarly,
Benna`ssar et al. [100] reported a sensitivity and specificity of 88% and 99%. How-
ever, for RCM images of excised tissue to be used instead of histology to direct
Mohs surgery, a 99% sensitivity value needs to be achieved [26].
At present the desired sensitivity 99% [26] is not being achieved by clinicians
analysing RCM images of excised tissue. As discussed in Section 3.3.7, the de-
sired sensitivity cannot be achieved unless information from a number of modali-
ties (such as reflectance and fluorescence RCM modes) is combined together. Ad-
ditionally, further improvements need to be made to the image quality achieved
with the current RCM technology, including advancements to ensure the visi-
bility of the epidermis layer. At present, RCM images cannot replace histology
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examinations for all stages of Mohs surgery.
The RCM technology can be used to examine the skin in-vivo prior to the
surgery to examine the tumour margin and also to estimate the depth of the tu-
mour. In addition, a possible application of RCM images of excised tissue in the
surgical setting is to analyse intermediate excisions of Mohs surgery using RCM.
While histology would be used to analyse the final excisions and therefore to
verify that the final margins are tumour-free. In the suggested application, RCM
would be used to check whether the sample has tumour, and if yes a further
excision is done, whereas if no tumour is found the sample would be prepared
histologically to verify that the sample is tumour free. This set-up is possible as
the sample can still be prepared for histological examination after being imaged
with the RCM technology.
Using the application defined above, the clinician could examine the RCM
image, after which the image is fed to the classification algorithm defined in this
Chapter. Computer-aided diagnosis, where a computer algorithm serves as a
second reader, are gaining acceptance in the medical field especially in screening
mammography [141].
6.7 Future Work
When classifying a structure in an RCM image, clinicians sometimes make use of
neighbouring information to make the classification. For example, if the clinician
is not sure if a structure is a sebaceous gland or a nodular BCC, the clinician looks
at neighbouring sebaceous glands to compare their appearance. The Experiment
identified in this Chapter does not make use of neighbouring knowledge when
classifying each region, instead it treats each region independent from the rest.
Future work can include iterating classification results by running the classifier a
second time, where classification results of neighbouring regions are fed into the
classifier.
A possible extension of this algorithm is to sub-divide class other into a num-
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ber of sub-classes. At present, class other might be hindering the classification
results as the class consists of various skin structures which appear different.
A possible way to divide class other is into three sub-classes covering glands,
muscle and fat. These three structures are visually different and are located at
different parts of the tissue. In general glands are located closer to the epidermis,
whilst muscle and fat are located in deeper dermis. Thus, if an algorithm that
orients the image can be developed, i.e. locating the epidermis and dermis sides
of the image, the classifier can incorporate this spatial knowledge when making
a classification decision on a ROI. The classifier can search for glands closer to
the epidermis, whereas it can search for muscle and fat further away from the
epidermis. Thus this extension has the potential of improving classification re-
sults of regions of class label other.
Mohs surgery involves multiple excisions of tissue layers from the same site.
The surgeon diagnoses each excision; by checking whether it has regions charac-
terised by tumour or not. In case tumour regions are present a further excision
is taken. This process is repeated until it is verified that the site is tumour free
at all margins. The tumour structures found across consecutive excisions are
similar in appearance and in nature. A possible tool that has the potential of aid-
ing clinicians in analysing subsequent images quicker is by developing a pattern
recognition algorithm. The clinician selects tumour regions (ROIs) in the RCM
image of the first excised tissue, and the algorithm finds regions similar to the
ones selected by the clinician in subsequent layers. For this proposed algorithm,
the the clinician will select ROIs from the first excision of each surgery. Thus,
the proposed algorithm is patient specific, and removes the high inter-variability
found across different patients. Such an algorithm has the potential of reducing
the time clinicians take to make a diagnostic decision.
6.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter I developed an automated algorithm to highlight tumour regions
and inflammatory regions in RCM images of excised skin tissue. According to
my knowledge, this is the first attempt in the literature to apply automated analy-
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sis to RCM images of excised tissue. This Chapter demonstrates the advantages
of using nuclei concentration features in conjunction to texture-based features,
as opposed to using texture-based features alone. With the introduction of nu-
clei based features, the number of correctly detected tumour and inflammation
regions increased by 8.5% and 62.5% respectively. The potential of using RCM
images of excised tissue as an alternative to histology for intermediate stages of
Mohs surgery is highlighted. The benefits of using the developed algorithm in
conjunction to the diagnosis made by the surgeon (on RCM images of excised
tissue) has the potential of reducing the number of missed cases, which is esti-
mated at 5.3% [99]. Eliminating the need for taking histology slides at each stage
of Mohs surgery helps to reduce the duration and cost of the surgical procedure.
Chapter 7
Automated detection of skin
capillaries in reflectance confocal
microscopy video sequences
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7.1 Introduction
Skin capillaries located at the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ) are connected to
vessels at the dermal layers, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. As denoted in Section
2.2.3, the flow of red blood cells (RBCs) passing through the superficial capillaries
is dependent upon skin conditions and inflammatory response, whereas the flow
in the deeper dermis is more dependent on the cardiac blood flow cycles. Clini-
cally there is great interest in calculating quantitative values of the blood flow in-
side the capillaries located at the DEJ, to assess changes in micro-circulation due
to environmental insults. For example, the micro-circulation at the DEJ depth
will influence the level of erythema observed on the skin due to ultra-violet ra-
diation (UVR) irradiation. Currently the minimal erythema dose (MED), which
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represents the UVR dose needed to cause minimal changes of redness of the skin,
is assessed visually or measured using a colour-meter. Clinicians and researcher
would benefit from a measure of a more fundamental physiological change in
response to UVR than a skin colour change. A measure of increased flow in the
capillaries is the direct physiological change that causes erythema and, as such,
may be a more valuable end-point than erythema. Currently there are various
technologies that were discussed in depth in Chapter 2 that provide a quanti-
tative measure of blood flow and levels of erythema. However, unlike RCM,
they are not capable of distinguishing the blood flow between the different skin
depths, nor do they provide any morphological information of nearby structures.
For example, Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF) cannot discriminate between the
flow going through the DEJ and deeper dermis, while it provides the user with a
quantitative value it does not provide the user with any anatomical information.
Capillaroscopy, on the other hand, enables visualisation and quantification of the
skin capillary flow, however this method is limited to the nailfold site. RCM has
the potential of imaging the micro-circulation of the most superficial skin capil-
laries located at the DEJ, together with providing anatomical information of the
layer at which the capillaries are imaged.
Each capillary loop supplies a particular dermal-epidermal papillae and the
arterial and venous capillary limbs are parallel to the papillae wall (Figure 2.2). In
RCM video sequences capillaries are located at a number of orientations and dif-
ferent depths. As illustrated in Figure 4.14 a typical RCM scan can capture cap-
illaries both cross-sectionally and in-plane. In turn, when capturing capillaries
cross-sectionally it can either be at the peak, where the arterial and venous limbs
merge, or across the middle of the capillary where the limbs are separated at a
distance. These various representations, and how they are imaged in RCM video
sequences, are illustrated in Figure 4.13. It is easier to track the flashes across a
capillary imaged cross-sectionally than a capillary in-plane. In general, capillar-
ies captured cross-sectionally show the flash of RBCs in approximately the same
area of the image, while those imaged in-plane show the flash across different
points of the larger in-plane capillary area seen. In addition to this, in-plane cap-
illaries are encapsulated in tissue, whereas those captured cross-sectionally are
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surrounded by papillae imaged cross-sectionally (darker regions), refer to Figure
4.13. The papers that were described in Section 3.4 focus on capillaries captured
cross-sectionally (turquoise B line in Figure 4.12) and do not acknowledge the
presence of in-plane capillaries.
In this Chapter an algorithm that detects skin capillaries, orientated either
cross-sectionally or in-plane, located at the DEJ depth in RCM video sequences
was developed. Capillary parameters extracted from the RCM video sequences
include the percentage of frame area covered in skin capillaries and the indi-
vidual skin capillary area. As opposed to the prior work described in the lit-
erature review [107] [39] [45] which quantify capillary size, the developed al-
gorithm is fully automated, and is capable of locating both capillaries captured
cross-sectionally and in-plane. A second algorithm has been developed which
automatically calculates the velocity at which the RBCs travel at inside capillar-
ies imaged cross-sectionally. This is the first study to quantify the RBC velocity
using the RCM technology.
Furthermore, as opposed to the prior work described in the literature [108]
[107] [50], the developed skin capillary detection algorithm were tested on video
sequences collected from both fair and dark skinned volunteers, where each vol-
unteer was irradiated by incremental UVR doses. By using the collected datasets
the algorithm was tested on whether it detects capillary changes correspond-
ing to vasodilation and whether it can detect capillaries in videos collected from
both fair and dark skinned volunteers. Similarly, RBC velocity was quantified
in capillaries captured from sites irradiated with incremental UVR doses. Thus
the algorithm was tested on whether the algorithm detects RBC velocity changes
corresponding to vasodilation.
Section 7.2 will provide additional RCM and clinical background information
that is directly relevant to this Chapter. An explanation of how the detection al-
gorithm was implemented is given in the experimental background in Section
7.3. A detailed overview of the data collected for this work and the valida-
tion techniques used to validate the algorithm is given Section 7.4. The results
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achieved are tabulated and discussed in Sections 7.5 and 7.6.
7.2 Background
This Section expands upon the information provided in Chapters 2 and 4 to
highlight aspects particularly relevant to the developed automated skin capil-
lary detection algorithm. In RCM video sequences capillaries are characterised
by abrupt fluctuations in pixel intensity over time (flashes); this variation cor-
responds to the presence and absence of RBCs travelling through the capillary.
The appearance of RBCs in RCM video sequences will be incorporated in the
developed algorithm; as circular bright objects will be searched for. However,
variation in capillary spatial location across time due motion in the video (Sec-
tion 7.2.2.1), and confounding features (Section 7.2.2.2) make it harder to locate
capillaries automatically. Additionally, melanin, which has a higher concentra-
tion in volunteers with skin types IV-VI makes it harder to locate capillaries due
to the melanin’s high reflectance properties (Section 7.2.2.3).
7.2.1 Appearance of RBCs in RCM
RBCs appear as circular in shape in 2D RCM video sequences (refer to Section
2.2.4). Capillary lumen are not visible in RCM video sequences, however, clin-
icians can visually estimate the location, area and width of the capillary lumen
by noting the highly reflective RBCs passing through the capillary. The passing
RBCs appear as flashes of high pixel intensity in RCM video sequences as they
flow in and out of the imaging field.
Capillaries can be imaged in various orientations in RCM video sequences,
including capillaries imaged cross-sectionally and along their length (also re-
ferred to as in-plane in this thesis). As illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, cross-
sectionally imaged capillaries appear more circular than capillaries imaged along
their length, which are more elongated and oval in shape.
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Figure 7.1 shows five frames of a capillary imaged cross-sectionally, each
frame at an intervals of approximately 5s. The frames were chosen to illus-
trate the presence and absence of the flashing RBCs. The two consecutive green
boundaries represents the edged papillae, whereas the areas represented by the
red circled regions represent the arterial and venous limbs of the capillary. The
top limb is the arterial limb and the bottom limb is the venous limb. In this exam-
ple, the flashes in the arterial limb have a larger intensity value and are present
across the five consecutive frames; the flashes in the venous limb are dimmer and
only present in two out of the five frames (2nd and 4th frames). When RBCs are
not present in the area enclosed by the red circles, the capillary limbs are darker
than their surroundings.
Figure 7.2 represents five frames of a capillary along its length, each frame at
an interval of approximately 5s. The frames were chosen to illustrate the pres-
ence and absence of the flashing RBCs across the capillary length. As opposed
to capillaries imaged cross-sectionally, the capillary shown in 7.2 is encapsulated
in epidermal like structures, making the latter more difficult to distinguish and
delineate.
t
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 7.1: An example of an RCM video sequence of a cross-sectionally imaged
capillary. Each frame is at an interval of approximately 5s and covers an area
of ∼ 100× 150µm2. The red circles represent the arterial and venous capillary
limbs which are within the edged papillae (highlighted in green). The limbs
can be distinguished from their surrounding as they are darker. The RBCs flow
within the red area.
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Figure 7.2: An example of an RCM video sequence of a capillary imaged along
its length. Each frame is at an interval of approximately 5s and covers an area of
∼ 100× 100µm2. The red shape represents the boundary of the imaged capillary
surrounded by epidermal like structures. As opposed to the capillary imaged
cross-sectionally, the boundary of the capillary imaged along its length cannot
be clearly defined. As a chain of RBCs can be imaged in this example, a large
part of the capillary area can be bright (representing the presence of RBCs).
7.2.2 Artifacts in RCM video sequences
In this Section the main artifacts present in RCM video sequences that confound
the visualisation of RBCs are discussed.
7.2.2.1 Motion in RCM video sequences
In this Chapter capillaries are searched for in RCM video sequences. A video se-
quence is a representation of a single plane, covering the same 0.5× 0.5mm2 area,
over time. The designed and implemented algorithm analyses intensity temporal
sequences, which highlight the presence and absence of RBCs, of the same pixel
location. Thus, it is important that the sequences are extracted from the same
spatial location. However, motion is present in RCM video sequences, resulting
in the same pixel location representing neighbouring skin locations across time.
The motion is due to the volunteer’s movement and due the metal ring and
adhesive window losing its connectivity with time, resulting in video motion ar-
tifacts. The metal ring (and adhesive window) is placed on the skin surface and
in turn connected to the microscope head to keep motion artifacts to an accept-
able level (Section 4.2). An example of motion artefact across time is shown in
Figure 4.15 (Section 4.5.4). Therefore, for the purpose of the study, it is important
to correct for motion found in RCM video sequences.
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7.2.2.2 Loss-of-coupling artefacts in RCM images
As discussed in Section 4.5.2, RCM imaging relies on optical coupling between
the microscope and the skin surface. Poor coupling can result from wrinkles,
or due to insufficient coupling oil, or due to a non-uniform distribution of ultra-
sound gel. Wrinkles appear in most RCM image datasets, and can be described as
a crease in the skin, characterised by darker linear structures (Figure 4.7). Wrin-
kles are present across the epidermal, DEJ and dermal layers, and thus can be vi-
sualised across different scanning depths. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Sourati
et al. [94] generated an unsupervised wrinkle detection algorithm based on the
Watershed algorithm. On the other hand, inadequate coupling fluid appears
as dark regions whereas non-uniform distribution of ultrasound gel appears as
large bright circular structures (Figure 4.11).
In areas occupied with loss of coupling artifacts one cannot visualise blood
flow nor any other skin structure, thus limiting the area with possible capillar-
ies. In addition to this, these areas have a large time varying intensity. This is
expected to effect the algorithm’s performance and ways to reduce these effects
will be discussed in Section 7.3.2.
7.2.2.3 Laser power
The in-vivo RCM technology (VivaScoper 1500) enables videos to be captured
with an automated laser power setting, or the power can be manually adjusted
by the user. In the automated setting, the power is altered automatically so
that the skin structures being imaged are captured with an intensity range of
0− 255. Therefore, an image captured using the automatic setting has an inten-
sity range of 0− 255, whereas those captured by setting the power manually do
not necessary cover the full range of possible intensities. Imaging is normally
performed with the power set automatically since structures are well defined
and the melanin content can be individually discretised. As illustrated in Section
4.5.5, the higher the power used to capture the image, the more blood flow can
be visualised in the DEJ. However, as the power used to capture the sequence
of images increases, the signal-to-noise ratio reduces together with some parts of
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the image being saturated.
7.3 Algorithmic Method
7.3.1 Introduction
In this Section the algorithmic method developed to automatically detect skin
capillaries by detecting the RBCs detected within them over a time sequence of
RCM images is presented. The purpose of the developed algorithm is to generate
a 2D map that highlights spatial locations (x, y) that are characterised by pres-
ence of RBCs in the time direction (t). The spatial locations of interest correspond
to capillaries. In addition to detecting, the proposed algorithm also calculates the
size of the capillaries, together with the velocity at which the RBCs are travelling
through the capillary.
As previously discussed in Section 7.2.1, the capillaries are not visible in RCM
video sequences, however, clinicians can visually outline their location and size
by observing RBCs travelling through the capillaries. The proposed algorithm
aims to emulate this, by searching for individual RBCs across a video sequence.
As an introduction to the developed algorithm the steps involved are illustrated
in Figure 7.3. Each step of the pipeline is explained in detail in following sections.
The input to the pipeline is a ∼ 30s RCM video sequence, which is captured
from an a 0.5× 0.5mm2 in-vivo skin site using the VivaScoper 1500 RCM system.
Initially, the video sequence is motion corrected using a motion stabilisation al-
gorithm, the output of which is a video sequence of the same duration. Spatial
areas not present throughout the duration of video sequence are masked out, re-
sulting in the output video representing a spatial area smaller than 0.5× 0.5mm2.
Motion correction is further described in Section 7.3.2.1. For the purpose of this
explanation, in this Section the video sequence is referred to as a 3D volume
where the depth axis represents the time domain.
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Each individual frame of the motion corrected 3D volume is denoised us-
ing an anisotropic diffusion algorithm, the purpose of this step is to produce
smoother images which will aid subsequent processing steps. The input to this
is the motion corrected 3D volume, and the output is a 3D volume of the same
size.
A windowing technique is used to emphasise the presence of RBCs and to
lessen the visibility of skin structures (which do not vary in intensity with time).
Using the windowing technique, which is discussed in more depth in Section
7.3.2.2, the standard deviation of the change in pixel intensity with time is calcu-
lated on the 3D volume generated by the denoising algorithm. Thus, the stan-
dard deviation volume at each time point incorporates knowledge from preced-
ing and subsequent frames. The output of this step is a 3D volume, which will
be referred to as the windowed standard deviation volume (LSTD).
Circles corresponding to the size of an individual RBC are searched for at each
depth of the LSTD volume using the Hough circular transform (Section 7.3.2.3).
The radii, centres and depth (time) of detected circles are recorded and the de-
tected circles are mapped to a 2D map. The 2D map highlights potential capillary
regions. This 2D map is inputted to a connect areas algorithm (Section 7.3.2.4)
which groups neighbouring detected circles into one region, where each individ-
ual region is a potential capillary. The connect areas algorithm outputs a binary
2D map of potential capillary regions.
In order to discriminate between capillary and noise regions, a threshold is
applied to the binary 2D map (Section 7.3.2.5). The threshold incorporates a
minimum number of circles that need to be detected inside a region for it to
be considered as a capillary region. The output of this step is a 2D map which
identifies regions detected as capillaries by the proposed algorithm.
From the output map individual parameters of the detected capillaries are ex-
tracted, including capillary area and minor axis length. This is further discussed
in Section 7.3.3.
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An extension to this algorithm was produced to calculate the velocity of RBCs
from capillaries imaged cross-sectionally using cross-correlation as the basis of
the technique. Cross-sectionally imaged capillaries are defined as two circles of
approximately equal size located at a distance of 15 − 25µm. Such capillaries
give a window into how long (in seconds) it takes for an RBC to travel from the
arterial to the venous capillary limb. The distance travelled by the RBC is esti-
mated based upon the protocol used to capture RCM videos. The technique is
discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.4.
To summarise, a novel algorithm has been designed and implemented in this
Chapter, which is capable of detecting and quantifying skin capillaries in RCM
video sequences, together with calculating the velocity at which RBCs travel at
inside the detected capillaries. The components of this algorithm are now pre-
sented in detail in the following sections.
7.3.2 Design of algorithm to detect skin capillary area
7.3.2.1 (a) Motion stabilisation and Denoising
A non-rigid registration [142] algorithm was used to calculate the amount of mo-
tion in the images and then the images were transformed to remove the detected
motion.
For each individual video, all the frames were registered to a common ref-
erence which was selected to be the first frame of the video, as shown in Figure
7.4. This method was preferred to the method depicted in Figure 7.5, which has a
moving reference that moves together with the source. The latter approach fails
in cases where a poor registration takes place in one of the frames as the error
propagates in subsequent frames.
The volunteer’s movement causes different levels of pressure between skin
surface and metal ring, resulting in non-rigid movement of the skin and artefact
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Figure 7.4: Registration with a static reference image: frames 1-4 (F1− F4), where
F1 was set to the reference (R) image, and frames F2 − F4 were sequentially reg-
istered to frame F1. Transforms T1,2, T1,3 and T1,4 represent the transformation
that needs to be applied to the source images S1, S2 and S3 to obtain the motion
corrected frames F′2 − F′4.
F1 F2 F3 F4
R1 S1
T1,2 T2,3 T3,4
R2 S2 R3 S3
T1,3 =T1,2∘T2,3
T1,4 =T1,2∘T2,3 ∘T3,4 
Figure 7.5: Registration with a moving reference: frames 1-4 (F1 − F4), where the
reference (source) image was sequentially incremented to be F1 − F3 (F2 − F4).
The dotted lines represent intermediate transforms, whereas solid lines repre-
sent the transformation between frames F2 − F4 and frame F1. The transforms
represented with the solid lines are equivalent to the transformations depicted
with the solid lines in Figure 7.4.
structures. A non-rigid registration [142] algorithm was applied to all videos.
The defined non-rigid registration algorithm makes use of free-form deforma-
tions that warp an image both globally and locally, to cater for smooth and less
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smooth (localised) deformations [142]. Large-scale deformations require a mesh
with coarse control points, whereas small-scale deformations need more refined
spacing [142]. As a range of deformations are used, a multi resolution mesh rep-
resentation is needed, where the mesh is progressively refined to capture a more
localised deformation [142].
A three-level resolution non-rigid registration was applied: initially a coarse
non-rigid registration, with control points having 200µm spacing, was applied;
then 100µm pixels spacing; and the final level uses a 50µm spacing, shown in
Figures 7.6A, B and C respectively. The initial spacing of 200µm captures coarse
structural movement, whilst the final spacing of 50µm retrieves finer movement.
The initial levels have a larger amount of blurring 5µm (as opposed to 0.5µm
for the finest level) and use an image downsampled by a factor of 10, which
aids in registering large-scale movement. As depicted in Figure 4.15, large-scale
movement is normally associated with wrinkles as their movement is more pro-
nounced than that of other structures. Normalised mutual information, which
gives a measure of image alignment [143], was used as a similarity measure.
A B C
Figure 7.6: A multi-level resolution non-rigid registration makes use of control
points having different spacings in order to capture coarse and fine movement.
In this Chapter three spacings were used: (A) 200µm, (B) 100µm and (C) 50µm.
Due to motion some anatomical areas move out of the imaged field of view
during the video. Using the non-rigid registration stabilisation algorithm de-
scribed above, a mask M was generated for the common area visible throughout
the duration of the video. As depicted in Figure 7.7, only the area visualised for
the duration of the video will be considered as relevant to this study. The black
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borders of images F′′1 − F′′4 show the area that was present in F1 but has moved
outside the field of view of the source image (i.e. F2..F4). The masked area defined
by mask M, is calculated from the non-rigid registrations of all source frames to
the reference frame. In addition, videos having a large motion which could not
be corrected for using the non-rigid registration were discarded, whereas videos
having a poor motion correction beyond a certain time point were truncated
(in time). These steps ensured that the capillaries being extracted are present
throughout the stabilised video.
Each frame of the motion stabilised video is denoised using an anisotropic
diffusion algorithm defined in [144] [145] and implemented by Daniel Lopes in
MATLAB. This algorithm aims to denoise an image without eliminating edges,
and it gives a higher preference to high-contrast edges as opposed to low-contrast
ones. This algorithm was chosen because RBCs appear as high-contrast edges
with respect to the neighbouring skin structures, especially for the case of RBCs
in capillaries imaged cross-sectionally (refer to Figures 7.1 and 7.2).
7.3.2.2 (b) Windowed standard deviation volume
As depicted in the cross-sectionally imaged capillary shown in frames F1 − F10
of Figure 7.8, as RBCs travel through a capillary they group together, resulting in
consecutive frames containing RBCs within the capillary. Larger intensity vari-
ations are present within the capillary area (e.g. point A in Figure 7.8) than out-
side the capillary area (e.g. point B in Figure 7.8). The intensity variations across
the duration of the video sequence (30s) of points A and B are shown in Fig-
ure 7.9. The larger intensity variations within the capillary are present as points
within capillary area are imaging the presence and absence of RBCs across the
video duration whereas points outside capillary area are imaging the same skin
structure for the duration of the video sequence. To emphasize this distinctive
characteristic and to highlight the presence of RBCs, the standard deviation of
the time-varying pixel value was calculated.
A sliding window of width KW was used to calculate LSTD, which will be
referred to as the windowed standard deviation 3D volume and is calculated as




F1 F2 F3 F4
F3' =T1,3(F3) F4' =T1,4(F4)F2' =T1.2(F2)
M1,4M1,2 M1,3
F4'' = F4' X MF3'' = F3' X MF2'' = F2' X MF1'' = F1 X M
M
Figure 7.7: Methodology used in generating a common registration based mask
for all frames in the video. Frames F1 − F4 represent four frames in a video,
which are ∼ 10s apart. F1 is the first frame of the video and is set to the reference
R frame, to which all consecutive frames were registered to. Transforms T1,2, T1,3
and T1,4 represent the non-rigid transforms between frames F2, F3, F4 to the ref-
erence frame F1. The black regions in masks M1,2, M1,3 and M1,4 represent the
areas in frames F2 − F4 that were not matched to areas in R frame. The common
mask M is calculated by multiplying consecutive masks M = M1,2×M1,3×M1,4.
Mask M is then multiplied to all motion corrected frames (F′2− F′4) and to the ref-
erence frame (F1), resulting in the available frame area which is common across
all frames (F′′1 − F′′4 ) of the video. The capillary detection algorithm searches for
capillaries in frames F′′1 − F′′4 .
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shown in Equation 7.1. In Equation 7.1, V represents the motion stabilised and
denoised video, where (x, y) is the frame coordinate system, and t is the frame
number. σ is the standard deviation of the set of values. The size of LSTD is the
same size of the video and its aim is to highlight blood regions. It was noted that
in general RBCs are typically present in less than 5 successive frames, and thus a
width KW = 10 frames was chosen. In the presence of RBCs a value of 10 frames
is a sufficient width to cover both frames with and without RBCs, resulting in a
high LSTD value that can be used to characterise the presence of RBCs.




The example shown in Figure 7.8 shows one 2D slice of the LSTD volume
calculated from the standard deviation of frames F1− F10. As shown in the LSTD
representation of Figure 7.8, the presence of blood in the capillary area (e.g. point
A) is enhanced, whilst points outside the capillary area are diminished (e.g. point
B) as their intensity does not vary significantly. Subsequent slices of the 3D LSTD
volume are calculated from different sets of 10 frames (refer to Equation 7.1).
7.3.2.3 (c) Circle finder algorithm
Since RBCs are approximately spherical in shape, a Hough circular transform
was used to detect circular RBCs moving through skin capillaries. Circles of ra-
dius 4 - 12 pixels, which correspond to a radius of 2 - 6µm were searched for. A
minimum radius smaller than a RBC radius of 3µm was chosen as the RBC is not
always captured cross-sectionally from the middle, and thus its apparent radius
can appear smaller. A maximum radius corresponding to the average radius of
a capillary limb is searched for. This value is used instead of the maximum ra-
dius of an RBC as the cross sectional area of the capillary can be covered with
a number of RBCs travelling through the capillary simultaneously but which
are not resolved as separate RBCs. The Hough circular transform implemented
in MATLAB was used in this study. It must be noted that detecting RBCs as cir-
cles favours detection of blood flow in cross-sectionally imaged capillaries rather
than capillaries imaged across their length.
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Figure 7.8: Calculating the standard deviation representation of frames F1 − F10
using a window width KW = 10 frames. The frames are 10 consecutive frames
of a cross-sectional capillary (within a papillae) captured at a site exposed with
11.3 SED. The presence of RBCs is highlighted in the LSTD image representation,
whereas the bright papillae and tissue surrounding the capillary limbs are not
visible in the LSTD as their intensity values do not fluctuate across time. Thus,
the purpose of calculating LSTD is to enhance the identification of RBCs. LSTD
is calculated from F1 − F10 and the standard deviation 3D volume is generated
by iterating the frames as shown in Equation 7.1. Points A and B represent pixel
coordinates inside and outside the capillary area respectively.
7.3.2.4 (d) Connect areas
In this section all the detected RBCs over the RCM video sequence are used to
generate a 2D map highlighting which image regions are capillaries. The map’s
pixel values at each detected circle (RBC) location were selected to follow a Gaus-
sian distribution centred at the circle’s centre [146]. The input to this algorithm
was the detected circles centres identified above, together with the individual
radius of each detected circle. A 2-D Gaussian profile centred at Cx, Cy with
standard deviation σ = r3 , where r represents the radius of the detected circle
centred at Cx, Cy. The Gaussian profile is truncated at 3σ, which is equivalent to
r. A map was generated from the sum of the Gaussian plots, where the intensity
values of the map are proportional to the chance of probability a capillary po-
sitioned at that (x, y) location [146]. The purpose of generating Gaussian plots
around each centre is to connect individual capillaries detected as several cir-
cles; circles within close proximity (equivalent the circles radii) were grouped
together into one region. Individual regions which consist of pixels which have
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Figure 7.9: The intensity variations of points A and B (indicated in Figure 7.8)
across the 30s video sequence. Points A and B represent pixel coordinates
within and outside the capillary area respectively. Larger intensity variations
are present inside the capillary area compared to areas outside of the capillary.
This is due to points within the capillary are imaging the presence and absence
of RBCs across the duration of the video sequence and some frames contain no
RBCs, whereas points outside the capillary are imaging the same skin structure
for the duration of the video sequence.
a positive value in the 2D map were distinguished and given an individual la-
bel. Each pixel in a region is an 8-pixel neighbour to another pixel in the region.
Each connected region is a potential capillary region; it can either be an in-plane
capillary, or a limb of a cross-sectional capillary, or a false positive capillary.
7.3.2.5 (e) Thresholding small regions
These connected regions were fed into the next and final step to generate a thresh-
olded image. A threshold, defined as region circle count, corresponding to the
number of circles that need to be detected within a region for it to be considered
as a capillary was chosen from a visual inspection. The visibility of blood flow
varies across different volunteers and across sites of the same volunteer exposed
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to different UVR exposure doses. A possible explanation of this variability is that
a range of capillary diameters, blood velocities and melanin amounts are found
across different volunteers. The larger the capillary diameter and the blood ve-
locity, the more visible the flow is, whereas large amounts of melanin (found in
volunteers with skin types IV-VI) reduce the detectability of flow. Across dif-
ferent exposure sites of one volunteer, one can see more blood flow in high UVR
exposed sites than in sites characterised by low UVR dose; due to larger capillary
diameters and blood velocities associated with higher UVR doses. Due to these
variations, the practical value of region circle count differed across volunteers and
across different sites. The more flow that can be visualised and picked up by the
algorithm, the larger region circle count can be set. For noisy data, a lower value
of region circle count should be set as there is a poor differentiation between the
blood signal and noise (false positive capillary regions). Although the threshold
can be varied across different volunteers and sites, one threshold was chosen for
all cases. A region circle count of 0.5 circles/s was used for all the experiment in
this Chapter.
7.3.3 Calculation of individual capillary parameters
The output of the algorithm defined in Section 7.3.2 is a 2D map depicting regions
detected as capillary areas. In the 2D map a number of capillaries are detected,
each of which has its own size and shape. In this Section the methodology used
to extract parameters from each detected capillary is outlined. Each individual
capillary region in the 2D map is represented by a connected region of pixels.
Initially each individual region is searched for and labelled using an 8-connected
component algorithm [147]. The output of the connected component algorithm
is another 2D map, however, here each capillary region is represented with an
individual label as shown in Figure 7.10B. From each labelled region the capillary
parameters, such as area and minor axis length, are extracted. The minor axis
length is assumed to represent the capillary diameter.
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Figure 7.10: (A) The 2D map of regions detected as capillaries by the developed
algorithm. (B) Each individual capillary region detected by an 8-connected algo-
rithm and labelled. Each unique label is represented with a distinct colour in the
output 2D map.
7.3.4 Design of algorithm to quantify RBC velocity across cross-
sectionally imaged capillaries
In this section a methodology is defined to estimate the velocity of RBCs passing
through capillaries imaged in cross-section. Here a single cross-sectional capil-
lary is characterised as two separate adjacent circles, the centres of which are at
a distance of 15− 25µm apart, representing the separation of the arterial and ve-
nous limbs (refer to Section 2.2.4).
This study concentrates on measuring RBC velocity in capillary loops (capil-
laries imaged cross-sectionally). This is because these are the smallest capillaries
in the human body and therefore demonstrate the unique capability of RCM of
imaging single cells as they move through the loops. Additionally, the capillary
loops in skin are the closest blood vessels to the skin surface and thus are likely
to be the most sensitive to environmental insults such as UVR exposure to the
skin and therefore the most physiologically interesting.
Figure 7.11 illustrates the geometry of a capillary with respect to the RCM
image plane. This imaging plane is selected by first identifying the apex of the
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capillary loop and then positioning the plan to lie at a distance D of 20µm below
the apex, so that the plane intersects the capillary at two points, points A and B
(shown in Figure 7.11). The nature of these capillary loops ensures that the dis-
tance between the arterial and venous limbs are between 15µm and 25µm. Refer





Figure 7.11: A diagram of a capillary loop where the dark line represents the
imaging plane from which the video sequence is captured. As defined by the
RCM protocol discussed in Section 4.5.3, cross-sectional capillaries were cap-
tured at distance D = 20µm below the peak of the capillary (where the arterial
and venous limbs merge). The red circle represents an RBC, which is initially
visualised at the arterial limb (A), after which it will travel across the capillary
to the venous limb (B). Distance 2L represents the separation of the arterial and
venous limbs, where L ' 10µm.
The capillary loop is approximated as an ellipse with semi-major axis 20µm
and the minor axis given by the separation of the arterial and venous limb, L.
The distance travelled along the capillary loop by an RBC from A to B is then the






So for L ' 10µm, the distance travelled by an RBC between the arterial to the
venous limb ( P2 ) is approximately 50µm.
The devised algorithm calculates the time taken for a single RBC to progress
from A to B as follows: the spatially average pixel intensity in the two regions of
interest encompassing the capillary limbs in the image are plotted with respect
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to time, as shown in Figure 7.12. The peak in intensity first seen in the arterial
limb determines a time t1, there is then a lag of ∆t during transit; and a second
peak is seen in the venous limb at t2, where ∆t = t2− t1. The velocity of the RBC,





In practice ∆t is better determined from a cross correlation of the time vari-
ation of mean pixel intensity which will be described here. To achieve this, the
mean intensity values across limbs A and B are extracted, and indicated by sig-
nals SA(t) and SB(t) respectively. A typical example of signals SA(t) and SB(t) is
illustrated in Figure 7.12. Whilst a single time sequence, SA(t) or SB(t), cannot be
used to infer RBC velocity, the cross correlation of these signals provides velocity
information by calculating the lag (∆t) for an RBC to travel from the arterial to
venous limb. Depending on whether the cross correlation lag between SA(t) and
SB(t) is negative or positive one can differentiate the arterial limb from the ve-
nous limb. If the lag is negative (positive) then SA(t) (SB(t)) is representing the
arterial limb, i.e. the limb where the RBC first appears. The following steps are
used to calculate the cross correlation value and corresponding blood velocity:








• The signals SA(t) and SB(t) are effectively digitialised at 100ms due the
RCM frame rate of 9fps. The signals were interpolated at 1ms intervals.
• Calculate the cross correlation between the arterial and venous signals of
each capillary. The maximum cross correlation within the 0-0.4 s interval
was considered to be the calculated lag (∆t); ∆t represents the time lag for
an RBC to progress around the capillary loop. The possible interval was
truncated to 0.4 s to correspond to a minimum velocity of 0.12 mm/s [111].
• Calculate the velocity (v) by dividing the estimated distance by the ∆t:
v = P2∆t






















Figure 7.12: An example of the mean intensity signals of the arterial and venous
limbs of a capillary imaged cross-sectionally. The arterial signal is leading; the
venous signal is behind the arterial signal. Three corresponding peaks labelled
A, B and C are shown, their corresponding lags are labelled as lagA, lagB and
lagC. The approximate mean lag value is 0.2s. Each peak represents an RBC, for
example, peak A in the arterial signal is an RBC which later appears as peak A
in the venous signal.
Figure 7.13 illustrates each step of the above method. The signals shown
in Figure 7.13A are the mean intensity signals extracted from the arterial and
venous limbs of a cross-sectionally imaged capillary. Figure 7.13D represents
the signals depicted in 7.13A after introducing the lag calculated using the steps
identified above. When comparing Figures 7.13A to 7.13D one can note that the
peaks of both signals are coincident.
7.4 Experimental Method
In this Section the experimental method, which covers the data collected, exper-
iments devised and the validation technique used are described.
The algorithm defined in Section 7.3.2 is tested on RCM video sequences cap-
tured from anatomical sites exposed with incremental UVR doses, of both fair
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Figure 7.13: An example depicting the steps involved in calculating the cross-
correlation lag between two signals extracted from the arterial and venous limb
of a cross-sectionally imaged capillary. (A) the arterial (red) and venous (blue)
mean intensity values across the 30s video duration. As illustrated the arterial
peaks appear in time before the venous peaks. (B) The arterial and venous sig-
nals were detrended (the mean value was removed) and divided by the signal’s
standard deviation. (C) The cross correlation value response between both sig-
nals, a peak of value occurs at a lag of 0.242 s. (D) The red arterial signal was lag
adjusted by 0.242 s and the corresponding peaks of the arterial and venous limbs
occurs simultaneously in time.
and dark skinned volunteers. This dataset is chosen as an increase in capil-
lary area, characterised as vasodilation, is expected with incremental UVR doses.
Therefore, this data can be used to test whether the developed algorithm is ca-
pable of detecting increases in capillary area associated with incremental UVR
dose. The data collected for this Chapter is described in Section 7.4.1.
The Experiments devised to test the algorithm are described in Sections 7.4.3-
7.4.6. The total capillary area detected is compared to the UVR dose (Section
7.4.3) and a measure of the redness of the skin (Section 7.4.4). In addition, pa-
rameters that quantify the size of the capillary are extracted (Section 7.4.5). The
Experiment to calculate RBC velocity within capillaries is identified in Section
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7.4.6.
The total capillary area is validated against colour readings captured using a
spectrophotometer, which give a measure of the level of reddening of the skin.
7.4.1 Data
7.4.1.1 UVR irradiation
As illustrated in Section 3.4 in Table 3.2, there are various ways of inducing skin
erythema, including temperature changes, application of capsaicin based creams
and ultra-violet radiation (UVR) exposure. UVR exposure is of particular clinical
interest in photo-dermatology and the method used for the experiment in this
Chapter.
Incremental doses of artificial UVR generated in the laboratory were applied
to small areas of the ventral forearm. A monochromator, 300W-16S Xenon Arc
Solar Simulator (Solar Light, Glenside, USA), was used to generate artificial light
of wavelength 295-400nm, includes ultraviolet and visible light radiation. The
doses used are in the range that can be obtained during a day when exposed to
solar radiation. Volunteers were exposed using the guidelines indicated in Lon-
don ethics reference number: 15/LO/0380 under the study: Molecular photo-
protection of the skin by natural and synthetic sunscreens, enzymes and melanin
and sub-study: Skin imaging and pain perception (MEL-1), Prof. Antony Young
being the chief investigator. The UVR exposures are measured in standard ery-
thema dose (SED) units; 1 SED is equivalent to 100J/m2. The individual sensi-
tivity to the sunlight sources was assessed using a standard protocol in which
the lowest dose that causes a just perceptible sunburn after UVR exposure. This
dose is referred to as the minimal erythema dose (MED). Figures 7.14 and 7.15
illustrate the different UVR doses exposed to fair and dark volunteers. For the
examples illustrated in these Figures, the volunteers’ MED are 4SED and 30SED
respectively. It is easier to detect the change in redness, and thus the MED, in fair
skinned than in volunteers with dark skin.
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In this experiment incremental UVR doses have been applied to the inner
arm of 11 volunteers ranging from fair skin (skin types I-III) to darker skin (skin
type VI), consecutive doses are incremented by a factor of
√
2, as shown in Table
7.1. The inner arm was selected as the best anatomical location to expose UVR
irradiation as it is easily accessible and one of the areas that is least exposed to
sunlight, and thus reddening occurs with lower UVR doses than other anatom-
ical sites. The collected datasets are listed in Table 7.1 in the order they were
captured. The tabulated MED refers to the lowest dose at which a change in
reddening occurs visually. In the case of fair skin volunteers (volunteers # 1-7) a
dose range of between 2 and 11.3 SED was used. For darker skin type volunteers
(volunteers # 8-11), a larger range of UVR dose (15 to 120 SED) was used to cause
comparable levels of erythema as the MED for darker skin tones are considerably
larger than in fair skin volunteers.
A comparison between the MED values in fair and dark skinned volunteers
is shown in Figure 7.16. Deciding upon which dose represents the volunteer’s
MED is not a straight forward task, it is difficult to detect changes in redness by
eye, especially in volunteers with darker skin tones.
5.4 SED





Figure 7.14: Fair skinned volunteer #5 16-24 hours after UVR exposure with a
MED of 4 SED.

























Figure 7.15: Dark skinned volunteer #9 16-24 hours after UVR exposure with a
MED of 30 SED.
Volunteer Skin Type Sex Doses (SED) MED
# 1 III Male [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 4
# 2 II Female [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 4
# 3 III Female [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 2.8
# 4 II Male [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 4
# 5 II Male [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 4
# 6 II Male [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 2.8
# 7 II Female [0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] 4
# 8 VI Male [0, 15, 21.2, 30, 42.4, 60, 84.8, 120] 42.4
# 9 VI Male [0, 15, 21.2, 30, 42.4, 60, 84.8, 120] 30
# 10 VI Female [0, 15, 21.2, 30, 42.4, 60, 84.8, 120] 30
# 11 VI Female [0, 15, 21.2, 30, 42.4, 60, 84.8, 120] 30
Table 7.1: Volunteers irradiated with UVR dose.
7.4.1.2 Collecting confocal video sequences
16-24 hours after UVR irradiation video sequences are captured with an RCM
(VivaScope 1500r, Lucid Inc. Henrietta, New York) using the protocol iden-
tified in Section 4.5.3. Due to the high variability of capillaries present in the
available RCM window area (refer to Section 4.5.3), around 8 video sequences
were collected from each exposed and unexposed site. The captured videos were
kept to a maximum duration of 30 s to keep motion to an acceptable level. Each
video covers an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2 and it is selected from a maximum area of
8× 8mm2. Although the area that can be scanned from is of 8× 8mm2, videos are
normally captured from the middle 4× 4mm2 as the middle area is has a larger
response to the exposed dose, as illustrated in Figure 7.17. An effort was made to
ensure that the selected 0.5× 0.5mm2 locations have capillaries and are located
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Figure 7.16: Dermoscopic images of UVR irradiated sites on 4 volunteers cap-
tured 16-24 hours after irradiation. Rows 1-2 are of a skin type II (volunteers # 9
and # 10) and rows 3-4 represent a skin type VI (volunteers # 12 and # 14). Each
image in a row represents an incremental irradiation dose. Volunteers of skin
type II were irradiated with doses [2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11.3] SED and type VI were
irradiated with [15, 21.2, 30, 42.4, 60, 84.8, 120] SED. The first column represents
non-exposed control sites. The blue boxes indicate the visually assessed MEDs;
4, 2.8, 42.4, 30 SED respectively.
within the available exposed area (i.e. are not situated in the bordering regions
that do not represent the exposed dose). In addition, efforts were made to keep
artefacts to a minimum and attempts were made to capture videos in regions
without wrinkles.
When collecting video sequences from the different exposed and control sites,
it was noted that for sites with no or low UVR exposure, a larger percentage of
the 8 × 8mm2 area needed to be examined in order to find eight 0.5 × 0.5mm2
areas exhibiting skin capillaries, than in sites exposed with higher UVR doses.
This is depicted in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. In these plots, the purple shaded area
illustrates the area which was searched to locate an RCM image showing capil-
laries. In general a larger area needed to be searched at lower doses.
Taking the considerations noted in Section 7.2.2.3 into account, it was decided
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Figure 7.17: Dermoscopy images of UVR exposed sites showing regions at which
RCM video sequences were obtained. The video maps illustrate 2 and 3 sites
where videos were captured for the 2 SED and 8 SED sites for volunteer # 4.
These maps were captured in the process of data acquisition, at the point of hav-
ing 2 and 3 (out of the total 8) captured videos. The scale at the left hand side and
at the bottom is a ruler in millimetres. Square regions indicate the boundaries of
2× 2mm2, 4× 4mm2 and 6× 6mm2 regions centred at the centre of the image. The
purple shaded regions indicate where the user has searched for skin capillaries,
whilst the video icon indicates that a video covering an area of 0.5× 0.5mm2 was
captured around that centre. The main distinction between the two maps is that
a larger area needs to be searched for in lower doses to find regions exhibiting
skin capillaries. As illustrated in the 8 SED map, a higher level of reddening is
present inside the 6× 6mm2 boundary, and thus, videos are captured inside the
region exhibiting the highest response.
oSEd oSEd
0SED 2SED 2.8SED 4SED 5.6SED 8SED 11.3SED
0SED 15SED 21.2SED 30SED 42.4SED 60SED 84.8SED 120SED
#10
#12
Figure 7.18: Dermoscopy images of UVR exposed sites showing regions at which
RCM video sequences were obtained for a fair and dark skinned volunteer. Video
maps of volunteers # 10 and # 12 at each exposed site and at the unexposed con-
trol site. The volunteers have an MED of 2.8 SED and 42.4 SED respectively. The
purple shaded regions indicate where the user has searched for skin capillaries.
The shaded area is considerably larger for doses below the MED, especially for
volunteer # 12 (skin type VI).
that for fair skin types (types I-III) the automated power setting was used, as this
replicates the standard clinical procedure, and also because for these skin tones
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the automated power is sufficient to capture the flow of RBCs. However, for
darker skin tones (skin types IV-VI) it was decided to manually alter the power
value in the range of 2− 2.5mW as here the chosen automated power is not suf-
ficient to capture blood movement. The reason being that the RCM chooses a
relatively lower level of power to image the highly refractive melanin content in
darker skin tones. By manipulating the chosen power to a higher value, the RBCs
in capillaries can be more clearly observed, at the expense of reduced melanin
visualisation. However, a power value greater than 2.5mW generally results in
poor quality (saturated) images.
7.4.2 Validation
Colour readings were calculated using the Minolta Chroma Meter CM-700d spec-
trophotometer at each site (Section 2.4.2). As discussed in Section 2.4.2, the spec-
trophotometer gives an a∗ measure that represents the redness measure. Spec-
trophotometry is commonly used to assess skin reddening in photobiology [108].
The aim of using it in this study is to examine the relationship between the a∗
value and the RCM detected capillary area. The relationship between a∗ and to-
tal capillary area CArea, which is calculated by summing the individual capillary






7.4.3 Total capillary area vs UVR irradiated dose
The aim of the Experiment detailed in this Section is to check whether the cap-
illary area is correlated to the UVR exposure, i.e. whether more capillaries are
detected by the algorithm at higher UVR doses. For this Experiment, data was
acquired from 11 volunteers (volunteers #1 - # 11 in Table 7.1). Seven volunteers
had a skin types II-III (referred to fair skinned volunteers) and 4 volunteers had
a skin type VI (referred to dark skinned volunteers). The forearm of each in-
dividual was irradiated with incremental doses, in the range of 0-11.3 SED and
0-120SED for fair and dark skinned volunteers respectively. Eight RCM video se-
quences were captured from each exposed site and from an unexposed site with
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the VivaScoper1500 system after 16-24 hours of exposure as outlined in Section
7.4.1.
Each RCM video sequence was used as input into the algorithm described in
Section 7.3.2. The output from this algorithm for each video sequence is a 2D map
identifying regions detected as capillaries. The total area of regions detected as
capillaries per video will be referred to as total capillary area from now on. The
total capillary area is compared to the UVR exposure, where the exposure dose
is analysed in terms of SED units and in factors of the volunteer’s personal MED.
When analysing the total capillary area with respect to the SED exposure
dose, the results obtained are divided into fair and dark skinned volunteers. The
reason for grouping the results into these two subgroups is because of the differ-
ent UVR exposure doses used for fair and dark skinned volunteers. During data
acquisition it was noted that it was difficult to find 8 sites which clearly showed
capillaries for doses less than 30 SED in volunteers of skin type IV-VI. Therefore,
some of the captured videos contain no visible capillaries. Due to this, the total
capillary area detected for these doses is not representative of capillary area and
so these datasets were removed and were not analysed any further.
The next step is to analyse the total capillary area with respect to MED. As op-
posed to SED, the MED enables all skin types to be analysed together. For each
volunteer, the set of SED values are divided by the volunteer’s personal MED.
These values are then grouped into three groups: below MED, 1− 2×MED, and
above 2× MED. The total capillary area is compared against these groups. This
extension was performed as the MED enables comparison between volunteers
having the same skin type and across volunteers of different skin types.
7.4.4 Total capillary area vs a∗ value
The aim of the Experiment detailed in this Section is to check whether the to-
tal capillary area is correlated to a∗, which quantifies the redness of the skin as
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measured using a spectrophotometer. Thus, the purpose of this Experiment is to
check whether the relationship identified in Equation 7.4 holds. The data used
for this Experiment is the same as that used for the Experiment outlined in Sec-
tion 7.4.3. However, in addition to the RCM video sequences, spectrophotometer
readings were acquired from each exposed and unexposed site. Three readings
from each site were acquired using the Minolta Chroma Meter CM-700d.
The total capillary area output is compared to the spectrophotometer valida-
tion data. Due to the variability across different volunteers the total capillary
area was compared to a¯∗. The a¯∗ is calculated by normalising each a∗ value by
the a∗MED, which corresponds to the a
∗ at the volunteer’s MED site. As the range
of a∗ is greater for fair than dark skinned volunteers, the Results for this Chapter
are subdivided into fair and dark skinned volunteers. For the case of fair skinned
volunteers a¯∗ was analysed in 0.5 increments, whereas for dark skinned volun-
teers a¯∗ was analysed in 0.1 increments.
7.4.5 Calculating parameters from individual capillaries
The aim of the Experiment detailed in this Section is to check whether the indi-
vidual capillary size increases as UVR irradiation dose increases, i.e. are individ-
ual capillaries dilating (increasing in size) as the irradiation dose increases. The
data used for this Experiment is the same as that used for Experiment 7.4.3, and
similarly individual capillary parameters are compared to SED and MED values.
Note: each RCM video sequence imaged different capillaries, therefore this Ex-
periment does not aim to track an individual capillary across different exposure
doses but to quantify the median capillary size at each dose for fair and dark
skinned volunteers.
Each video sequence was used as input to the algorithm identified in Section
7.3.2. The output of each video sequence is a 2D map which highlights different
regions which were detected as capillary area. Using the algorithm identified in
Section 7.3.3 the area and minor axis length of each capillary region is measured.
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When analysing these individual parameters with respect to the SED expo-
sure dose, the results obtained are divided into fair and dark skinned volunteers.
Similarly to the Experiment identified in Section 7.4.3, doses less than 30 SED are
not plotted for dark skinned volunteers.
The next step is to analyse the measured individual parameters with respect
to MED. For each volunteer, the set of SED values are divided by the volunteer’s
personal MED. By visually inspecting the RCM videos, it was noted that in gen-
eral the capillaries observed for fair skinned volunteers at high irradiation doses
are generally larger than those observed for dark skinned volunteers; i.e. the cap-
illaries present in RCM video sequences of fair skinned volunteers at 11.3 SED
are larger than the capillaries present in RCM video sequences of dark skinned
volunteers at 120 SED. Due to this, it was decided to split these results into fair
and dark skinned subgroups.
7.4.6 RBCs velocity in cross-sectionally imaged capillaries
The aim of the Experiment detailed in this Section is to measure the velocity
at which the RBCs are travelling at inside the capillaries and to quantify the
change in RBC velocity attributed to an increase in UVR irradiation dose. As
a much larger number of cross-sectional capillaries were detected than in videos
captured from dark skinned volunteers, this study has just used data from fair
skinned volunteers.
The data used for this Experiment is the data of the fair skinned volunteers
(volunteers #1− 7) outlined in the Experiment identified in Section 7.4.3. As in
previous Experiments, each RCM video sequence is used as an input for the al-
gorithm identified in Section 7.3.2. The output of this algorithm is a 2D map,
in which imaged-capillaries are searched for. As outlined in Section 7.3.4, cross-
sectionally imaged capillaries are characterised as two adjacent circles of similar
size in the 2D map. An algorithm was developed to search for two circles, one of
the circles needs to be at least 80% the size of the other one, and located within
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15− 25µm apart. The output of this algorithm is another 2D map but this time
only containing cross-sectionally imaged capillaries.
From this subset of detected capillaries, the arterial and venous signals (the
mean intensity of each circle across time) is extracted. The velocity is calculated
from these two signals using the cross-correlation methodology outlined in Sec-
tion 7.3.4.
7.5 Results
This section presents the results achieved with the developed algorithm that au-
tomatically detects skin capillaries in RCM video sequences. The results are split
into four Sections. The below list summarises specific questions which are ad-
dressed by each set of results. The following aspects will be covered:
1. Whether the algorithm is capable of automatically detecting skin capillaries
in RCM videos (Section 7.5.1)
2. Whether the algorithm can be used to measure different levels of erythema
based on the total detected capillary area (Section 7.5.1)
3. Whether the total detected capillary area is correlated with the a∗ value
captured by the spectrophotometer (Section 7.5.2)
4. Whether the algorithm can quantify individual skin capillaries, by extract-
ing parameters such as area and minor axis length (Section 7.5.3)
5. Whether the algorithm can differentiate between the arterial and venous
loops of the capillary (Section 7.5.4)
6. Whether the algorithm is capable of estimating the RBCs velocity in cross-
sectionally imaged capillaries (Section 7.5.4)
7.5.1 Total capillary area vs UVR irradiated dose
This Section presents results related to calculation of the total area detected for
each exposed dose in fair (skin types I-III) and darker skin (skin type VI). Figures
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7.19 and 7.20 provide a visual example of the results achieved by the developed
automated algorithm for fair and dark skin tones respectively. The highlighted
regions are the regions detected as capillaries by the developed algorithm. The
main difference between the results achieved for fair and dark skin are the num-
ber and size of capillaries detected. The overall capillary area detected increased
from 0.25% to 1.20% in fair skinned volunteers as the exposure increased from 0
to 11.3 SED (Figure 7.21), whereas for dark skinned volunteers the area increased
from 0.12% to 0.50% as the exposure increased from 0 to 120 SED (Figure 7.23).
An example of this instance is depicted in Figures 7.19 and 7.20; the number of
detected capillaries in Figure 7.19G (11.3 SED in fair skin) are nearly double to
those detected in Figure 7.20H (120 SED in dark skin). In addition, the size of the
detected capillaries are larger in Figure 7.19G.
As discussed in Section 7.4.1, different irradiation dose ranges were used to
irradiate fair and dark skinned volunteers. The motive in doing so is to achieve
comparable levels of vasodilation. However, as illustrated in Figures 7.19 and
7.20 the number of visible capillaries and size of capillaries is much smaller in
the latter case. This supports the argument depicted in Section 7.4.3 of dividing
the results into these two subgroups (fair and dark).
In the second part of this section, the total area detected as skin capillaries
using the proposed algorithm is given as a percentage of the field of view (of
0.5× 0.5mm2). The area is given for each video sequence extracted at each site
for each volunteer. The percentage of detected skin capillary area is analysed
versus the dose in terms of SED and in factors of the personal volunteer’s MED.
As different doses were used for fair and dark skin, the MED provides a method
to compare the results achieved for fair and dark skin.
Figure 7.21 shows the total area detected as capillary area from the fair skinned
volunteers (volunteers # 1-7) against UVR exposure. The multiple values (blue
dots) plotted at each dose show the area calculated from each captured RCM
video at each exposure site. For each volunteer a positive correlation between









Figure 7.19: A representation of the detected capillary areas overlaid on RCM
images for a fair skinned volunteer (volunteer # 5) at a range of UVR exposures:
(A) 0 SED (B) 2 SED (C) 2.8 SED (D) 4 SED (E) 5.4 SED (F) 8 SED (G) 11.3 SED.
Each image represents the first frame of a video and the corresponding detected
capillary areas for the particular video. The dark regions are the areas masked






Figure 7.20: A representation of the detected capillary areas overlaid on RCM im-
ages for a dark skinned volunteer (volunteer # 8) at a range of UVR exposures:
(A) 0 SED (B) 15 SED (C) 21.2 SED (D) 30 SED (E) 42.4 SED (F) 60 SED (G) 84.8
SED (H) 120 SED. Each image represents the first frame of a video and the corre-
sponding detected capillary areas for the particular video. The dark regions are
the areas masked out by the non-rigid registration. The MED for volunteer # 8 is
42.4 SED.
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for each volunteer resulting in values between 0.48 and 0.74.
The box plot in Figure 7.21 shows the total capillary area results for all the
fair skinned volunteers combined. A box plot is shown for each exposed dose
level. As the exposure is increased from 0 to 11.3 SED the median percentage
capillary area detected increases from 0.25% to 1.20%. This increase is statisti-
cally significant; the Mann-Whitney U-test rejected the null hypothesis of equal
medians (p < 0.01). These differences can be seen in Figure 7.19; as the exposure
dose increases there is an increase in number and size of capillaries.
Figure 7.22 shows these results after grouping based on the volunteer’s per-
sonal MED. Results are collated into three groups: (i) below a volunteer’s MED;
(ii) above MED, but below 2×MED; (iii) and greater than 2×MED. The median
percentage of total capillary area is increased from 0.25% to 0.48% to 1.15% for
these respective groups. These increments are statistically significant; the Mann-
Whitney U-test rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01) for both
increments.
The above calculations were repeated for volunteers having a darker skin
tone (volunteers # 8 - 11). Figure 7.23 shows the total area detected as capillary
from the dark skinned volunteers (volunteers #8-11) plotted against UVR expo-
sure. The Spearman’s rank correlation was calculated for each volunteer and the
values achieved ranged from 0.37 to 0.64.
The box plot in Figure 7.23 show the capillary area results for all the dark
skinned volunteers combined. As the exposure is increased from 30 to 120 SED,
the median percentage capillary area detected increased from 0.12% to 0.50%.
This increase is statistically significant; the Mann-Whitney U-test rejected the
null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01). These differences can be visually
seen in Figure 7.20, when comparing sub-figures D and H, one can visually notice
a larger number of capillaries detected and the capillaries have a larger diameter
in H than in D. However, in dark skinned volunteers the change in detected area
with incremental exposure is not as pronounced as in fair skinned volunteers.
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Figure 7.21: Fair skin: Total capillary area as a percentage (%) of the video’s
0.5× 0.5mm2 field of view (FoV). Plots (1) to (7) show the results achieved for
volunteer # 1 to # 7 respectively. The lower box plot combines all the volunteer
results. In plots (1)-(7) each individual point represents the total capillary area
obtained from a 30 s video sequence captured at a frame rate of 9 fps.
There is a large presence of wrinkles in the video sequences captured from volun-
teer # 7, which corresponds to the volunteer having the lowest correlation value
(0.48) from fair skinned volunteers.
Lower box plot: The red line represents the median, and the blue lines repre-
sent the 25th and 75th percentiles of total capillary area (as a percentage of the
video’s FoV). The plus signs indicate outliers and are values larger or smaller
than ±2.7σ. These boundaries are indicated by the upper and lower whiskers;
beyond which values are considered to be outliers.
Figure 7.24 shows these results based on the volunteer’s personal MED. Re-
sults were collated into three groups: below a volunteer’s MED; above MED,
but below 2×MED; and greater than 2×MED. The percentage of detected total
capillary area decreased from 0.13% to 0.11% followed by an increase to 0.37%
for the three respective groups. The change in detected area between the 1− 2×
MED and above 2× MED groups was found to be statistically significant; the
Mann-Whitney U-test rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01).
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Figure 7.22: The variation in the percentage of total capillary area per field of
view of the video (0.5× 0.5mm2) with MED is shown. A differentiation is done
between doses below MED; doses representing 1 to 2 ×MED and doses greater
than 2×MED.
(8) Correlation = 0.51
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Figure 7.23: Dark skin: The percentage of total capillary area relative to the
video’s 0.5× 0.5mm2 field of view for the fair skin volunteers (skin types VI) vs
the exposed dose in SED. Plots (8) to (11) represent the results achieved for vol-
unteer # 8 to # 11 respectively, whereas the box plot combines all the volunteers’
results together.
7.5.2 Total capillary area vs a∗ value
In this section, the total skin capillary area is plotted against a∗ value acquired
from the Minolta Chroma Meter CM-700d spectrophotometer discussed in Sec-
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Figure 7.24: Dark skin: The percentage of total capillary area per field of view of
the video (0.5× 0.5mm2) is given in % with respect to the MED. A comparison
is done between doses below MED; doses representing 1 to 2 ×MED and doses
greater than 2×MED.
tion 2.4.2. Figures 7.25 and 7.26 show the total area detected as skin capillaries as
a percentage of the frame area available (0.5× 0.5mm2) versus the a∗ normalised
by the volunteer’s a∗MED. As opposed to the exposed dose, the a
∗ value is de-
pendent upon the volunteer’s personal provocation level at the skin surface and
different a∗ levels cannot be easily compared across different volunteers.
By observing the x-axis of plots (1) to (7) in Figure 7.25, it can be noted that
the a∗ increases by a factor of 3 in some cases (volunteer # 4), but up to 1.6 in
others (volunteer # 2) for an exposure of 11.3 SED. In 4 (out of 7) fair cases the a∗
increased by more than a factor of 2 of a∗MED at the 11.3 SED exposure site. For
each volunteer a positive correlation between total capillary area and normalised
a∗ is observed. Spearman’s rank correlation was calculated for each volunteer re-
sulting in values between 0.54 and 0.73 for fair skinned volunteers.
The box plot in Figure 7.25 shows the capillary area results for all fair skinned
volunteers combined. The range of possible normalised a∗ values (a¯∗ = a∗a∗MED )
were collated into four groups: 1 ≥ a¯∗; 1 < a¯∗ ≤ 1.5; 1.5 < ×a¯∗ ≤ 2 and
a¯∗ > 2. The median percentage value of detected skin capillaries increased from
0.28 to 0.63 to 1.03 and reduced to 1.01% at these four defined bands. There is a
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statistically significant increase between the first and last group of values. The
Mann-Whitney U-test rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01).
The above calculations were repeated for volunteers having a darker skin
tone (volunteers # 8-11) in Figure 7.26. By analysing the x-axis of plots (8) to (11)
in Figure 7.26 it was noted that the maximum observed increase in a∗ was 0.3
for an exposure of 120 SED (volunteer #10). The increase in a∗ for dark skinned
volunteers was less than the increase observed in fair skinned volunteers, which
increased by a maximum factor of 3. For each volunteer a positive correlation
between detected area and a¯∗ is observed. The Spearman’s rank correlation was
calculated for each volunteer and the values achieved ranged between 0.32 and
0.64.
The box plot in Figure 7.26 shows the capillary area results for all dark skinned
volunteers combined. The range of possible a¯∗ values were collated into four
groups: 1 ≥ a¯∗; 1 < a¯∗ ≤ 1.1; 1.1 < ×a¯∗ ≤ 1.2 and > a¯∗ > 1.2. The median
percentage value of detected skin capillaries increased from 0.13 to 0.17 to 0.34
to 0.38% at these four defined bands. There is a statistically significant increase
between the first and last group of values. The Mann-Whitney U-test rejected the
null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01).
7.5.3 Calculating parameters from individual capillaries
Figures 7.27 and 7.28 illustrate the individual capillary areas detected in µm2 and
the length of the minor axis detected in µm versus the dose in SED for fair vol-
unteers. These plots incorporate all the measured parameters for each detected
individual capillary. The area detected increased from a median value of 138µm2
to 249µm2 from a dose of 0 to 11.3 SED. The minor axis length increased from a
median value of 13.2µm to 17.8µm across the same doses. Both the area and mi-
nor axis length increments are statistically significant. The Mann-Whitney U-test
rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01) between the 0 and 11.3
SED irradiation doses.
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Figure 7.25: Fair skin: Plots (1)-(7) represent the results achieved for volunteers #
1-7, whereas the box plot combines all the volunteers’ results together. The per-
centage of frame area detected as skin capillaries using the proposed algorithm
is plotted against a¯∗. The value of a∗MED is 4.45, 3.92, 3.82, 1.67, 4.31, 3.62 and 2.69
for volunteers # 1-7.
Figure 7.29 illustrates the increase in individual capillary area from 146.5 to
166.0 to 243.3µm2 for dose ranges below a volunteer’s MED; above MED, but
below 2× MED; and greater than 2× MED respectively. In addition, the length
of the minor axis increased from a median value of 13.6 to 14.5 to 17.6µm for the
afore mentioned dose bands. All increments are statistically significant for both
the individual capillary area and the minor axis length. The Mann-Whitney U-
test rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01) for all cases.
Figures 7.30 and 7.31 show these results for volunteers with dark skin type
(volunteers #8-11) for doses between 30-120 SED. The area detected increased
from a median value of 130µm2 to 162µm2 from a dose of 30 to 120 SED. The
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(8) Correlation = 0.32








(9) Correlation = 0.36
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Figure 7.26: Dark skin: Plots (8)-(11) represent the results achieved for volunteers
# 1-7, whereas the box plot combines all the volunteers’ results together. The per-
centage of frame area detected as skin capillaries using the proposed algorithm
is plotted against a¯∗. The value of a∗MED is 6.46, 7.41, 6.15 and 6.15 for volunteers
# 8-11.
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Figure 7.27: Fair skin: Plots (1)-(7) represent the individual capillary area (µm2)
versus dose (SED) for volunteers # 1-7. The box plot represents the combined
results of all the volunteers.
minor axis length increased from a median value of 12.9µm to 14.4µm across the
same doses. Both the area and minor axis length increments are statistically sig-






























Figure 7.28: Fair skin: Plots (1)-(7) represent the minor axis length (µm) versus
dose (SED) for volunteers # 1-7. The box plot represents the combined results of
all the volunteers.










































Figure 7.29: Fair skin: Plots of the individual capillary area in µm2 and length of
minor axis in µm, given with respect to the MED.
Figure 7.32 illustrates the incremental individual capillary area from 90.4 to
133 to 162µm2 for dose ranges below a volunteer’s MED; above MED, but below
2× MED; and greater than 2× MED respectively. In addition, the length of the
minor axis increased from a median value of 10.7 to 13.0 to 14.3µm for the afore
mentioned dose bands. All increments are statistically significant for both the
individual capillary area and the minor axis length. The Mann-Whitney U-test
rejected the null hypothesis of equal medians (p < 0.01) for all cases.
The correlations obtained between the individual capillary area (or minor
axis length) and SED irradiation are shown in Table 7.2. The tabulated corre-
lation values are new values and calculated per volunteer from the data used
to generate Figures 7.27-7.32. The correlation between the individual capillary
area and SED is the same as that between the minor axis length and SED. For
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Figure 7.30: Dark skin: Plots (8)-(11) represent the individual capillary area (µm2)
versus dose (SED) for volunteers # 8-11. The box plot represents the combined
results of all the volunteers.
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Figure 7.31: Dark skin: Plots (8)-(11) represent the minor axis length (µm) versus
dose (SED) for volunteers # 8-11. The box plot represents the combined results
of all the volunteers.
the fair skinned volunteers (volunteers #1− 7) the correlation value ranged from
0.22− 0.38, whereas for dark skinned volunteers (volunteers #8− 11) the value
ranged between 0.07− 0.30.
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Figure 7.32: Dark skin: Plots of the individual capillary area in µm2 and length
of minor axis in µm, given with respect to the MED.
Volunteer #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7
Correlation 0.38 0.36 0.35 0.22 0.25 0.36 0.31
Volunteer #8 #9 #10 #11
Correlation 0.30 0.11 0.07 0.28
Table 7.2: The Spearman’s correlation values between the individual capillary
area (or minor axis length) and SED. For each volunteer, the Spearman’s correla-
tion between the individual capillary area and SED is the same as that between
the minor axis length and SED.
7.5.4 RBCs velocity in cross-sectionally imaged capillaries
Figure 7.33 illustrates the time varying mean pixel value within the arterial and
venous capillary limbs for UVR doses 0-11.3 SED. These capillaries were imaged
from the same fair skinned volunteer (volunteer # 1). For each dose two time
sequences are plotted (SA(t) and SB(t)), where these sequences represent the ar-
terial and venous limbs of the same capillary imaged cross-sectionally. In the
example shown in Figure 7.33 as the dose increases, most noticeably from doses
equal to or greater than 4 SED, it becomes harder to detect the corresponding
peaks visually. When comparing the plots below 4 SED to those equal or greater
than 4 SED one notices a larger number of peaks per unit time, this corresponds
to more flashes of RBCs in the RCM video sequences at larger doses. For low
doses, most particularly for the 2.8 SED example one can differentiate between
the arterial and venous signal by visual inspection. For example, in the 2.8 SED
signals as the peaks in the orange signal lead those in the blue signal, the or-
ange signal represents the arterial limb. However as the dose increases, it is not
possible to make the distinction of which signal is leading by visual inspection.
Furthermore, neither the number of peaks nor the mean intensity value can be
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used to differentiate between the arterial and venous signal.
Figure 7.34 looks at the 2.8 SED plot in Figure 7.33 in more depth over a time
interval of 9-15 s. This SED and time period have been specifically selected as
the graphs shows a good visual correspondence between the two signals. In ad-
dition, as illustrated in Figure 7.34, the range of intensity values cannot be used
to differentiate between the arterial and venous limb.
Figure 7.35 shows a box plot of the time (i.e. lag) in seconds it takes for a
RBC to travel from the arterial to the venous capillary limb for a given SED. The
plot incorporates all the results of capillaries captured cross-sectionally for fair
skin. The capillaries taken into consideration are those that are represented as
two circles of similar area and their centroids are at a distance 20− 35µm apart.
The Spearman’s rank correlation between the UVR exposed dose and the cross-
correlation lag is -0.26 with a p-value of 0.023.
The median lag (s) for each dose, extracted from Figure 7.35, and the corre-
sponding velocity (mm/s) is presented in Table 7.3. The velocity was calculated
using the methodology defined in Section 7.3.4. The estimated distance between
the two limbs is 50µm, as calculated in Section 7.3.4.








Table 7.3: Calculated velocity of blood from a cross-correlation analysis of the
time varying signals (SA(t) and SB(t))Cross-sectionally imaged capillaries were
searched for from all the fair skinned volunteers. A total of 5, 4, 6, 7, 18, 18 and 21
capillaries for doses 0, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8 and 11.3 SED respectively. All the possible















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.34: The 2.8 SED example illustrated in Figure 7.33 analysed in depth.
The arterial (SA(t)) and venous (SB(t)) time sequences are represented by the
red and blue colours respectively. As SA(t) is leading before SB(t), represented
by a negative cross-correlation lag, then SA(t) is the arterial sequence and SB(t)
is the venous sequence. Three dominant peaks, labelled as A, B and C, are found
in both the arterial and venous signals. The lags between the arterial and the
venous signals are represented by lagA, lagB and lagC for the three distinct peaks.
7.6 Discussion
7.6.1 Introduction
In this chapter an algorithm that automatically detects skin capillaries in RCM
video sequences has been developed. The flow in detected capillaries give a mea-
sure of the underlying micro-circulation at the DEJ. As opposed to redness mea-
sures at the skin surface, the algorithm analyses the anatomical changes present
at vasodialtion (or at vasocontraction). RBCs moving along capillaries appear
as bright flashes, and therefore capillaries are characterised as structures having
flashes (fluctuations of bright and dim intensity values) across time. The devel-
oped algorithm makes use of these fluctuations in intensity to detect capillaries,
calculate capillary parameters and also to estimate RBC velocity.
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Figure 7.35: A box plot of lag (s) between RBCs appearing in the arterial and ve-
nous areas of a single capillary against UVR dose (SED) in fair skinned subjects.
This Section discusses (i) the main findings of the algorithm that detects skin
capillary area, (ii) the calculations of individual capillary parameters, (iii) the
main findings of the algorithm that quantifies RBC velocity across cross-sectionally
imaged capillaries and (iv) the limitations in algorithm and methodology.
7.6.2 Discussion of main findings of algorithm to detect skin
capillary area
The total capillary area was compared with the UVR irradiated dose in SED units
and in factors of the MED. This comparison contrasts with that found in the lit-
erature, which in general focus on changes in size of individual capillaries rather
than total capillary area (discussed in Section 7.6.3). From the Experiment iden-
tified in Section 7.4.3, it was found that the total skin capillary area increased as
the UVR dose increased. This increase is attributed to two main factors: a larger
number of capillaries are visible in RCM video sequences as the UVR increases
and the size of individual capillaries also increases due to vasodilation. Figures
7.19 and 7.20 illustrates these two factors.
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The total capillary area was compared with the a∗ redness value measured
using a colorimeter. An increase in capillary area was noted before a∗ started to
increase. This observation strongly backs the argument that changes in a∗ can-
not be used solely to extract changes in underlying circulation at skin capillaries
located at the DEJ. The parameters achieved from the proposed algorithm are
due to anatomical changes in the skin capillaries rather than to a change in skin
colour at the skin surface.
There was good correspondence between the a∗ values measured for fair
skinned volunteers to the a∗ values reported in the literature. Gambichler et
al. [108] reported a a¯∗ ( a∗a∗MED ) of 1.9 at a site irradiated with 3× MED 24 hours
after irradiation. This value corresponds to those achieved from the Experiment
identified in Section 7.4.4, where the calculated a¯∗ ranged between 1.6-3.
A well documented disadvantage of using the a∗ value is that it does not
change significantly in volunteers with dark skin. Therefore, it is harder to use
the colorimeter’s reading as a guide to estimate the MED in dark skinned vol-
unteers than in fair skinned volunteers. This is illustrated by the small range of
a∗ values achieved as the UVR exposure dose was incremented in dark skinned
volunteers. An alternative method to using the colorimeter to measure the level
of vasodilation is to quantify the capillary size, discussed in Section 7.6.3. This is
particularly useful for dark skinned volunteers.
7.6.3 Discussion of main calculations of individual capillary pa-
rameters
From the results achieved from the Experiment in Section 7.4.5 the median capil-
lary diameter (minor axis length) increased by 35% for fair skinned volunteers as
the dose was increased to 11.3 SED (from unexposed). In contrast, the capillary
diameter increased by 12% in dark skinned volunteers from unexposed sites to
sites irradiated with 120 SED. The relevant literature results that this Experiment






























































































Figure 7.36: A graph of the percentage difference in the diameter of skin cap-
illaries achieved in this study and in prior literature. The results achieved in
this Chapter for fair and dark skinned volunteers are compared against those re-
ported in the literature by Ca˘runtu et al. [39], Altintas et al. [107] and Gambichler
et al. [108].
Ca˘runtu et al. [39] who reported an increase of 14% in diameter after 40 min-
utes of applying capsaicin and Altintas et al. [107] who reported an increase of
20% in the capillary diameter after 5 minutes of heating the skin surface. Al-
though both capsaicin and local-heating achieve vasodilation, one cannot com-
pare the results to a particular UVR dose value.
On the other hand, Gambichler et al. [108] made use of UVR irradiation
and reported an increase of 80% in the capillary diameter at a site exposed at
3× MED after 24 hours of exposure of fair skinned volunteers. 3× MED ap-
proximately corresponds to the 11.3 SED site in fair skin. The increase reported
by Gambichler et al. [108] is significantly larger than that achieved in the Ex-
periment reported in this Chapter. From the paper [108] there is no obvious
reason for this discrepancy as they capture the video sequences using the same
VivaScoper 1500 RCM system. However, the paper does not identify the depth
at which the video sequences are being recorded at and makes use of UVB irra-
diation (in this Chapter a wider UVR wavelength range was used). These two
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observations might be the reason for this discrepancy.
7.6.4 Discussion of main findings of algorithm to quantify RBC
velocity across cross-sectionally imaged capillaries
A cross-correlation methodology, identified in Section 7.4.6, was used to estimate
blood velocity in capillaries captured cross-sectionally. From the preliminary re-
sults achieved, an increase in blood velocity was observed with an increase in
UVR exposure dose. The median blood velocity of fair skinned volunteers in-
creased from 0.20 to 0.56 mm/s as the UVR dose was increased from 0 to 11.3
SED. Similarly, Winchester et al. [148] reported an increase in sublingual blood
velocity in response to both hot and cold stimulation. In [148] the velocity ranged
from 0.15 to 0.70 mm/s and was calculated using the auto-correlation function on
laser speckle measurements. The calculated velocities also fall within the nailfold
capillary velocities reported by Stu¨cker [111], which range from 0.14-0.93 mm/s.
Altintas et al. [107] reported an increase in blood flow in response to a hot
stimulus. The units of the tabulated blood flow are in quantitative blood cell flow
per minute (qbf/min). This measure corresponds to the manual count of peaks
inside the capillary loops of RCM video sequences. Assuming this measure is
proportional to m3/s, one can derive the velocity by dividing the the quantita-
tive blood cell flow per minute value by capillary area. Using this methodology,
the derived velocity decreased by a 8.4% and increased by 3.2% directly after and
5 minutes after local heating respectively. This trend [107] suggests that the es-
timated flow could contain errors, or that the reported qbf/min is not necessary
proportional to the standard blood flood units (m3/s). As depicted in Table 3.2
(Section 3.4), the calculated flow in RCM literature is in cells/minute. This limits
direct comparison to the derived blood velocity estimated in this Experiment.
When estimating the cross correlation lag between the arterial and venous
signals, one cannot guarantee that the cross-correlation lag is correct, mainly due
to the limited RCM frame rate (of 9fps). As higher blood velocities are expected
at higher UVR exposures, the limited frame rate affects lag estimations from
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videos captured at sites exposed with higher doses more than those captured
at low doses.
7.6.5 Limitations in algorithm and methodology
This Section is subdivided into: (i) variability found across intra- and inter-
volunteer sites, (ii) confounding features within the data that hinder the devel-
oped algorithm, and (iii) limitations in the development of the algorithm.
7.6.5.1 Intra- and inter-volunteer variability
As shown in the results section, the higher the UVR dose the easier it is to see
RBCs. At higher doses, the capillaries dilate and thus appear larger both if im-
aged cross-sectionally or in-plane. In addition, a higher dose is complemented
with a larger blood velocity. These two factors make skin capillaries more visible
and detectable at higher doses.
Another observation that can be deduced from these results is that the deeper
within tissue the capillary is visualised the the easier it can be detected. In all of
the volunteers, the capillaries were captured inside the DEJ region. However, in
some volunteers the DEJ is characterised more with epidermal structures, whilst
in other volunteers the DEJ appears to contain more dermal structures. In the
case that the capillaries are surrounded by epidermal like structures, it is more
difficult to detect, as the texture of the epidermal structures are easier to mistake
as blood flow than dermal-like structures.
7.6.5.2 Confounding features in data
The presence of artefacts typically result from poor optical contact between the
microscope and the skin (e.g. wrinkles) hinder the developed automated capil-
lary detection algorithm, especially for non-exposed and low dose sites (below
the volunteer’s MED). Non-contact artefacts tend to result in large time vary-
ing changes in pixel value and can be mistaken as blood flow in capillaries by
the developed algorithm. Even small pressure changes between the microscope
and skin surface can result in rapid pixel value variation within these artefacts.
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Due to these factors, artefacts can cause varying intensity values across different
frames, which cannot be adequately corrected for using non-rigid registration
algorithm.
Although efforts were made to capture videos in areas free from artefacts,
in some volunteers (especially skin types I-II) it is not possible to find regions
exhibiting no artefacts, as the exposed region being scanned is thoroughly char-
acterised with wrinkles. To illustrate this, I will focus on the results achieved for
volunteer # 7 which has the lowest correlation value (0.48) for the fair skin cases,
and also has a large presence of wrinkles. As depicted in Figure 7.37, wrinkles
are mistaken to be blood flow mainly for plots A-D which correspond to doses 0-
4 SED. The MED for volunteer # 7 is 4 SED. As the RBC signal is lower in videos
scanned on sites with lower doses (doses below the volunteer’s MED) than in
sites exposed with higher doses, the wrinkles have a higher chance of being mis-
taken as RBC signal in lower dose sites. Despite this limitation, neither wrinkles
nor other artefact regions were manually masked out.
In general, the videos collected from one unexposed or exposed site have the
same level of confounding features across the 8× 8mm2 scanning view. How-
ever, for the case of fair skin, such features have a higher chance of being mis-
taken to be blood in unexposed or low dose sites by the algorithm. As the dose
increases, the signal from blood increases, resulting in an increase in the signal to
noise ratio. Therefore, confounding features have a greater chance of biasing re-
sults for doses on the lower end than for those at the higher end of the dose scale.
The presence of a high concentration of melanin is a confounding feature in
darker skin types (skin type IV-VI). Its presence hinders the automated detection
algorithm for the case of darker skin types. As opposed to confounding features
in fair skin, melanin affects videos across all doses as the signal coming from
melanin is brighter than that of RBCs. This effect is shown in Figure 7.38, where
the worst case for each site for volunteer # 9 is depicted.






Figure 7.37: Fair skin: volunteer # 7: (A) 0 SED (B) 2 SED (C) 2.8 SED (D) 4 SED
(E) 5.6 SED (F) 8 SED (G) 11.3 SED. The circled regions are wrinkles mistaken to
be blood flow - a higher presence of mistaken regions is present in doses below






Figure 7.38: Dark skin: volunteer # 9: (A) 0 SED (B) 15 SED (C) 21.1 SED (D)
30 SED (E) 42.4 SED (F) 60 SED (G) 82.4 SED. The circled regions are wrinkles,
artefacts and melanin mistaken to be blood flow.
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RBCs in lower doses than in higher doses for fair skin cases. This is due to
the fact that in fair skin the signal generated from these confounding features
is lower than that generated from RBCs, which is more visible at higher doses.
However, for the case of dark skin, the signal generated from the melanin is
higher than that of the RBCs, and thus can be mistaken to be RBCs at all doses.
7.6.5.3 Limitations in data collection
The field of view of the VivaScoper1500 is 8× 8mm2 and a video sequence is cap-
tured from a sub-site of area 0.5× 0.5mm2. This leads to the need for the confo-
calist to search the field of view to locate eight sub-sites which have visible capil-
laries. For unexposed and low dose sites (generally below the volunteer’s MED),
the user needs to search a larger area to find eight sub-sites containing capillaries
from which to record video sequences. Thus, the captured videos in higher doses
are more representative of the 8× 8mm2 field of view than the videos captured
from unexposed or low dose sites. For the latter sites, the selected video loca-
tions do not represent what is happening across the whole 256× (0.5× 0.5mm2)
possible scan areas, but give a representation of the maximum capillary response
in the site. Therefore, this approach will tend to cause a possible bias in results
of the total capillary area for sites with no or low irradiation dose.
For volunteers with a dark skin tone, the power that was used to capture the
video sequences using the VivaScoper 1500 confocal microscope was manually
set to 2− 2.5mW to cater for the lack of signal present from blood flow at lower
power levels. However, the signal generated from the capillaries was still low
when contrasted to those captured for fair skin. This results from the melanin
at the DEJ boundary attenuating the laser beam. This can be compensated by
manually setting a high laser power. Whilst this makes capillaries more visible,
there remains a higher noise level in those cases.
7.6.5.4 Limitations in the development of the algorithm
The algorithm has been designed to detect capillaries by detecting the passage
of multiple RBCs in the same spatial location. Therefore it is easier for the algo-
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rithm to detect blood in cross-sectionally imaged capillaries than those imaged
in-plane, as in the cross-sectional case RBCs are present in the same circular area,
whilst in the in-plane case RBCs appear along different points of the capillary.
A further limitation, is that the algorithm searches for RBCs that appears as
bright circles, the rationale being that RBCs are highly refractive and appear cir-
cular in shape in confocal microscopy. RBCs in cross-sectionally imaged capillar-
ies are easily identified (Figure 7.1). RBCs in capillaries imaged in-plane may not
be individually resolved, therefore they may appear as non-circular structures of
high intensity (Figure 7.2). For example, in the case of a chain of cells travelling
through an elongated capillary together, they will appear more cylindrical-like
than circular and may not be detected by the Hough circular transform.
7.7 Future Work
The results achieved from the preliminary RBC velocity calculations are promis-
ing. Further experiments can be done in this area to test the robustness of this
method. The experiment can be extended by initially analysing more cross-
sectional capillaries. Capturing videos of a cross-sectional capillary at various
depths, for example at 2.8µm depth increment, can provide multiple velocity
values of the same capillary. Theoretically the velocity values from each depth
should be equal.
More work needs to be done for this algorithm to be applied to a clinical set-
ting. Initially, a semi or fully-automated algorithm that masks out confounding
features such as wrinkles and melanin is needed. An algorithm that detects con-
founding features has also been proposed in Section 5.6.3. For example, wrinkles
which are linear in shape can be detected using the linear Hough transform. An-
other limitation is the operational time needed; at present it takes approximately
4 hours to collect and process one video sequence. The majority of this time (∼ 2
hours) is needed to motion correct the video sequence. Registration algorithms
that require less operation time can be evaluated. Other methods to speed up
processing, such as parallel computing could be investigated.
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Once these limitations have been addressed, a direct application of the ex-
tended automated algorithm is to phototherapy, where the skin is exposed to
UVR doses to treat a number of skin conditions. This algorithm could provide
phototherapists with quantitative parameters of skin capillary changes. Further-
more, the extended automated algorithm can be used to measure a patient’s
MED during phototherapy.
Although a provocation method was used in this study, the proposed algo-
rithm can be applied to detect capillaries in non-provoked areas. Thus derma-
tologists can use this algorithm to quantify vasculature diseases, that affect skin
capillary populations and sizes.
7.8 Conclusion
This Chapter has described the processes that were involved in designing an
algorithm that automatically detects and quantifies skin capillary area and the
velocity at which RBCs travel at within the capillaries in RCM video sequences.
Throughout this chapter the potential of RCM to analyse skin capillaries quanti-
tatively is shown.
The algorithm developed here was applied to datasets collected from a num-
ber of volunteers exposed with incremental UVR doses. The algorithm detected
an increase in the total capillary area, individual capillary area and individual
minor axis length with an increase in UVR dose. These increments confirm that
the algorithm is capable of quantifying changes attributed to vasodilation.
The developed algorithm can also be used to quantify blood velocity inside
capillaries imaged cross-sectionally. Prior to this work no studies had used RCM
video sequences to measure the velocity at which RBCs travel at inside the cap-
illaries located at the DEJ.
Although there are limitations with the developed algorithm with respect to
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operation time and confounding features, the proposed algorithm is the first step
in being able to quantify changes in circulation at the DEJ due to a provocation
methods or due to skin conditions and diseases in the clinical setting.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis automated algorithms have been designed and developed to aid
dermatologists when analysing reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) images
of the skin. This chapter summarises the main achievements and limitations of
the developed algorithms, additionally the potential of these algorithms in the
clinical setting is defined.
8.1 Summary and Context of the Contributions
Throughout this thesis three main algorithms were developed. In this Section, a
summary of each algorithm, together with the clinical impact and the limitations
are highlighted.
8.1.1 Detecting the dermal-epidermal junction in RCM cubes of
images
A classification algorithm that identifies and quantifies the dermal-epidermal
junction (DEJ) from cubes of images of the skin was designed and developed.
The aspect that distinguishes this algorithm from those developed in the prior
literature [1] [4] [5] is that the designed algorithm makes use of clinically rep-
resentative datasets, without needing to remove tiles or regions exhibiting arte-
facts. A total of 11 datasets, each having approximately 1400 images, were used
for this Experiment. To cater for the large number of tiles the features extracted
were from tiles rather than sub-tiles and thus such features quantify larger scale
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structures rather than from cell information.
The mean percentage of correctly classified images was of 63.2% and 62.1%
for intra and inter-volunteer layer classifiers when using both texture and anatom-
ical based features. This value is better than the 58.6% correctly classified images
reported in [3] for the same application (that of differentiating between epider-
mal, DEJ and dermal images).
The mean error in detecting the DEJ thickness was of 10.8µm and 20.1µm us-
ing the classification results achieved from the intra and inter-volunteer models
using both texture and anatomical based features. The diameter of a basal cell,
which defines the boundary of the DEJ region, is of 10− 15µm [1]. Kurugol et
al. [3] state that an error smaller than 15µm is negligible when locating the DEJ
region. The DEJ thickness errors cannot be compared directly to those reported
in prior literature as no paper quantifies the thickness.
Potential Clinical Impact An algorithm which is capable of differentiating be-
tween the skin layers and of extracting quantitative information, can aid clin-
icians in visualising and analysing RCM images faster [5]. The algorithm can
provide dermatologists with quantification parameters of layer thicknesses and
locations. A potential application for this algorithm would be to serve as a plat-
form for subsequent automated algorithms. For example, if a new algorithm
aims to quantify the size and concentration of papillae at the DEJ, it can initially
process the images with this algorithm to locate the tiles classed as DEJ. Another
possible application of this algorithm is to aid clinicians who are relatively new
to RCM imaging in familiarising themselves with the different skin layers. Thus,
such an algorithm can serve as a training platform.
Limitations At present the mean errors in locating the epidermal-DEJ and DEJ-
dermal boundaries are of 12.8µm (27.0µm) and 15.8µm (6.6µm) for the intra (inter)
volunteer models using both texture and anatomical based features. Assuming
that the errors should be less than 15µm [1], more work needs to be done for the
classifier to be capable to differentiate between tiles of class epidermis and DEJ,
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in particular for the inter-volunteer models. This error has the potential of being
reduced by introducing more training datasets from different volunteers.
Currently this experiment was only performed on healthy skin sites and not
tested on diseased data. For this experiment to be adopted in the clinical setting,
this algorithm needs to be capable of detecting the DEJ in datasets captured both
from healthy and diseased sites. Furthermore, this algorithm is not currently
designed to provide real-time identification and quantification of the DEJ. Thus,
further work needs to be done to implement this algorithm in real-time at the
clinical setting.
8.1.2 Detecting cancerous regions in RCM images of excised tis-
sue
A classification algorithm that identifies regions of disease in images of excised
skin tissue acquired during Mohs surgery was developed to differentiate be-
tween cancerous, inflammatory, and non-diseased regions. This study is the first
to automatically analyse RCM images of excised tissue. To improve algorithmic
performance nuclei concentration based features were automatically extracted.
The introduction of nuclei concentration based features increased the number
of correctly classified regions classed as tumour and inflammation on average by
8.6% and 62.5% respectively. Thus, nuclei concentration based features are par-
ticularly beneficial for inflammation.
Potential Clinical Impact At present the developed algorithm only correctly
classifies tumour regions 58.3% of the time when using both texture and nuclei
concentration based features. For this method to substitute histopathology in
Mohs surgery, the number of correctly classified cases should be greater than
99% [26]. Possible future work that can be done to improve classification results
is to provide the classifier with neighbouring knowledge when making a classifi-
cation of a region and also to sub-divide class other into further sub-classes. This
algorithm provides a step towards the acceptance of applying RCM to image ex-
cised tissue in the clinical setting and of computer-aided diagnosis.
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A possible application of RCM imaging of excised tissue in Mohs surgery is to
RCM image excised tissue (instead of performing a histology examination) for a
subset of the excisions performed during Mohs surgery. In the proposed method-
ology the first and last excisions would be analysed using histology, whilst all the
intermediate excisions would be analysed using RCM imaging. Once the image
is analysed by the clinician it can be fed into the algorithm which will serve as a
second reader to achieve a computer aided diagnosis. Using this methodology
the duration and cost of Mohs surgery can be reduced significantly, resulting in
greater accessibility to a wider set of patients.
Limitations At present the procedure used to prepare excised tissue for RCM
imaging does not always translate to images that can be used to make a diag-
nosis. This is mainly due to the sample not being evenly thick and the RCM
technology not being able to image all parts of a sample which does not have the
same thickness throughout, resulting in the epidermis (or the thinnest part of the
tissue) being missed from the image. Image quality is also reduced when the flu-
orescent dye is not evenly distributed and results in over-saturated images. Due
to this limitation, in this thesis I have focused on BCC cases classed as micron-
odular, nodular and infiltrative. Superficial BCC was not included in this study
as the imaging procedure used missed the epidermis layer in some cases result-
ing in only a few images covering superficial BCC. Possible future experiments
include preparing the tissue on an unlevelled microscopic slide to compensate
for unevenness in sample thickness.
8.1.3 Detecting skin capillaries in RCM video sequences
An algorithm was developed to detect and quantify the presence of skin cap-
illaries at the DEJ from RCM video sequences. An additional algorithm was
developed to quantify the velocity at which red blood cells are travelling at in-
side capillaries captured cross-sectionally. According to the author’s knowledge,
these are the first automated algorithms that detects skin capillaries and which
quantifies the velocity of RBCs using confocal microscopy.
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This algorithm was applied to video sequences captured from forearm sites
of fair (skin type I-III) and dark skinned (skin type VI) volunteers exposed with
incremental UVR doses. In the case of fair skinned volunteers, a dose range of
0 - 11.3SED was used, whereas for the dark skinned a dose range of 0 - 120SED
was used. Results show that the RCM video sequences can be used to analyse
vasodilation and the developed algorithm is capable of quantifying the different
levels of vasodilation found across sites irradiated with incremental UVR doses.
The median capillary diameter increased by 35% for fair skinned volunteers
as the dose increased from 0 SED to 11.3SED, and by 12% for dark skinned vol-
unteers as the dose increased from 0 SED to 120 SED. The increase in capillary
diameter linked to vasodilation reported in prior literature ranged between 14%
and 80% [39] [107] [108]. The median RBC velocity in fair skinned volunteers
increased from 0.20 to 0.56mm/s as the UVR dose increased from 0 to 11.3SED.
This compares well to the range of RBC velocities of 0.15 to 0.70mm/s reported
in the literature [148].
Potential Clinical Impact This algorithm points to a new use for RCM as a
means of providing a more quantitative method of assessing erythema and va-
sodilation.
In addition to providing quantification parameters of skin capillaries and
measures of RBC velocity, this algorithm can also provide clinicians with a mea-
sure of vasodilation. Thus, this algorithm can be used to track the response of
certain skin conditions (that affect skin capillary population) to treatment, by
checking whether the capillary population is regulating.
Additionally, the ability to measure vasodilation and RBC velocity in super-
ficial capillaries in skin with RCM provides a new and objective means of quan-
tifying the physiological effect that underpins erythema. It therefore may serve
as a more valuable end-point than colorimeter measurements in photobiology
experiments and treatments.
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Limitations Although experiments were performed on volunteers with fair (I/II)
and dark (VI) skin tones, they did not cover all six skin types. Further experi-
mental work involves the algorithm being tested on video sequences captured
from all skin types. In addition, further experiments are needed to capture video
sequences with clearer skin capillaries for dark skinned volunteers and/or to
develop algorithms that enhance the visibility of RBCs inside skin capillaries of
video sequences captured from dark skinned volunteers. The current method
adopted to enhance the visibility of RBC signals in video sequences captured
from dark skinned volunteers is to increase the power of the laser. However, this
method besides enhancing the RBC signal enhances the melanin signal, result-
ing in poor detection of skin capillaries in video sequences captured from dark
skinned volunteers.
8.2 Future Work
Of the three algorithms that have been designed and developed in this thesis,
the one that is closest to clinical application involves detecting and quantifying
skin capillaries in RCM video sequences. For future translational projects, this
is the algorithm I propose which has the most novelty and applicability. In this
section methods to make the measurements more robust and accurate are identi-
fied. Additionally, potential applications of such values in the clinical setting are
identified.
8.2.1 Enhancing the RBC signal
Overall, the developed algorithm works very well in datasets of fair skinned
volunteers, however not so well in datasets captured from dark skinned vol-
unteers. A correlation value ranging from 0.48 to 0.74 between total capillary
area detected and SED dose for datasets captured from fair skinned volunteers.
Whereas, the correlation value between the total capillary area and SED dose re-
duced to a range from 0.37 to 0.64 for dark skinned volunteers. Similarly, the
correlation values between total capillary area and a
∗
a∗MED
ranges from 0.54 to 0.73
for fair skinned volunteers and between 0.32 and 0.64 for dark skinned volun-
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teers.
For this algorithm to be used in a clinical setting in conjunction with a col-
orimeter the results achieved need to be improved, especially for dark skinned
volunteers. As the colorimeter a∗ value is not representative of the level of va-
sodilation in dark skinned volunteers, there is a bigger clinical need to measure
the level of vasodilation using an alternative method for dark skinned volun-
teers. Future work that enhances the RBC signal will enable better detection of
skin capillaries. This would encourage future translational projects that would
make use of the algorithm to measure vasodilation.
The first methodology in attempting to enhance the RBC signal is to capture
longer video sequences than the current 30s sequences used in this thesis. Longer
video sequences have the potential of having a higher signal to noise ratio. These
sequences then can be fed to the developed algorithm and the results achieved
can be analysed to check if this improves capillary detection. It is suggested that
the developed algorithms run in parallel (using parallel computing) to cope with
the larger file sizes associated with longer video sequences.
Another way of enhancing the RBC signal and of improving the robustness
of the algorithm is to develop an algorithm that masks out confounding features,
such as wrinkles and melanin in darker skin. At present, confounding features
exhibit large changes in intensity values over a short period of time, resulting
in the algorithm mistaking them as RBC signal, especially in datasets captured
from dark skinned volunteers and from sites irradiated by low (or no) UVR dose.
The need of algorithms that detect and segment confounding structures (like
wrinkles and melanin regions) has been identified in Section 5.6.3.
8.2.2 Repeatability of RBC velocity measures
The results achieved in this thesis indicate that RCM technology has great poten-
tial in visualising RBCs and that it can be used to quantify the velocity at which
they travel at inside capillaries. However, as identified in Section 7.5.4 the cross-
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correlation lag (s), the time for an RBC to travel from the arterial limb to the
venous limb, varies considerably across different capillaries imaged from sites
exposed with the same UVR dose. Here, a methodology that achieves more ac-
curate values of RBC velocity by repeated measures is defined. A cross-sectional
capillary can be imaged at different skin depths using RCM video sequences.
The RBC velocity can be calculated at each video sequence (using an estimated
distance for each depth) and the results achieved can be assessed. This experi-
ment could illustrate whether repeatability and more accurate velocity measures
can be obtained from the same skin capillary.
8.2.3 Apply algorithms to diseased datasets
In this thesis I have made use of the developed algorithms to detect and quan-
tify the differences in capillary size and RBC velocity attributed to vasodilation
provoked by UVR irradiation. However, these algorithms can be also applied to
quantify diseases characterised by abnormal capillary populations, such as Ray-
naud’s phenomenon [52]. The developed algorithms can be applied to video se-
quences captured from diseased and non-diseased (control) sites. A study could
be done to analyse and quantify how the skin condition is affecting the capillary
population and capillary size. Furthermore, the effect that the condition has on
RBC velocity could be studied.
8.3 Summary
This thesis has attempted to demonstrate the value of RCM in dermatology and
how a more detailed analysis of the images can provide valuable clinical infor-
mation that is not easily or quickly extracted by visual analysis alone.
RCM has a near histology lateral resolution and an ability to obtain multi-
ple images from a wide field of view and from different depths. A typical RCM
examination provides the user with a large amount of images. Automation of al-
gorithms to extract all clinical information is unlikely ever to be possible and, in-
deed, the role of the dermatologist in interpreting the images will remain critical.
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However, the work here has shown that, in carefully selected areas, automation
can assist the user in (i) locating a key anatomical feature, the DEJ, with useful
accuracy, (ii) highlighting regions of tissue samples to direct the clinicians atten-
tion to the possible presence of cancer and inflammation and (iii) highlighting
some of the smallest capillaries in the human body and providing a measure of
the velocity of RBCs as they pass through a capillary loop.
RCM is gradually gaining acceptance in dermatology clinics in Europe and
the USA. Current barriers to its acceptance include the traditional reliance on
visual examination of skin and the time it takes up in analysing the images ob-
tained from a typical RCM scan. Any software tools that can help speed ex-
amination, aid in training clinicians who are new to RCM and which provide
objective quantitative analyses will be valuable. This thesis presents some early
novel efforts in this direction.
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